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A.

For Young Ladies and Children.
Spring terra will begin Monday, Feb. 1st.
A new class in Italian will be formed under
flic tuition of Mrs. Cavazza. During the month of
February, four lectures will be given by Miss
Bailie K. Crocker. Subject: Modern French Painters.
For particulars apply to
No.

janl8eod2w

MRS.

I4S Bpring Bl.

Indications for New England today are
colder, generally fair weather, northwesterly

Parlor Classes
—

AND

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Ladies and

Portland, Me., Jail. 19, 1886.
| 7 A M |11 A Ml 8PM ! 7 P jTill PM
Barometer 30.323 30.265 30.047 29.777 29.732

Misses,

School for Young
So. 06 Park Street,

Thermo’r.
Dew Point

Will begin the second term of the school year.
Feb. 1,1886. Special attention is given to the
common and higher
English branches. An advanced class in C’ompo*ilion will be formed for
bard work. Classes will be formed in Boiiu’m
Universal I literature, and in the HEiMtory of
the BugliMh Language. The class in Art
IliHtory will begin the Himory of Bcnlpture;
the class in Beading will take up analytically
PnradiNf Fowl, the Iuieruo7 and the Iliad.
Special students are received into any of these
classes and into existing classes in General
IliMlory, Botany, French and German.
Children under twelve years of age will not be admitted unless they can enter existing classes.
MRS. CASWELL will be at home to business call-«
ers daily from one to three o’clock p. m.
jan 10
_d2\v
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New London 29.94

Boston, Mass
Eastport, Me

1st, 1885,

Mt, Wash’t’n 29.94
Portland, Me 29.68
Albany, N. Y 30.02
New York... 30.03
Norfolk, Va. 30.18

will be for

Atlanta, Ga..
Charleston...
Jacksonville.
TOvannah.Ga
New Orleans
Cincinnati, O

CABINETS $5.50 PER DOZ.
*6.00 PER DOZ.

30.11
30.10
30.30

30.23
30.24
30.24

30.23
30.40

Memphis.30.25
30.29
Pittsburg
...

Buffalo, N.Y. 30.17
Cleveland.... 30.33
Detroit. 30.29
30.06
30.13
30.34
80.34
30.21
Milwaukee. 30.32
St. I.ouis, Mo 30.38
St.Paul,Minn 30.32

All persons wishing work made at present rates,
should call in now, as after the above date the
prices will positively be as liere mentioned.
We would also call the attention of tlie public to
our CLUB KATES, by which families with
their friends, by a little exertion in getting a number to set. can then contract for, and secure the
advantage of SPECIAL PRICES for their
We assert that we make no difference
portraits.
whatever between the QUALITY of such Contract or Club l’hotograpus and our regular work,
for which we receive more, but in all eases endeavor to have it thoroughly El K ST-CLASS in every sense, and ."SATISFACTION KCIAKANFor further particulars about the dub
tEED
call on or address, for circulars,

Bismarck,Dai30.25

St. Vincent.. 30.41
Denver.[29.83

Cheyenne....|29.80
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ago as 100 B. C. In the middle ages the
Turks transported ships of war in a like
Swedenborg carried three war vessels across one of
tiie peninsulas of the Baltic.
Before the construction of the Suez Canal
a ship railway was proposed there by two
English engineers, Messrs. Brunlees and
manner, and a Imndred years ago

0 Fair
16 Clear
20 Sleeti’g
58 Lt Smv
21 Lt Smv
Lt Cloudy
16 Cloudy

Lt Clear
7 Clear

“What has been done can be done’’
and if ships could be transported in the olden
time why not now when every advantage
which modern science can'give is at the command of the projectors of the plan. At each
terminus a basin leading to the ocean is excavated, walled in with masonry. In this
basin will be placed a pontoon which like an
ordinary lifting dock will be capable of lifting the vessel from the water. This pontoon
will be built of steel strong enough to sustain any weight to be put upon it when out
of water. It will be; sunk by sluice gates
which will when open let water into it, and
Webb.

11 Clear
7 Clear
Lt Fair

Lt Clear
Lt Clear
Lt Cloudy
6 Clear

Lt Clear
10 Clear
Lt Cloudy

15 Cloudy
13 Clear
25 Lt Sow
6 LtSmv
15 Cloudy

Lt Fair
12 Cloudv
Lt
Lt
Lt
3
8

Hazy
Fair

Cloudy
Cloudy

floated after the ship has been placed upon
it, by pumping out the water into the surrounding basin. It can be raised in about 20

Lt Smv

Lt Clear

12'Cloudy

SW

Lt|Cloudy

SW

Liebmann,
Sergeant Signal Corps, U. S.

minutes.
The carriage for the transportation of the
vessels is built of steel girders, and its greatest strength is in its cross girders, the longitudinal ones being only strong enough to
carry the trucks placed under them. The keel
block running the length of the car through
its centre is flexible enough to conform to
any irregularities in the keel of the vessel.
The supports for the vessel consist of heavy
steel rods, at the top of which are adjustable

G.

A.

photography,
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An

Enterprising City.

the Press.]
Jan. 1!).—At the adjourned town
held last evening, Mr. D. O. Foye

[Special

Congress Street.
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Washington County

249 Middle St.

Coke Districts of

Jewett’s Mili at
Operations.
Gardiner, Jan. 19—The lockout at Jewett’s mill in this city, has been amicably adjusted, and the mill commenced running

again this morning.
Want the Telephone

Affairs inlthe

Pennsylvania.

pany to see what measures could he taken
towards changing the line from telephone
back to telegraph, was held in Strong, Saturday, at which a committee, consisting of Joel
Wilbur, Dana Austin and W. E. Bates, was
appointed to confer with Messrs. Farmer and
lessees of tlie line. The officers of tlie

Scene.

Pittsburg, Pa., Jan. li).—This evening a
load of uniformed police was despatched
from this city to tlie sceues of riotous disThe police
turbance in the lake region.
were sent in response to a telegram from
Col. Freeck of the Moorewood and Standard
coke works, asking for aid. Gov. Pattison
has been called upon for aid, hut has not as
Tlie situation of tlie coke
yet responded.
strike tonight may be summed up as follows:
ville
Connells
district, TUG ovens are
In the
idle; in Mount Pleasant district, 1094; in
Staney ville district, 397; in Scottdale district
738; in Bradford district, 148; making in all
ear

Beal,

Geo. D. Austin, W. E. Bates.

Fire in Chesterville.

Farmington, Jan. 19.—Tlie house of Benning Glines of Chesterville, was burned Saturday morning, from the explosion of a ker
Probable loss $1000; insured
osene lamp.
for $500.
Repair Shops Burned.
Bangor, Jan. 19.—The repair shops of the j
New Brunswick railway at Me Adam JuncLoss $5000 to
tion were burned last night.
In
fnriiirm rfAirurmnont
WfirL* lYlllst. hp
SGOOO; fully insured.
begun under the concession within two years
Eastern Steamboat Company.
This obligation was
from May 1st, 1881.
with and the work was begun withBath, Jan. 19.—The annual meeting of complied
in the time specified.
the Eastern Steamboat Company was held
The government of Mexico further guaranTlie following directhere this afternoon.
tees that one third of the net revenue of the
company for fifteen years after its successful
ors were elected: [Samuel D. Bailey, Thomopening sltall amount to 81,250,000, and gives
as W. Hyde, Frank B. Torrey, Henry W.
it the right to secure a similar guarantee to
diviA
A.
McLellan.
The
Swanton and James
the amount of 82,500,000 in addition.
original land grant has been since increased
dend of 0 2-3 per cent was declared.
nmr

Boycotting

Bates

asking

The
the Bates mill or to any of his family.
discussubject has been the chief topic of
sion on the streets and in places of business
The matters at issue, it is stated, re-

wholly to the agent. A large proportion of the employes at the Bates mill belong to the Knights of Labor, and they continue at work as usual.
late

A MOTHER-IN-LAW’S CRIME.

Mrs-

Lydia

Larrabee of Jackson on

Trial for the Murder of Her Son’s
Wife.

extra session under the call of the
Wo«rernor.
The funeral of Miss Katharine Lee Bayard,

yesterday in

eldest daughter of Secretary
from tlie Swedish church in

!

Belfast, Jan, 19.—The trial of Mrs.
Cydia Larrabee for the murder of her daughter-in-law, Helen M. Larrabee, at Jackson
on Nov. 10th by malpractice and negligence
during confinement, was commenced here toa widow about 55 years
day. The accused is
of age. She has practiced as a midwife and
it is alleged she liad threatened the deceased’s

Personal.

H. H. Shaw of Portland, Charles F. Todd
and family and G. A. Boardman of Calais
are

here.

Maine Postmasters.
The following Maine postmasters
pointed today:

were

ap-

East Now Sharon Mary Ami Jones.
East PiUstou—Frances Stanley.
North Wayne—Frederick E. Mason.
Sebago Lake—George E. Whitney.
At

life.
The day was mostly spent impanelling a
jury and the .opening of the case by County

The court room was
; Attorney Rogers.
crowded. The trial will last the most of the
week.

acres.

port any war vessels, ammunition, troops, or
contraband of war, of any nation at war
with the United States or Mexico.
The immense advantage of such a railway,
if successful, must be evident to everyone.
It saves in distance from New York to Hong
Kong, 8,777 miles over the route by Cape
Horn, and 1,351 over that by way of the proposed Panama Canal. From New York to
San Francisco bv this route it is 10,797 mil®
less than round Cape Horn, and 1,173 less
than by Panama. Over eighteen routes from
New York to cities on the Pacific, the saving
in distance by the railway is over 125,000
miles. Thus it will be seen, if this plan is
practicable as it seems to be from the working of the model and from figures, it would
seem almost impossible to refute, it will be
of almost incalculable advantage to the commerce of the United States,

today.

big corner.
According to the report of the Massachusetts
Stale Treasurer, the gloss revenue receipts for
1885 were *10,581,212; the gross payments,
$9,187,059.40.
The Kansas Legislature convened at Topeka

sub-heads of dishonesty, obtaining lnoiifcyundei
is
false pretences and lyn.'g, are made, f here
much interest exhibited in the trial.

the

Lewiston, Jan. 19.—The Knights of Labor here report that they have some issues
with Mr. Pratt, the agent of the Bates mill,
which thus far they are unable amicably to
adjust. A committee cf the Knights has
been waiting on merchants of the eity today,
them not to sell goods to the agent of

bold attempt to defraud the government by
of the undervaluation of imported goods
authorities of
lias been discovered by the customs
Chicago. The goods are principally gloves.
found Monwas
man
Tlie body of an unknown
Mason s tan yard
day night buried in tan bark at
near Nashville, Tenn.
WisconA hog plague which prevailed in Beloit,
great loan, la
sin, last season, and is still causing tnere.
I ully
the most disastrous ever known
within a
10.000 hogs have died from the plague
is
thought to be
radius of 15 miles The disease
tlie measles and not cholera.
Sheriff Kent and his deputies raided every
liquor saloon in Kxeter, N. H., at noon yesterday
and were successful in every instance.
Jay Baldwin, one of the deck hands of the Fulton ferry boat Farragut. was crushed to acatn in
New York harbor Monday. He leaves a wife and
.child.
The
St. Louis
Globe-Democrat yesterday
charged that wheat operators are preparing for a

Episcopal

Agent of
Mill.

A

yesterday
under

the

2,700,000

The guarantee of $2,500,000 is what is asked
of the United States government at the present time, the guarantee not to take effect until a vessel weighing with cargo of 3000 tons
shall have been taken from the water, transported over the railroad at a speed of not less
than six miles an hour and launched on the
other side without injury to the vessel, the
test to be satisfactory to a commission appointed by the President.
The amounts advanced are to be repaid
through the receipt of the company, they issuing bonds for its payment, thus making it
a reimbursable
loan, for the payment of
which the United States has the bonds of
the company and the receipt of the road for
security. The company agree during the fifteen years of the guarantee to transport all
government vessels, property, mails and officials, and to transmit all government telegrams for the nominal sum of 8500 per annum.
The company is forbidden to trans-

Lewiston, Jan. 10.—While Emma Gagon,
aged 27 years, was at work at her machine
in the spool room of the Bates mill today,
she was seen to totter and fall. In a few
moments, after severe suffering, she was
dead. Heart disease was the cause.

means

Twenty-three specific charges,

to

Died at Her Work.

CENERAL NEWS.

afternoon.

fives

company recently elected are:
President-E. J. Silkey, Strong.
Secretary—F.-E. Timberlake, Phillips.
Directors—E. J. Gilkey, H. P. Dill. Joel Wilbur,

2772 ovens, or about one-third of the ovens
Sheriff Stewart failed to
in that legion.
make any arrests, thinking it best not to
make anv attempt at an arrest with his small
force. Tlie fugitives of Saturday are still
free. Tlie Hungarians, numbering about 800
in tlie Mount Pleasant district, are hard to
handle, the women being worse than the
men, and they are very' revengeful and will
fighv to the death before they will he captured. -A Hungarian woman in a drug store
this afte “ttoon indicated tlie feeling of her
answer to a
countrymen- by a remarkoninit strike, ofiid
question wlie^-bcr she was
no strike.
no
have
money;
she “Englishman
plenty knife,
Hungarian have 'dcnt.v money,
flic
plenty pistol, and shoot, kill and light,
American element claim the Hungarians are
This
alone responsible for what they do.
a body of
morning the strikers proceeded in the
yards
about 200 and drove the men from
at the Alice mines. They blew up the tipple
suWhite,
Jo
drove
and
eph
with dynamite,
grounds
perintendent of tlie works, from the the
uia life
Wherever
hery
Hungarians go they carry a reign of terror
with them. Committees are waiting on the
laborers in the Broadwood regions to induce
them to come out, and the prevailing opinion
is that the men will all go out m that district tomorrow.

Metliodist
began at llie rooms of the i
ittsburg
Ministerial Association lu

Line Abolished.

Farmington, Jan. 19.—A meeting of the
directors of the Sandy River Telegraph Com-

A Car Load of Policemen Sent to the

Bayard, occurred
Wilmington, Del.,
yesterday. Many prominent people were present.
of
G.
W. & S. Smith on
Tlie large iron foundry
Farnhaiiistreet, Koxbury district. Boston, was
Tlie loss will be
burned shortly after midnight.
about $15,000.
The church trial of Rtv. Dr. LC, Pershing
President of the Pittsburg, Pa., Female College,

Resumes

Cardiner

RIOTS FEARED.

of

Criminals.

for embezzlement.

1880.janoeodgw

Serious Condition

vessel.

MAcniAS, Jan. 19.—Last night, at 11
o’clock, after being out five hours, the jury
returned a verdict of guilty against John
Wilber Day, for arson. He burned an unoccupied dwelling in Wesley.
Joseph Burgess of Vinalhaven, is on trial

CORNISH BROS.,
-lall. 1-

carriage

David 0. Foye, Dr. A. J. Fuller and Francis
B. Torrey.

very large stock of
woolens on hand which we are desirous of reducing as much as possible during the next two months,
we shall make such a reduction in
prices as wU insure a speedy sale.
Please give us a call while the selection is complete.

Portland,

are pressed against the sides of the
These rams are automatic in their
action, so that the weight of the vessel is
equally distributed over each of the supporting rods. The valves are then closed, leaving the vessel resting upon the rams, the
dock is then pumped out and risen above the
water. Nuts are then screwed down on the
supporting rods, the power is removed from
the rams, and the vessel is left, supported
upon the carriage and is ready for her journey. The car runs upon six rails arranged
in pairs with the ordinary gauge of American railroads, and the power used is ordinary locomotives. As so long and inflexible a
body cannot pass round a curve, the road bed
has to be straight or practically so. A curve
having a radius of twenty miles can be traversed, but this is so small as to be practically
As it is impossible to make
a straight line.
a perfectly straight line from coast to coast,
a change of direction is made by means of a
floating turn table. This consists of an ordinary floating dock upon which when
grounded the car with its ship is run, the
dock is then floated, turned in the desired
direction, again grounded and the ship proFive of
ceeds again in her new direction.
these turn tables are necessary in the trip
from the Atlantic and Pacific. Much objection has been made to the scheme on the
ground that the strain upon tlie^ship in lifting and transporting her would be more than
any vessel could stand, but it is conclusively
foreseen that the strain would not be a tenth
of what all ships receive from the action of
the sea in a storm.
On the 28th day of May, 1881, the Mexican
Republic made a concession to Mr. Eads,
It
which makes the following provision:
right of way 2624 feet wide across the
sthmus for the construction of a ship railway with the line of telegraph for a period
The public lands are given
of 99 years.
gratis and authority for the condemnation of
all private lands. A million acres are given
in aid of the enterprise. The right is granted to import machinery, instruments, coal,
etc., necessary during a period of 99 years
free of duty. It provides for the toll, auout
$8.00 per ton of cargo carried, and for each
passenger a sum not exceeding $15.00. All
the property, bonds and shares of stock are
exempted from taxation, except that of revenue stamps, the release from which the constitution of Mexico prohibits. Passage is to
be open to all vessels of nations not at war
with Mexico. The company is forbidden to
sell or mortgage any of its property or rights

chair to go to New Jersey and interview the proprietors of the Singer Sewing Machine Company,
and see if they can be induced to come to Bath
and lobate, said committee’s expenses to be paid
by tlie city of Bath.
Tlie committee, as constituted, consists of

LOOK!
Having

to

Bath,
meeting
hinged battens which will conform themhaving effectively addressed tlie meeting,' selves to the shape of any ship. In lifting a
vessel the carriage is run upon the dock, and
read an article published in a Boston paper
fastened securely, so that each of the supto the effect that the Singer Sewing Machine
porting rods comes exactly over a hydraulic
Company had been making calculations to ram. The dock is then sunk and the vessel
floated over it, and placed as nearly as can
its manufacturing establishment
remove
be judged with its centre of gravity over the
from New Jersey to some point in New Engcentre of gravity of the dock. The dock is
land, and in that connection moved the fol- then raised until the bottom of the slip rests
upon the carriage. Force is then applied to
lowing, which was unanimously adopted:
the hydraulic ram and the supports of the
That a committee of three be appointed by the

PHOTOGRAPHER
514

the Press.]

portation of sea going craft overland was accomplished at the Isthmus of Corinth as long
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Washington, Jan. 19.—There is likely to
be quite a lively contest over the United
States Marshalship for Maine. Mr. Bisbee’s
term expires next month, and A. S. Kimball
of Waterford, Oxford eounty, who is here, is
quite confident of success, though he says
Mr. Holman of Franklin county is a close
competitor. Mr. Emery of York county also
has some following.

around Cape Horn.
At first thought this would seem impossible, but after seeing the working of the
model it loses its impossibility, and becomes
The idea of transporting
even practicable.
ships by rail is not a new one. The trans-

M.)

moment of time

Thermo’ter

Philadelphia.
Washington..

PANELS

10.00 P.

taken at the

Observations
at all stations.

Proposed Ship

interest.
In general, it is proposed to take vessels of
any size, from the water, place them upon a
railroad and take them bodily across the
Isthmus of Tehuantepec, and launch them
on the other side without injury or inconvenience, thereby saving the long voyage

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

loir
our

24.9
24.3
97.6
VI
13

17.0
15.8
95.0

Eads’

be some readers of the Press who are not
aware what the railroad is or how it is expected to work a description of it may be of

Wind.IN
NE
N
NW
10
10
18
Velocity... 110
Weather.. |LtSnw LtSmv LtSmv Slect’g LtSnw
Mean daily bar...30.0341 Maximum ther ...25.0
Mean daily ther. .19.7
Minimum ther....14.3
23 NW
Mean daily d’wpt.16.5 | Max.vel.wind
Mean dally hum. .84.9 | Total preeip.08

e

On and after November

19.4
18.6

84.0

of

hearing of arguments in its favor by Messrs.
Eads and Winsten the promoters of the plan.
A large working model of the proposed railway has been set up in the Senate committee
room on Military Affairs, and as there may

winds and rising barometer.

—

Kimball, Esq., of Waterford
Confident He Will Win.

favorable to the scheme by the present Congress. Next Friday has been designated by
the House committee on commerce for the

morning.

CASWELL’S

States

United

The supporters of the Eads Atlantic and
Pacific Ship Railway across the Isthmus of
Tehuantepec are here in force, and a powerful effort will be made to secure legislation

V/LATHER.

Washington, Jan. 20.
Indications for Portland and vicinity—
Fair, colder weather, clearing in the early
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The Count-Out Leaders.
The Senate finance committee has begun
the consideration of the internal revenue

nominations. In the cases of Tabulator
Chase and Eben F. Pillsbury a large amount
of documentary evidence will be presented.
The cases are likely to be reached this week
in committee and the Senate will then make
quick work of them.
Bills Introduced in the Senate.

Following are among the bills introduced
in or reported to the Senate today:

By Senator Pike, authorizing the retirement of
Lieutenant A. W. Greeley, with the rank and pay
of Colonel.
Senator Sewell, from the committee on militiary
affairs reported favorably a bill providing for the
commission as second lieutenants
promotion and
in the army of
graduates of the United States
military academy, upon their graduation.
The Fisheries.
The House committee on foreign affairs toinformally discussed that part of the President’s message relative to the fisheries. Mr.
Rice said he spoke for the people of New
England, who had a desire that the matter
should receive early consideration, and that

they

were

well contented with the

present

state of affairs. The general sentiment of
the committee appeared to be adverse to consideration of the fisheries alone, but rather
in favor of so broadening the subject as to
include a careful inquiry into the existing
relations between this country and Canada.
Caucus of Democratic Senators.
The Democratic Senators held a two hours
caucus this afternoon to compare views with
regard to the anticipated issue between the
Senate and the administration over the matSenater of information about removals.
tors Harris, Maxey and Vest, a committee
chairman
last
Mr.
week
Beck,
appointed
by
of the caucus to consult witli the President
and members of his cabinet about the matter
made their report, stating the views of
members of the administration, but outlining
Individno definite policy or plan of action.
their opinion at
ual Senators expressed
and
nothing
leugth, but no motion was made
occurred to indicate in any way the opinion
of the majority. The suggestion was made
that'the subject be further discussed after
been more
the Republican position had
clearly developed, and the caucus adjourned
subject to the call of the chairman, with the
understanding, however, that it should be
called very soon, possibly tomorrow.

Inspection Stations Discontinued.
The Maine hospital bureau has issued in-

structions to discontinue all inspection stations on the Canadian border west of Richford, Vt., and including that city on the 25th
inst. This will include St. Albans, Rouse’s
Point, Movers Junction and Ogdensburg
The stations east of Richford will be continued a short time longer as there is danger
from small pox in many places in Quebec.
Minor Matters.
The President today approved the act legalizing the election of the territorial legislation assembly of Wyoming.
N o formal cabinet meeting was Held today,
although Secretary Lamar aud Postmaster
General Yilas spent a short time in conference with the President.
Attorney General
Garland is confined to his house with a sore
throat.
The President today approved the act providing for performance of duties of Presiutiiii; in

ui uie reiuuvui

uy

utmtii ui

iuh-

bility both of the President and Vice Presi-

dent.
The department of State is officially informed that Mr. Del Campo is no longer connected with the Chilian legation at Washington. Del Campo has lately- been involved in
several public scandals.
This recall was

generally expected.

XLIXth CONGRESS—FIRST SESSION.
SENATE.

Washington, Jan. 19.

A

resolution

appointing

Gen. John P.

Hartranft of Pennsylvania as one of the
managers of the National Soldiers’ Home, in
place of Gen. McClellan, was passed.

Mr. Harrison’s resolution of yesterday to
admit Mr. Moody of Dakota to the floor of
the Senate, was laid before the Senate.
Mr. Vest took the floor in opposition. He
denied that Dakota was a State, either de
jure or de facto, or that it could become so
without the authority of Congress.
After considerable discussion the resolution admitting Mr. Moody to the courtesy of
the floor was agreed to.
Mr. Prye’s resolution of yesterday regarding the President’s recommendation for a
fishery commission was placed before the
Senate, and without debate referred to the
committee on foreign relations.
The Presidential count bill was placed before the Senate, but was informally laid
aside.
Mr. Teller then addressed the Senate on
the silver question. Without a sufficient
amount of which to do business, Mr. Teller
said, the energies of the people were depressed. A money scarcity meant dull times
and low wages, or no wages at all. The per
sons who suffered the least from such scarcity were the money lenders, bill discounters
and pawnbrokers, while those who suffered
most were laborers.
Mr. Teller presented
elaborate tables showing the coin circulation of the world from which it appeared
that the silver circulation of Great Britain
was $2(i9 per head of population; Germany,
$4.07 per head; the United States, $4.88 per
head, and France, $15.79 per head. The
total coinage of the world had been estifollows: Silver, $2,77(1,000,000;
mated as
gold, $3,292,000,000; but gold and silver had
been found insufficient to carry on the business of the world and all the nations had
resorted to a paper currency based on those
metals. The whole amount of paper moneyissued had been $3,943,000,000, which was
more than the whole amount of either gold
or silver.
If then gold and silver combined
had been found insufficient to carry on the
world’s trade, what reason was there for
supposing that gold alone would be sufficient. When you destroy the money faculty
of silver you increase the purchasing power
of gold and you thus benefit the holders of
bonds and mortgages ana government securities because the principal and interest of
these obligations remain to be paid with but
one-half the money in existence when the
debt was contracted. Holders of these obligations constitute a great and powerful
class of creditors and a class who wanted
silver demonetized because of the consequent
enormous increase in the purchasing power
of gold. They had raised the cry that gold
would leave the country if we (did not suspend silver coinage. They had raised the
same cry in 1878 against the passage of the
silver coinage act. We had been told that
the United States would become the repository of all the silver in the world, that we
would lose all our gold, would lose our national credit and would be unable to sell our
bonds. What was our financial condition at
In 1877 our
that time and what is it now?
national notes were worth 94 cents, and ev_1-4.. 1-.....
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The amount of gold then in the United
States was then $193,000,000. and the amount
today was $623,000,000. We had been adding
to our stock of gold at the rate of $60,000,000 a year. There was but one nation that
had today more gold than the United States.
That nation was France, which had $848,000,000. The coinage of silver had not hurt
The Bank of England
our national banks.
In the
was fast losing its coin and bullion,
last six months it had lost $38,000,000 of it,
and in the same time had lost $48,000,000 of
its deposits. Was it not extraordinary that
if our financial policy was so unwise and
that of England so wise we had accumulated
so large an amount of gold, while England
was losing her gold? The whole condition
of our country was an eloquent denial of the
truth of predictions and complaints of the
enemies of silver. The stoppage of silver
coinage would be equivalent to an. addition
of $300,000,000 to the national debt; it would
add from 20 to 30 per cent, to every dollar of
debt in the land, an amount almost too great
The creditor class defor computation.
manded the suspension of its coinage, which
was practicaily a stoppage of it, and also
that we pay in gold $346,000,000 of the national bank notes and withdraw them from
circulation. The next move would be to
take from the dollars already coined their
legal tender value, thus effecting a reduction amounting altogether to $562,000,000 in
the circulating medium, over one-third of
circulation.
our whole
This, with the
$400,000,000 of the balance locked up in the
of the counthe
business
as
Treasury
now,
try would be left to be done with about
one-third of our present stock of money.
The Secretary of the Treasury has told us
that the laboring man would first suffer from
silver coinage. Let the gentlemen, said Mr.
Teller, speak for the great monied corporations and for tiie bondholders and capitalists but not for the laboring men. The laboring men were well aware that that great
department of the government had passed
into the control of the banks, bankers and
the monied power.
They knew that the
statutes passed to curtail the powers of the
monied corporations and capitalists were
violated every day in the Treasury Department. The present disturbed state of the
public mind concerning silver, Mr. Teller
ascribed to the attacks made upon it by government officials.
Every scheme that could
disgrace silver had had the sanction, if it did
not originate in that department. The Treasurer of the United States had even gone into
a convention of ? 54 banks,; a convention
whose object was the depreciation of silver,
bankers
the
and his
presence
among
was
carefully telegraphed to all the
That was a scheme
corners of the earth.
to frighten the people into the idea that silver coinage would bring ruin to our industries and the treasurers presence in that
convention was the most indefensible attack
that had ever been made on the credit of the
government by its own officials sworn to respect and execute the laws of their country.
Another attack on silver was found in the
system of book-keeping newly adopted in
the treasury department in treating as liabilities and not as assets, the $100,000,000 of reserve held in order to meet the greenbacks.
According to this idea the more money the
government held in its vaults with which to
redeem its paper money or pay its debts, the
greater its liability. This change of bookkeeping comes of long experience in Wall
street. It was for the purpose ;of deceiving

the people as to the amount of available
funds in the treasury, as it would always
show 8100,000,000 less than was in the treasury. No doubt the treasury officials believed
that continued accumulation and retention
of money in the treasury was beneficial to
the country, and that the suspension of silver
coinage would also be beneficial to the treasury, but the trouble with the treasury officials was that they consulted the national
bankers and money lenders and uot the real
business men of the country. Had our government officers executed the laws of the
land as they found them there would have
been no trouble with the silver question.
Mr. Tiller did not demand a forced circulation of silver. He merely demanded for it
an equal chance with gold, and when that
was done he would abide the decision of the

commercial world.

Mr. Morrill gave notice reluctantly, he
of his intention to ask the Senate to
listen to him for a short time tomorrow on
the subject of silver,‘ii subject,” Mr. Morrill
ironically remarked, “which seems to attract so enthusiastic a gathering of Senators
to this chamber.”
On motion of Mr. Edmunds, the Senate
then, at 3.45, adjourned.

said,

HOUSE.

whole.

In tlie morning hour Mr. Nelson of Minnesota, on behalf of the committee on Indian affairs, called up the bill authorizing
the use ot certain unexpended balances
amounting to $12,000 for the relief of the
Northern Cheyenne Indians in Montana.
On motion of E. B. Taylor of Ohio the
House proceeded to the consideration of the
Senate resolution accepting the statue of
President James A. Garfield presented by
the State of Ohio. After briefly eulogizing
the many high private and public qualities
which distinguished the career of the dead
President, Mr. Taylor said: “President
Garfield stands among the fathers of the
republic, by the side ofltheir successors and
in the presence of some of his contemporary
patriots, the martyr president is not far
away. In this exalted company President
Garfield is not out of place. He came last into it, but he meets there only his peers, his
compatriots, who are standing in that
silent Senate of the dead w'ho if in life
would recognize the fitness of the association
and none more readily than his old friend
the matchless orator of Gettysburg, the
liberator president and the immortal Lincoln. Aceept then Ohio’s gift of a image in
enduring marble of one she loves, so well
tendered as it is with a patriotic aspiration
for the prosperity,
happiness and continuance of the great American union, one
and inseparable now and forever.”
All other members from Ohio delivered
brief eulogies.
Mr. Butterworth paid a high tribute to the
head and heart of tlie lamented Garfield and
compared Iris abilities as a leader of his
party with those possessed by Messrs.
Blaine and Stevens, and declaring that Garfield was the superior of either by reason of
his being a profounder thinker and possessing a wider range of experience.
'flie resolution was adopted and the House

then adjourned.

FOREIGN.
Much Concerned Over
Warlike News from Servia.

Fkyebtjbg, Jan. 19.
On the evening of January 18th the Pythagorean Lodge of F. and A. M. gave a public
installation of officers at their hall. A bountiful and delicious repast was prepared bj
the ladies for the Masons and their guests,
A

pleasing entertainment was given, consist
ing of music by Mr. and Mrs. Gardner
Walker, Mr. B. W. Sawyer and daughter

Mrs Hammond and Mr. M. C. Powers. Miss
Caroline Roach, teacher of elocution in Frye,
burg Academy, recited Nasby’s “Hannah
Jane” in a pleasing and unaffected manner.
Then followed the installation of officers, as
follows:
W. M.—T. L. Eastman.
S. W.—Fred W. Spring.
J. W.-M. C. Powers.
Secretary—H. G. Crosbie.
Treasurer—Wrn. Gordon.
S. X).—Win. Locke.
J. D.—J. A. Webster.
S. S.—B. W. Sawyer.
J. S.—M. M. Smart.

installed by Prof. A. F.
Richardson, D. D. G. M,, assisted by B.
Walker McKeen as Grand Marshal.
Mr. T. L. Eastman, the chairman, then
introduced Rev. J. K. Mason, who spoke
Tlie officers

ably

in Burmah Meet with
Disaster.

An Insurrection Threatened in Man-

dalay.

_

IN THE RINKS.
BIJOU SKATING PAKLOB.

At the Bijou last evening Archie Daly, the
india rubber man, who made so good an impression on his appearance Monday night,
gave his performance to the few people who
were out in spite of the storm and showed
himself as proficient in jumping as in the
feats he did so successfully Monday night.
The performance will be repeated each evening this week.
NOTES.

The Granite Citys of Augusta have challenged the Bijous to play three games, one in
the Bijou rink, another in the Capital rink

and one at Bath or in some neutral rink; or
all three of the games in a neutral rink, the
best two out of three to be decisive.
The Concords, of Concord, N\ H., will play
a game with the Bijous here soon.
THE STATE.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

The

Auburn Mineral Spring Company have
shipped over 11,300 barrels oi water the past
year.
The Iowa State Register contains a long and
eulogistic notice of the Washburn memoriallibrary, at Livermore.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Walker Blaine, Esq., is at his home in Augusta.
Hon. S. C. Hatch was present at the meeting of
the committee to examine the State Treasurer’s
accounts Monday, his health having improved
sufficient for him to come to Augusta.
Tlie Fifth Maine Battery Association lias hung
a large and handsome photograph of that gallant
soldier, Capt. George F. Lapiue, in the rotunda of
th« St.ntft Hnnsuv

Smith’s crew of men, from the European anti
American road, has been brought to AuNo trains
gusta to aid in repairing the bridge.
will be run over the trestle work until the spans
North

are

completed.

The Hallowell Granite Co. lias just obtained
the contract to furnish the granite for the reconstructing of the Equitable insurance building on
Broadway, N. Y. It is to be a magnificent edifice,
ten stories in height, the present building being
comparatively small. It is a *500,000 contract.
The reorganized water compauy of Augusta has
elected Hon. J. K. Bodwell of Hallowell and Oscar Holway and Daniel A. Corry of Augusta, directors, in place of Joseph A. Homan, Gardiner
C. Vose and William I*. Whitehouse.
The company will introduce the Holly system in the
spring, and will otherwise improve the plant of
tne old Augusta water works.
LINCOLN COUNTY.
News

lias been received that Enoch Pinkliam,

formerly of Edgcomb, was washed overboard
from a ship’s deck, near Australia, recently.
Mr. George Young of East Bootlibay was
washed overboard from the schooner Haseltine

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

young man by the name of Boss, teamster for
John Lynch at Winn, while building a load, got
stuck in the head with a lever and injured so badly
that he is not expected to live, reports the Commercial.
Penobscot hunters say that foxes arc even
plentier than they were last season.
The lumbermen up-river are complaining greatly of the small amount of snow in the woods. Geo.
A

W. Fiske, Esq., of
a prominent operator
in that section, says that there is scarcely snow
to
do
business.
Advices
from the Mooseenough
heiut Lake region give the amount there at about
Inches.
One
inch
fell
iu
a
eight
slight storm on

Medway,

Sunday.

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

Mandalay,

Jan. 19.—Tlie flying columns
troops sent out on reconnoitering exiiibitions, have returned to Mandalay.
They lost several men killed and
wounded in a skirmish with the IlacoitS, but
of the British

the loss of the latter is unknow’n. Reinforcements are needed here, and much uneasiness
prevails regarding the situation. Europeans
long for the arrival of Lord Dufferin, Vice-

hoped

a

firm

policy

The Mandalay correspondent of the London Times, in a recent despatch, said the
forces under rebel princes are daily increasing in strength, and their troops no longer
plunder villages, this fact showing that the

movement is developing from brigandage to
insurrection.
Prince Ilteitsiu, son of the
late “war prince,” who has proclaimed himself King, is at Tabain, to the northeast of
He lias 10,000 armed men, and
Mandalay.
one body of his troops, under his younger
brother, is threatening Tsagan, seven miles
to the southeast of Mandalay.
Another
body of Ilteitsin’s troops are expected to
cross tlie Irrawaddy to the north of Mandalay, find to threaten the city from the northwest. Alompra, prince and son of the late
king, is still in tlie Shanhills.
In the Balkans.

Constantinople, Jan. 19.—Tlie governevidently much concerned over the
warlike news from Servia, for tiiat belliger-

and Mrs. A. D. Stetson of Bath celebrated

the twenty-fifth anniversary of their wedding on
Saturday evening. It was one of the social events
of the season.
YORK COUNTY.

At

of the citizens of South Sanford,
an unanimous vote was cast for J. H.
Moulton,
who has beeu postmaster for thirty years, to be
reappointed. Mr. Moulton declined, but being
strongly urged, he consented to hold the office
a

meeting

awhile longer.
Three divorces have been granted at the present term of court in Saco.
A little French child was sitting in a chair by a
window of its home in Biddeford, Monday, when
a large piece of ice fell from the roof of au adjoining building, striking the window, smashing the
glass, and inflicting a wound on the child’s head
which it is thought will prove fatal.
Deputy Sheriff Small took H. H. Andrews to
the insane asylum at Augusta Tuesday. Andrews
was arrested
a few weeks
ago for obtaining
money under false pretences, pretending that he
was an agent of the Portland Transcript, and not
being indicted by the grand jury lias since been
in Saco jail. He is insane.
IN

ent little State is determined not to let well
enough alone unless compelled to. Col. Komaroff, the Bulgarian commissioner, after a
long private interview with the Sultan, left
hurriedly this morning for Sofia, being recalled by the emergencies of the situation.
The military cordon upon the Servian
»V 1ULU UlM UCCU
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almost withdrawn of late, has been ordered
to be rigidly re-established. Orders were
issued this morning for the transfer of the
troops from Mustaplia Pasha, and part of
the garrison of Adrianople to Moravia,
where they will be massed and be in position to march upon Sofia via Tru, or Pirot
via Misovitza.
A despatch from Sofia states that Prince
Alexander has returned from Philippopolis,
All offiand will leave tomorrow for Pirot.
cers and men on leave or furlough, have
been ordered to join their regiments at once.
Widdin has been reinforced, and orders have
been issued for the enrolling of three new
regiments to be composed entirely of native
Musselmen, who will be commanded by
Turkish officers, volunteers from the imperial army. These will be sent to Mustapha
Falanka, the farthest Bulgarian outpost in
Servia, on the Nissava river. These will relieve the three Roumelian regiments who
have been there since the capture, who will
The idea
return to garrison Philippopolis.
is to try the Turk against the Servians.
The Austrian representative here, Count
Calice, has protested against this open espousal of Bulgaria’s quarrel by Turkey.
Count Von Itadovitz, the German ambassador, has informed the Porte that Germany
will interfere if Servia violates the armistice.
Three English iron-clads of the Mediterranean squadron have arrived at Athens, it
is said, to prevent any overt act by
the
Greek navy. A revolution is threatened in
Athens in consequence of the hesitancy of
the King to declare war.
Hobert Pasha,
with four Turkish men-of-war, despite the
threats of the authorities to fire upon him,
arrived at Athens this morning, and will act
in concert with the English fleet.

Displeased with Cladstone.

Belfast, Jan. 19.—The Loyalists here
are all indignant over Gladstone’s refusal to
receive a deputation of Loyalists from this

city. There is a marked revival of party
feelings in the north of Ireland, and tlje
Irish Loyalists are arranging for meetings in
the leading towns of England for the purpose of obtaining support.

Foreign

Notes.

A Vienna despatch says that Mme. Patti
is suffering from a serious attack of bronchitis, and the concerts in which she was
to have appeared have been indefinitely

postponed.

The Entombed Miners.

IViLKESBAmiE, Pa.„ Jan. 19.—Sensational
reports regarding the entombed miners in
Slope No. 1 of the Nanticoke mines are being sent from here, but there is not a grain

of truth in them.
The unfortunate men
remain imprisoned in the chambers and beyond doubt all are dead. A rescuing party,
twenty-four in number, has been working in
shifts, of eight men, eacli shift working eight
hours day and night since the accident happened in removing the debris, and the work
of reaching the fatal spot is progressing, but
it goes on very slowly, and that the men will
be reached within five days is discredited by
the mine officials, as it may take weeks yet
before the several hundred tons of sand
and rock between the rescuers and the victims can be removed.

GENERAL.

The report of the State inspectors of inland
steamers among other things says “We have issued licenses to fifty-one “masters and pilots’’
and forty-nine engineers; the fees for whom, as
also those for the inspection of the vessels, are
accounted for in our personal accounts herewith
submitted, Number of steamers in 1885 in excess
of 1884, fifteen; number inspected In 1885 in excess of 1884, ten.
We believe that this State is

rapidly becoming the summer pleasure resort of
many from other States,steam vessels will greatly
and speedily increase in its waters.

ment is
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History

towns.

Mr.

roy of India, when it is
will be adopted.

were

of Masonry.
Remarks were also made by Rev. B. N.
were
which
Stone,
very interesting. This
occasion was pleasing in all its parts and
attended by many from the neighboring
upon the

the

Officers and Men on Furlough
Ordered to Their. Regiments.

Troops

FRYEBURC NEWS.

in the late storm. He was second mate of the
above-named vessel and was lost after rescuing a
sailor who was washed overboard before him

Turkey

British

1886._PRICE

Tyler—E. 8. Chase.

Mr. Brugg of Wisconsin from the committee on military affairs, reported back the
Senate bill making an appropriation for the
purchase of the old produce exchange building in New York city, for army purposes,
which was referred to the committee of the
whole; also for the relief of Fitz John
Porter. House calendar. (It authorizes the
President to appoint Porter to the position of colonel in the army and in his discretion to place him on the retired list as of that
grade provided that Fitz John Porter shall
receive no pay, compensation or allowance
whatsoever prior to his appointment under
this act.)
The committee adopts the report submitted
to the last Congress, but adds that it has
carefully considered the objections made to
the bill in the veto message of President
Arthur, and is clearly of tire opinion that
they are not well founded and should not interrupt the course of justice. The report is
signed by all the Democratic members of the
committee.
Mr. Cobb of Indiana, from the committee
on public lands, reported back the bill forfeiting certain land grants of land made to
Mr. Matson of Indiana, from the committee on invalid pensions, reported back the
bill to increase the pensions of widows
from 83 to 812 per month. Committee of the

All
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SACCARAPPA.
Haskell’s Silk Company.
Among the

numerous manufacturing establishwhich furnish continuous and remunerative
employment to the men and women of Saccarappa
and Cumberland Mills, the Haskell Silk Works
ments

occupies a prominent position.
It is the only mill in the State where silk goods
of any description are manufactured, and there
are but three others in New England, where the
same class of goods are produced.
The compauy
was organized in 1874.
At that time they octwo
floors
of
a
small
cupied
building 30 by 50
feet on the Presumpscot river.
Since that time
have
the
and increased
enlarged
quarters
they
their facilies for doing business.
To-day they arc

crowded for lack of accommodations on three
floors of a building 70 by 90 feet.
At their first starting
they produced only
machine twist and sewing silks. During the past
three years they have manufactured dress silk.
Thu

Piimnanv now
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The operators are
hands, and run fifty looms.
mostly females. The stock is imported from
Japan in skeins, put up in bales of 130 pounds
each. The silk is first wound on bobbins, then
spun, doubled and twisted, then again reeled Into
skeins, ready for the dyers. After being colored
and dried, it Is again wound, warped and made
ready for the looms, where it is woven into beautiful patterns of dress goods. The company do.
what few other silk goods manufacturers accomplish, that is they perform the entire operation
of converting the raw silk into finished goods.
Until within a few weeks they have been producing upwards of 15,000 yards of black silk
goods per month.
At the present time they are working priclpally
on fancy goods for the spring trade.
They find
a ready market for their productions in the New
England, Middle and Western States.
The large number of orders daily received give
encouragement of an early revival in their line of
business. The average monthly pay roll for mill
amounts to $3,500.
This does not inoperatives
clude the expenses of salesmen on the road. The
company is composed of enterprising young men
of character who are thoroughly acquainted with
their business and have successfully managed
the same from the start.
RAILWAY

MATTERS.

THE BOSTON & LOWELL.

Ill connection with the report telegraphed from
Montreal Monday night, that the Boston & Lowell
lines had been leased by the Central Vermont
company, the following is given as a probable
foundation for the report: The Central Vermont
has recently, it is understood, leased the Burlington &,Lamoille railroad, and the fact was announced by telegraph to Montreal as the lease of
the “B. & L.,” and the Initials were readily translated into Boston & Lowell railroad, and hence
the error.
NEW ENGLAND LEAGUE.

Games last night resulted as follows:
At Boston—Bostons 3, Cambridges 2.
At Salem—Salems 3, Somervilles 0.
NOTES.

Ex-Gov. Smith, of St. Albans, Vt., President of
the Central Vermont road, being questioned regarding the latest railroad rumor, that the Central Vermont had leased the Boston & Lowell,
meets it with a square denial.
The Boston & Maine Railroad Company Monday filed with the County Commissioners its petition for a location of a branch track from the
present Eastern Division railroad in Salehi across
the South Mill Pond and the pastures through
Highland avenue to the tanneries. The commissioners ordered a hearing for Tuesday, Feb. 9.

Yesterday afternoon the grand jury for Suffolk
county returned a report in the Fisher Hill case,
finding “no bill” against ex-Water Commissioner
William E. Simmons and George A. Wilson, who
were charged with a conspiracy to defraud Boston
of a large amount in the purchase of Fisher Hill
as a reservoir site.
Fifteen of the sixteen factories of the Cigar
Manufacturers’ Association in New York ordered
their men to quit work yesterday, and they left
the shops at once. The locked out workmen will
attempt toboycott the above firms.

PORTLAND & OCDENSBURC.
Annual

and
Reports
Officers.

Election

of

RESIDENT’S BEPOBT.
To the Stockholders of the Portland <1 Ogdensburg
Railroad Company:
The Railroad and other property of the Portland
& Ogdensburg Railroad Company, which by authority of the Courts, were put In charge of a Receiver on the 1st day of April, A. D. 1884, have
remained under the same direction and control to
the present time. But since the last meeting of
the Stockholders other changes have taken place,
affecting the title to said roau and propery.
It is well known to.you that the interest coupons
on the bonds of the Company, secured
by the mortgage dated Nov. 1st, A. D. 1871, have been overdue and unpaid since May 1st, A. D. 1870 As
there seemed to bo no possibility that the Company
would ever he able to pay these coupons, at the request of the owners of a large part ol the bonds
secured by that mortgage, the Trustees, Weston
F. Mllliken, Nathan Webb ami Horatio N. Jose,
on the 16th day of April, A. D.
1886. filed their
petition in the U. S. Circuit Court, New Hampshire
District, praying for a foreclosure of that mortgage
and possession of the property secured by that and
subsequent mortgages; the latter having been
made to secure to them as Trustees, property
acquired subsequent to the mortgage of Nov. 1st,
A. D. 1871. A hearing was had
upon said petition
at the May term of the said Circuit Court before
the Hou, Le Baron B. Colt, Justice: And whereas
it appeared by the report of Jeremiah Smith, Master, that the sum of one million five hundred and
ninety thousand, seven hundred and forty-four
dollars was then owing for arrears of interest by
the Company and secured
by said mortgages, it
was decreed
by the Court that, unless the. Company or parties claiming under it, should within six
months of the date of the decree, pay into the
Registry of that Court the amount then overdue
and all other sums coming due and
payable within
said six months, that this Company and all other
parties claiming under it, should be forever barred
and foreclosed from
redeeming any of the mortpages aforesaid; and that thereupon said Weston
F. Mllliken, Nathan Webb and Horatio N.
Jose,
as Trustees, their
survivors, successors and
assigns, should become, as such Trustees, absolutely the owners of all the Railroad of the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company, Its rights,
appurtenances, franchises and all other property,
real and personal, conveyed or intended to be conveyed by the before mentioned mortgages, subject
mortgage of Nov. 1st, A. I) 1870, and
K
to such liens and liabilities as have
been or niay
be created or incurred
by the Receiver. The six
months having expired on the 12th
day of Nov.
a?;u^e(l due for the redemp-

M^itsoFute^orechSure”was”
on^tbe fgg
concord uy
n°ysiottat
The usual
decroe

statements of the operations of the
road for the fiscal year ending Sept. 30th A D
1886, and the improvements In its physical conititto the close of the calendar year, will be made by
the Receiver and attached hereto.
RECEIVER’S STATEMENT.
At the time of the last annual meeting, the trains
of the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad
Company,
drawn by Its own motive power, went through
from Portland to the Connecticut River, running
upon the iron of the Boston, Concord & Montreal
Railroad
between F’abvans’ and Scott’s
virtue of a contract made with that ComMills,

Company,
by
pany; thereby making Lunenburg, Vt.,

practical-

what is denominated tlie “thrpugh business” was
concerned. The date for the expiration of that
contract was the 3d day of June, 1885. An effort
was made to renew the contract with the Boston
& Lowell Railroad Company, which Company had
acquired by lease the control of the Boston, Concord & Montreal Railroad. But it was found impossible to obtain any terms that the business
would warrant this Company in accepting.
An
arrangement was consequently made with the B.
& L. R. R. Co. to operate that portion of the Portland & Ogdensbiu g Railroad lying between Scott’s
Mills and Lunenburg. Since which time all
joint
business witli that Company has been
exchanged
at Fabyan’s, which lias become practically the
western terminus of this road.
Quite extensive improvements upon the lino of
tlie road have been made during the past vear, as
shown by the following extract from tlie Engineer’s report:
“During the past season, some 56,500 cubic
yards of earth have been moved in various undertakings upon your road. In detail as follows, viz.:
35,000 cubic yards in grading about ten acres of
quite uneven surface to a properly inclined plane
at Thompson’s Point, for a convenient yard about
the new shops; about one and a half acres of this
plane were graded up from tlie shore of the old
canal basin; the greatest depth of filling being
within the basin about 20 feet; most of the. material was procured within the lot, by grading down
the higher land upon the point.
About 7,500
cubic yards of gravel were then carried upon this
yard and the one in Portland to thoroughly ballast
the surface of each. 10,500 cubic yards were excavated at the “Cook Cut” in Conway, N. H. Tlie
completion of the work in progress there (requiring yet about three weeks more time after the
ground is free from frost,) will ease olf one of the
sharpest curves of tlie line, lower the grade summit six feet and lift the embankment each way to
a positive improvement in both
alignment and
gradient to a point where freight trains have experienced much t’ouble—felt more and more, as
these trains have become heavier from increase
of traffic. About 1,000 cubic yards have been
used in widening the embankment at Conway
Centre and in lifting the road bed near Beecher’s
Brook, west of Crawfords’, where Rnowhas drifted
badly, and about 2,500 cubic yards in general ballasting on Division B.
Of substantial masonry laid in cement, there
have been constructed some 1,200 cubic yards, as
follows, viz: 377 cubic yards ill foundations for
the turn table, machine and car shops, oil and ice
houses at Thompson’s Point; 40 cubic yards in
foundationsofthefreighthou.se and pavilion at
Lake Sebago, which were lifted two feet to clear
tlie water surface raised by the new dam constructed at the outlet; 110 cubic yards in rebuilding culverts, one at the State line, the other at
Black Cat Brook in Conway, N. H., which were
washed out in the storm and freshet of last August; 20 cubic yards in adding to the parapet walls
and the wings of Mill Brook Arch Culvert in Conway, preparatory to lifting the bank there; CO
cubic yards at the East branch, the Glen Ellis and
Saco River Abutments in Conway and Bartlett,
for receiving new iron bridges; 615 cubic yards
in four piers constructed, one at each of the next
two crossings of the Saco River in Upper Bartlett
and two at Sawyer’s River in Hart’s location, N.
H., preparatory to replacing the combination
trusses there—eacii of long single spans and unfit
for further service—by substantial iron lattice
bridges of short double spans for the first two,
and three sets of iron girders for the last named
crossing; and 80 eubicyards in abutment at Davis
and Willey Brooks in Hart’s Location, where iron
bridges are substituted for a “canal” truss in tlie
former and a very high, old spruce trestle in the
latter. There are also quarried out ready for use
near the track, some 600 cubic yards of good
bridge masonry. New iron lattice bridges, proportioned to tlie prevailing heavy rolling stock,
have been constructed and placed by the Boston
Bridge AVorks Company at the East Branch, Glen
Ellis and First Saco River Crossings in Bartlett,
replacing the old combination trusses at those
points, deemed no longer safe for required service.
A new Howe Truss has been constructed
and
placed by our Bridge Superintendent to replace
sixty of the six hundred feet of pile bridging at
River and intervale In Brownfield, Me.,
Shephard’s
the balance of the pile bridge having been filled
with solid earth. The Westbrook and Garabo pile
bridges crossing tlie Presumpscot River have been
strengthened by the addition of trestles and stringers.
The bridge over the Little Saco in Fryeburg,
Me., and that over tlie Saco at Conway Centre,
N. H., have new ties and and guard sticks throughout. 29.000 new cross-ties have been quite uniformly distributed over tlie whole line for renew
als and placed in the track.
Altogether your road, in its bridges, road bed
and track, has not been In such good condition for
traffic since its first opening, not even then for the
present very much heavier rolling stock and
over it.

» nen we

oegan

ine

process o£ replacing perishable wooden bridges
and trestles, Dy works of a permanent character,
there were upon the line of your road fifty-four
bridges of various lengths exceeding twenty feet,
which aggregate a total of 12,744 feet; at the
present time there are of such bridges, but forty,
aggregating a total of 6,489 feet. There was then
of pile and trestle bridging. 7,629 linear feet; now
there are hut 936 feet in all. In truss bridges of
wood, you had a total length of 2,610 feet; now
but 1, 473 feet. Then there was of iron bridging
a total of 1,369% feet; now you have 2,672%
feet.”
It will be noticed by the tables annexed that a
considerable expenditure has been made at the
Company's grounds on Thompson’s Point, for
moving earth, erecting of engine house and shops
and supplying the shops with tools and machinery,
which will be increased by payments made since
the close of tt e fiscal year. The necessity for this
was imperative. The grounds and
buildings heretofore occupied were entirely inadequate for the
service required. All repairs upon freight ears In
winter, as at other seasons, were made without
shelter, as the carpenter shop was large enough
to accommodate, for repair, only a singular
passenger car; the machine shop contracted and inconvenient; while the blacksmith shop was an
old shed, utilized as far as possible. The most of
our passenger cars were left
exposed to the weather at all times for want of car sheds.
A number
of onr locomotives were always without cover, at
a large expense for fuel, to prevent the
freezing in
the boilers at night. A hundred tons of coal extra, were used during the last winter, on this account. The larger portion of our locomotive repair work was done outside of our own shops for
want of suitable buildings and tools, at a large expense for truckage, besides the greater cost of the
work. We were occupying leased land for which
wc were paying a rental of $500
per year. The
Company had purchased the land at Thompson’s
Point for the uses to which it has now been
put.
It would have been poor policy to erect permanent structures upon leased land, and the
poorest
to attempt the reconstruction of the rolleconomy
ing stock of the Company—a considerable portion
ot which was quite old and
suffering for the want
of

a

thorough overhauling—deficient

as

we

were

the proper tools and machinery for either wood
work, and without eover for materials and
stock, or shelter for the labor employed.
1 rged on by these considerations it was determined to prepare our own grounds and erect suitable buildings at Thompson's Point, such as the
machine shop 150x60 feet; brick engine and boiler house 20x30; blacksmith
shop 50x00; car repair shop 126x50, and an addition 75x25; and
paint shop 75x50, also a brick engine house holding four locomotives and two water tanks holding
12,000 gallons, car shed 340x30; lumber sheil
35x50; ice house 18x20; store house 16x35; oil
store house 20x30; wood shed 20x42; horse shed
20x35, and workman’s building 5x24. The tools
and machinery furnished for the machine shop
cost $2,370, and for car shop $2,005. and for
blacksmith shop $950. exclusive of cost of putin

or iron
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The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Portland & Ogdensburg railroad was
held at the company's offices in this city
yesterday morning, President Anderson in
tlie chair. The reports were presented and
accepted as follows;
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THREE

work shops are heated with exhaust
steam from the stationary .engine; about 6,800
feet of pipe being used, costing $575. This saves
10 stoves and at least 50 tons of coal per year;
the steam used costing comparatively nothing. A
well has been put down near the engine house and
steam pump attached, using about 400 feet steam
and water pipe, at a cost of $260. This well is
water for the engines.
supplying all thethe
economic results of this exTo Illustrate
take
two
examples of work that is alpenditure,
most constantly going on. The cost now of fitting
car wheels is not over $1.60 per
pair, being the
exact amount heretofore paid for tlie trucking to
anil from any shop where we could
get them fitted. We nave turned off three
pairs of driving
wheels for mogul engine at an expense of *13.50.
The mere cost of
trucking the same has been
heretofore Slo. The steam hammer andbarcutter In blacksmith
shop will make a large saving,
enabling us to do work, which we could not do
without them. The tools In car repair shop enable us to dress nearly all lumber used in car repairs, etc., saving largely in labor and trucking
and insuring greater dispatch. The Ice house Is to

"io

mueh°l>etter

The equipment now in use consists of 15
locomotives, 26 passenger, baggage and observa-

i()4

tion cars,

freight

crane
steam
two

box
cars, 168 platffinn
cars, 204 wheeled dump cars 4 vans i
snow
car, 1 tool car, 3
1
plows
excavator. Four
of the locomotives

freight

one
cars,
passenger
baggage
and four observation cars are held by lease, under arrangements by which payments are made
at stated times until the agreed value of the property shall have been paid, when the title will pass
to the company.
Train Mileage for year ending Sept, 30, 1886.
Miles.
148,665
Passenger trains.
162,770
Freight trains.
62,113
Switching.
Other trains.
15,777

Total train mileage.

389,325

Traffic.
Number of local passengers.

92,039
61,741

foreign

Total number of passengers.
163,780
Local passenger mileage, (local passengers carried one mile). 2,083,212
Foreign passenger mileage, (foreign
passengers carried sne mile). 2,445,041
Number tons of local freight carried..
144,287

foreign

..

119,243

Total number tons freight carrried
263,530
Local freight mileage, (tons local
freight carried one mile). 3,527,718
Foreign freight mileage, (tons fureign
freight carried one mile).10,972,009
Total freight mileage,(tons freight carried one mile).14,499,727
Average number of cars in passenger

3.4
trains.
number of cars in freight
trains....
14.4
The tables annexed, as also the train mileage
and traffic tables above are made up to conform
to the time of the fiscal year, as regulated by
statute, ending Sept. 30th. In addition thereto is
a statement of the gross
receipts and expenditures of the Receiver since appointment.
Gross Earnings.
Year ending Year ending Year ending
Sept. 30,
Sept. 30,
Sept. 30,

Average

1883.

1884.

1885.

Pass’ngrs $138,921.64 $133,489.10 $133,029.80
4;357.68
4,428.92
4,477.68
Express..

Mails...

Freight..

Miscel’ns

8,698.19

186,080.27

785.50

8,692.65
186,990.77
1,071.66

8,696.69
212,361.25
1,427.56

$338,844.28 $334,673.10 $36L99ih83
Extraordinary Expenditures.
Ties.$ 5,000.00
Laying steel rails. 3,738.22
Bridging. 47,149.48

Grading Cook's Cut.

656.40

Grading and laying track at Thompson’sPoint. 6,461.77
Building and equipping shops. 23,450.35
$86,361.22
$349,197.13

Gross earnings for the year.$301,992.93

Surplus for the year.$ 12,795.80
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS DURING THE REKKSHIP, FROM APRIL 1884, TO OCT. 1,1880,

Receipts.

Cash from Portland & Ogdensburg
Railroad Company.§ 3,708.51
Collections from agents, of balances
due company.
12,487.33
Collections of sundry accounts due
•
company.
6,841.52
Collection of traffic balances due company.
2,049.12
Fuel received from company.
8,480.00
Gross earnings of road under receivership. 564.600.64
Sales of receiver’s certificates. 250,000.00
Premium on same.
1,050.00
Interest.
2,098.45

$851,975.57
Expenditures.
February, 1884, pay roll, accrued prior to receivership.$
7,936.74
March, 1884, pay roll, accrued prior
to receivership.
9,182.23
Traffic balances accrued prior to receivership.
3,470.13
Sundry accounts, accrued prior to receivership.
1,410.49
Accounts for supplies, accrued prior
to receivership.
19,299.87
Notes for supplies, accrued prior to
receivership. 17,510.28
Installments on mortgaged rolling
stock, acquired prior to receivership. 20,000.00
Interest on mortgaged rolling stock
and real estate, acquired prior to
receivership.
2,414.60
1st mortgage scrip of P. & O. R. K.
Co., due April 1, 1883.
8,886.15
Interest

same.

984.86

on 1st mort. bonds, to July
1884, Inclusive.
Interest on same.

44,400.00

on

Coupons

Fuel surrendered by order of court
to A. & P. B. Young and Coolbroth

3,500.51

& Tucker.
4,332.22
Interest on receiver’s loan certificates.
9,500.00
Operating expenditures under receivership, including $17,386.76 paid
on new locomotives. 388,342.61
Steel rails—less old rails sold. 138,815.16
Laying steel rails, including bolts,
spikes and fish plates. 31,505.95
Ties, in addition to amount required
for usual lepairs.
16,677.50
Iron bridge at Willey brook.
4,637.33
Iron bridge at Albany brook.
1,740.36
Labor on Breakneck bridge.
150.00
Filling trestle at Shephard’s river_
2,502.62
Filling trestle at Centre Conway.
1,159.58
Abutment for iron trestle at Centre

Conway.
Iron trestle at Centre Conway.
Reinforcing iron bridge at Centre
Conway to increase carrying capacity.
Reinforcing iron bridge at Hiram to
increase carrying capacity.
Iron bridge over Ellis river.
Iron bridge over east branch of Saco

1 ,709.88
11,618.62

crossing.
Masonry in Saco river at second

9,193.00

river.
Iron bridge over Saco river at first

crossing.

5,393.10
3,742.11
4,421.50

3,705.00

1,519.97

Masonry in Saco river at third cross224.13
ing.
20.70
Masonry at Sawyer’s river.
at
Davis’
brook.'92.00
Masonry
565.40
Grading Cook's cut.
Grading grounds for shops and laying track at Thompson’s Point.
6,461.77
Building and equipping shops at
Thompson’s Point. 23,456.85
Fuel on hand September 30,1885....
11,111.64

$821,684.42.
Surplus. $30.291.15
A committee consisting of Mayor fleering,
Hon. Francis Fessenden and S. T. Corser,

Esq., was appointed to count votes for directors for the ensuing year. They reported
the whole number of stockholders present in
person or by proxy as 27, and the number of
shares represented 7427.
There were 3714
The unanimous
necessary for a choice.
vote (7427 shares) was given for the old
board of directors as follows: Samuel J. Anderson, H. X. Jose, W. F. Milliken, J. S.
Ricker, J. P. Baxter, R. M. Richardson, S.
R. Small, G. E. B. Jackson, Francis Fessenden, Portland; C. H. Amsden, Concord, X.
H. The meeting then adjourned.
The directors subsequently organized with
the choice of S. J. Anderson, president; J.
W. Dana, treasurer; C. H. Foye, clerk;
Jonas Hamilton, superintendent, and J, F.

Anderson,

chief

engineer.

The State

Library.
Librarian, Mr. J. S. Hobbs is
required by law to make his reports to the
Legislature; when the change from annual
to biennial sessions was made he was required to make a report only biennially.
His
The State

last report which was for 1883-4, was made to
the legislature of 1885. His next report will
be made to the Legislature of 1887. Some
facts In relation to the library for the
year 1880 may be of interest to the public.
With the State library, as with the several
departments of the State government, one
About
year is about the same as another.
the same amount is appropriated each year
for the purchase of books.
The appropriation for 1885 was $1000. The exchanges with
the States of the Union and with the general government have been conducted the same
as in previous vears
Every State is represented in the library. Canada and the ProvAside
ince of Quebec exchange with us.
from books received by exchange and by dothere
have
been
added
nations to the library,
by purchase 216 volumes of law books and
about 130 volumes of miscellaneous books.
Of law books added 110 volumes are English
law reports. These new additions are very
ornamental, and useful to judges, lawyers
and to the State reporter in veryfying his
copies of reports of Supreme Judicial
Courts. There has just been received in four
large volumes the record ;of the famous star
route trials at the second trial.
Rev. Mr- Snow’s Case

Probably Settled.
The Biddeford Times
says that at a meeting of the school board of that city Monday
night, the case of Rev. B. P. Snow, ex-supervisor of schools of that city, was taken up.
Chairman Parcher stated that he had been
authorized by Mr. Snow to settle the matter,
and thus save further legal action at the
present term of the supreme court in Saco.
After some discussion it was voted to settle
with Mr. Snow for $tH), fifty per cent of his
bill, provided he would agree to enter a nonsuit in the court and take
upon himself the
cost of the proceedings thus far made in the
case.

The matter will

posed of.

probably

be thus dis-

Portland Steam Packet Co.

meeting of the Portland
Steam Packet Company held yesterday afternoon, the following officers were elected for
the ensuing year :
President—H. J. Libby.
Manager—J. B. Coyle, Jr.
Gen. Agent and Treasurer—J. F. Liseomb.
Directors—Charles Fobes, H, J. Libby, J. B.
Coyle, Jr., J. S. Ricker, and John Englis. Jr,
At the annual

and the aristocracy have
evidently rallied in force and the old-time
hatred of the English toward tiie Irish is being worked to its utmost. The presence of
the Queen at tiie opening of Parliament
leaves no room for doubt where her sympathies lie. The royal wish lias lost a good
deal of Its potency to be sure, but the faithful Commons have not yet become wholly indifferent to it.
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'trained a
Evidently the administration
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it
when
point
The
mo-;
rangement with Great Britain.
admit so limeh.
cratic Senators practically
A very hopeful Democratic editor in Tex- j
!
as fails to see any difference between the positiou of 1’resident Cleveland and Governor

Hill

on

the civil service question.

It would secui to be high time for somebody in the Senate to say a good word for
gold. The silver men have had it all their
own

TOO

VULTI

OF

history

as

SHOULD

St. Louis

Senator l'nyue may lie conscious of hisown
rectitude in the Ohio senotorship matter, but j
lie should lie anxious that the public should
ADVICE FOB THE CIOAK-MAK3BS.
In other words he
be conscious of it too.
N. Y. Hour.
Silence is
should demand an investigation.
it must be somewhat discouraging to cigarmakers that in spite of all their strikes,
liable to be interpreted as confession.
lockouts and consequent lack of production,
of
the there seems to be as many cigars in the marThe Cleveland Lender, speaking
fishermen's complaint, says the hardy men ket as ever and prices are not at all affected.
Tiie natural inference is that cigar-making
of the New England coast ask for nothing
is not hard to learn; if this is correct, it
the
and
urges
people would appear wise for members of the craft
more than equal rights,
;
to do as little striking as possible.
of Ohio to take the necessary steps to inform
PLAIN TALK ABOUT ITS OWN KASCALS.
their representatives that a reciprocity treaty
Washington Post.
with Great Britain is not for their benefit or
The offense of the political methods of Ohm
that of the country.
Democrats is “rank and smells to heaven.
upon party
Almost everything that enters into our These methods are an outrageviolate
every
allegiance. They not only
fisherman's outfit is taxed, and thus lie is
of
principle of honesty ami every instinct
dictate
the
race
with
Canadian
in
his
every
defiance
hut
handicapped
honor,
they set at
whose
brethren. He only asks that the burdens of sagacity. They wrong the people
decisions
nullify, while they degrade
imposed upon him shall be neutralized by giv- the party inthey
which
of
they are
the interest
ing him an advantage in American markets. exercised.
It is impossible to deny the justice of his reTIIE IIEAUTY OF TIIE WOODCUT.
Boston Transcript.
quest.
of newspaper woodcuts is that
The
beauty
with
Carnot
is
The South
Speaker
pleased
in
you can readily have a picture of anybody
T bus the
lisle’s make-up of the committees, especially whom the public is interested.
with that of the river aud harbor committee, dreamy-eyed voting woman who does duty as
the Ilawkvilie murderess on Monday beon which there is not a southern member.
comes the Queen of Servia Wednesday, and
Tliiiwrlou
Hit
SiafurThe Charleston News and Courier is decidthe
It
says
edly Litter in its comments.
day she is a school girl who died at Aurora,
a slate pencil, and on
Speaker’s presidential aspirations have made 111., from swallowing
Sunday she is tiie society belle who is about
him unmindful of his obligations and that
the Count de Blague.
to
_

ir

he is now dead because of his

marry

pusillanimity

QUESTIONS

..b„,:;.w,

scrutiny which the President's nominations are receiving in the Senate will probably accomplish one thing at least. When it

many Americans are interested
does not demonstrate, as many people believe, that they do not exist. It merely
makes it clear that there is a mistake about
their whereabouts. They lie further to the
south, in Spain, the New York Tribune alleges. They consist of Spanish castles well
and possessing all the charms of

is all over the proper and legal way of removing Federal office-holders will he determined.
Up to the present time many questions relating to removals and successions have remained unanswered, and many charges Rave
been made which were of doubtful legality.
The removal of the Collector of Internal Revenue of this district is a case in point, as well
as the right of Mr. Acton to
surrender the
Sub-Treasury to anyone except his legally
qualified successor. These are not party matters nor affairs of mere red tape, hut questions of legal procedure.

preserved
antiquity as

well as all the modern improveThe Chase family may prepare to

move over.

OUR FOREIGN LETTER.

Senator Cullom’s bill for regulating interstate coinmcrte is the fruit of the investigation made last summer, and as well as can
tlie brief abstract telebe judged from

graphed

is

a

The need of some measure of tins
kind has long been recognized. The matter
cannot lie properly handled by the. States,

Leith. Probably tire iife of no monarch is
more familiar nor has sympathy for suffering
been more general and lasting in tiie last centuries tiian for this young and lovely queen.
Tiie events of Holyrood at this period, and of
Mary’s subsequent life are too familiar to
dwell upon. Every school girl has read other
marriage, of the murder of Itizzio, of Mary’s
flight, of her long imprisonment and sad death.
As we climbed the narrow stone stairway,
the private entrance to her chamber, we felt
as if we were going to a prisoner’s cell rather

and if tire railroads are to be regulated^at
all tiie work must he done by the general
government. At the last session of Congress
both houses admitted the necessity some
measure of this kind, but could not agree as

They
suc-

The Civil Service Reform Association of
New York are preparing an indictment
against Collector Hedden and Surveyor

tattered and faded now, under which she
had slept. We stepped from iiere into her
tiny supping room, which is so ugly that no
decorative haug''ngs or furniture could take
away tiie bare look. It was here where she
loved to throw off the cares of state and the
ceremonies of the court, and, taking a cup of
lea socially with a few trusty friends, she
could be a girl once more.
As we imagined
such a cozy circle being ruthlessly broken up
by an atrocious assassin we could not reason
against our instinctive conviction of the
monstrous injustice done her by her imperious cousin Elizabeth.
We rejoiced to have
this long cherished conviction of her innocence substantiated by an incident of our

J. Kelso to be lieutenant of the night watch.
These offices formerly existed, but Secretary
On
Sherman abolished them as useless.
December 1, Secretary Manning revived the
offices and Mr. Hedden promply filled them,
claiming that they did not come under tiie
competitive law, as they were new and not
in tiie schedule. None of these cases how-

travels a few weeks later.
One of our party paid a visit to Hatfield House, the country
This manor was
seat of Lord Salisbury.
built by Lord Cecil, a noble statesman in the
reign of James I., and from that time its
owners have been collectors and custodians
of invaluable treasures, both heraldic and

is so bad as the removal of Capt. Bacon
to make a place for George n. Sterling, tiie
keeper of a Brooklyn gin mill, though that
may not have been a violation of tiie letter
ever

of tiie law.
REMOVALS FOR CAUSE.
In liis letter to George William Curtis and
other Independents tiie President practi-

historic.
A life

their conduct in office. The theory lias been
that no removal lias been made simply because the removed official was a Republican.
Every removal lms carried with it a reflection upon the honesty, efficiency or conduct
in office of the person removed. Tiie President, therefore, every time lie sends a liomintu Jin
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private mark of Lord Burleigh.
Careful students and experts have decided
the one written to Darnley is a genuine letter in

The recollections of
this child’s bewitching innocence lingered
longer with him than that of anything else in
that grand old manor. Thinking on these
things on tlie ride to Loudon the following
lines were suggested, and written down as
a
memento of a day at Hatfield House.
A

strong opposition
liament has encountered
in his own party that apparently he has himself abandoned it, and is contenting himself
with formulating a reform measure much
less radical than the one he first meditated.
To an observer at this distance it looks as if
Mr. Parnell’s cause had retrograded instead
of advanced within the

past few weeks. The

GREAT-GREAT GRANDMOTHER.
maiden with eyes of blue

little
And liair like floss which the fairies spin,
Playing the shepherdess—tell me who
Of the fairy-folk to this sprite are kin?
A

regarding Ireland as a conquered province
and governing it without any reference to
tire views or wishes of tiie Irish people.

so

revealing unchanges and interpolabut

great-grandmother.”

AND IRELAND.

any substantial concessions in the way
of home rule or locai self-government. Mr.
Gladstone’s suggestion of an Irish Par-

hand,

hall was filled with family portraits, running back for centuries. Of them all, our
friend was most fascinated with the picture
of a little girl, as sweet looking as one’s
own, playing in a meadow witli her pet lamb.
Our friend asked, “Who may this little one
be ?” “An ancestress of the present Mar“What, somebody’s
quis,” was the reply.
grandmother/” “Yes, somebody’s great-

Tlic Queen will open Parliament in person
tomorrow, and her speech will, it is said,
propose the outlawry of the National League
or measures putting it under severe restrictions. It is tolerably clear that the Tories
old policy of
are fast drifting back to their

grant

own

tions of little words, while the other, addressed to Bothwell, is a wicked forgery
throughout. If these things are so, truly
“The mills of the gods grind slowly.” The

the President in removing competent officials
on evidence trumped up, in a great many instances, by men w'lio wanted the offices.

in spite of the opposition of the Nationalists.
That lie will succeed is by no means certain,
but it is quite evident that a large part of the
Liberals are as unwilling as the Tories to

Mary’s

mistakable marks of

for the purpose of making places for Democrats would practically remove the imputations which now rest upon the removed officials, and render the proposed action of the
Senate unnecessary. But as long as the
profession is adhered to that removals have
been made only for cause the Senate will be
justified in asking to be informed as to the
cause. Any other course would be acquiescing practically in the charges and assisting

Whatever trade may have been made between
them and Mr. Parnell before election it
is evident
enough that they have now
ceased to regard it as binding and are ready
to throw overboard the allies who saved
them from utter rout at the polls. Lord
Randolph Churchill appears to have struggled long, but fruitlessly, to induce the cabinet to grant some substantial measures of
conciliation to the Irish people. The threats
of the Ulster Orangemen to secede to the
Liberals if his proposals were listened to
turned the scale against him. It is said that
the cabinet at an eariy date will introduce a
bill which will revivetbe hated crimes act, in
part at least, and strike a blow at the National League. Lord Salisbury hopes to get
support enough from the Liberals to pass it

Orders by mail
dec2S

1.

head is a cloudless sky.—
Thornless the path which her small feet trace.
What if her parentage be not high,
Earth’s best treasures she holds by grace.
Over her

or

_

great-great grandmother! truce to jests!
Tliis child as sweet as a fresli blown flower:
Whose only dream of a future rests
In tlie golden ring of a sunny hour!
I grant you die child is a lady born,
That, iu her hearing, I well can see.
Her glance is frank, and a hint of scorn
Meseems in her full round lip may be.

great-great grandmother! What a thought
open to fancy a buried door;—
To conjure out of the realm of naught
Phantoms of fair things now no more.
A

To

That implies
A great great
A wasted cheek and a coif of snow;
Ami sorrow
looking from patient eyes
On a worm which withered
ago.

grandmother!

long

A

pretty maiden, with beaming eyes
And cheeks
rose-tinted, Is all I see:—
A fair child,
looking with glad surprise
On a world where sorrow
may never be.
_

M. C. P. B.

PICTURES FRAMED
New patterns, thorough
workmanship, low prices.

we

eodSm

SONS,

Continental

anti

bought and Mold

at luost

Enter* of

Prin-

SecuritleM Kought and Sold.
eodtf

InvcHtmenl
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PULLEN, CROCKEBTI, Look at Our Windows.
Bankers and Brokers,
NO. 33 EXCHANGE STREET.

Investment Securities
for Sale.

AGENTS FOR GREEN & BATEMAN
YORK,

NEW

For transactions

New York and Chi-

on

Exchanges. Connected by private
wire. Quotations constantly displayed.
eodtf

cago

Uecl

SWAN & BARRETT,

Bankers and Brokers
186 MIDDLE STREET.
for

Banks and Trust

Savings

Fundsconstantlyon hand.
eodtf
octl

«t.tv k NVIILIWI,

0IO

janl8

T. RAVIS,

CONVOKES*

STREET.

eodtf

shipped

to

our

well

(
'

to us, from

_VVD THE—

■HILOMELA LADIES’ QUARTETTE

Miss Louise Baldwin, 1st Soprano;
Miss Emma C. Wheeler, 22 Soprano;
Miss Sarah H. Peaks, 1st Alto;
Miss Annie £. Mitchell, 2d Alto,
IKS. W. J. HOWELL,
Accompanist.
owon

SUPPER AND DANCE,

would
very
for only $12 each.

our

—

figure)

JACKETS at only $6. Vests to match at $3.
N. B.—These large lots of Overcoats will be on sale
if any are left, will be returned to our Headquarters

NOW

Wholesale House in Boston

Unsurpassed Bargains

UntU further notice

our

!

Over 500

CLOSE OF

Dr.O.D. Hendrickson
will deliver his very Interesting Lecture
entitled

i

WONDERLAND
of the
—

COUPON BONOS

NEGOTIATED BY

—

The Minnesota Loan and Trust Go.
FOR SALE BY

WILLIAM

BOSTON &

vh ich gave Much perfect MUtinfaetion laat
MeaMon at VI OHir Hall and at the room*
of the BOSTON AKT ( LI B.

Boys’ and Children’s Clothing.

in

Boys’ and Children’s Overcoats for boys

This Lecture is illustrated by the most remarkaand beautiful views ever exhibited to the public,
by an eminent photographer sent out for the
special purpose, ana artistically colored by noted
rtists.

>le

, aken

!

Ad mi
■ on 25 cent*;
eat*; Reserved Seal*

H.

Cpble, Germania Quartette, Rove of Caatile,
i

our

Portland

MESSRS. WOODBURY & MOULTON,
Branch Office, for the purchase and sale on commission of all Bonds and Stocks dealt in on the Boston, New York Chicago, Philadelphia or Baltimore
a

Exchanges.
Stocks purchased forCasli or carried on margin.
A private wire connects the two offices, and we
are also connected with New York, Philadelphia,
Chicago, Baltimore and Washington by private line.
Members

of new \rork and Boston Stock Ex-

changes.
The quotations and the current stock news of
the day will be bulletined at the office of Messrs.
Woodbury & Moulton.
Cor. middle and

Exchange Sts.

RICHARDSON, HILL & CO.,
i HI

Bankers, Boston, Mass.

No. 225 Middle

about

TO

i

Bath.Gs & 4s
Maine Central..7s & 6s
P. & O. It. R_6s

104

UIDDI.F!

STREET.

January 1,1884.

Portland.
janiati

IN VESTMENT BONDS.
6s,

8tafe of Maine,
City of Portland,

6s,

<*

0s,
6s,
6s,
Co.,5s,

...

Portland Water Co.,
«
«

«

Biridcford & 8aco Water
Maine Central R. R.,
«

«

<4

City of Zanesville,
Darke County, ©.,
City of 8t. Louin,

©.,

7s,

5s,
4s,
6s,

due
44
“
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44

1889.
1887.
1888.
1888.
1891.
1904.
1912.

1912.
1902.

1890.
1887.
1888.

6s,
6s,
1908.
6s,
1890.
6s
Iowa Loan and Trust Co.,
And other strong securities, for sale by
«

«

City of Duluth,

II. M. PAYS©* & C©.,
dec30N°- 32 Excha»Se St-eodtf

Write for cuts and price.
Freight prepaid and an Oil Cloth
Mat with every stove. We have a heavy stock and
The names are
desire to close them out.

Bud
Pleasant

Right,
Benson's Capcine Plaster of
a

Perfect

a
demand a
to expect to receive one. Yet there are,
regret to say, a few druggists oltlieCheap John
variety w ho will try to persuade you to accept
some worthless substitute with a similar sounding
name, such as “Capsicin,” “Capsicum,” “Capucin,”
“Capsicine,” etc., prefixed sometimes with tlie
name “Burton” or “Benton.”
Cheap John will
oiler you one of these wretched imitations for half
well afford to
lie
can
as
of
tlie
tlie price
genuine,
do, its real value being nothing, and its cost but
are
tlie
Benson's
more.
little
only porous plasters
that can lie depended upon to cure every ailment
They are prompt,
subject to external treatment.
sure and thorough. Protect yourself against decepreliable
of
tion by buying
druggists only. The gen;
utnebears the “Three Seals” trademark and lias
cut
in
tlie centre.
tliefword "Capcine”
MW&Snrm
janlS

when vou

druggist,
we

A HAPPY

1886]
NEWJEAR

Berkeley
Bowdoln
Tlie Nation

Art Bossmore
Hot "Wave

TIxe Solace.

All first-class working chamber stoves. We have cuts of
The
most of these which we will send you on application.
prices will be from $3.60 up to $28 for the best, former
price of the best stove was $35; so you see it will pay you
even if you do not use it until next winter.

RANGES!
Positively the largest lineto select from in the State of Maine
and every Range we handle giving entire satisfaction.

The New Tariff, The Quaker, The First National, The Nassau, The Kirby, The
Groveland, The New Byron,
The Our Choice, The Dot,
and others, and that there may be no doubt as to the quality
of the castings we will add the names of the founderies,
which are The Taunton Iron Work Co., The Weir Stove Co.,
The Croveland Foundry Co., The Leonard Co-Operative Foundry Co. These are classed as the best stove manufacturers
in the country, and we shall sell them for Cash or on our
Special Contract System, one-quarter down and the balance
The prices are all the way
$5.00 per month. No interest.
from $15 up to $60. Please write for cuts and prices of
these goods. We are still cutting

CARPETS!
last week’s prices, and we are offering genuine bargains. We have added a new feature to our business; it is
this: We will send a salesman with sample trunk of Carpetings, Drapery, Shades, Photographs of Chamber and Parlor
Furniture,and Household Coods,to any town when requested to do so by twoorthree people,thus giving them a chance
to select the latest patterns of goods in the market without
leaving their homes, and at prices that will satisfy. Our line
of Carpetings is complete, and probably is the largest stock
We are jobbers, consequently can give you
in the State.
better prices than those who handle small lines of goods.
Our Body Brussels at $1 per yard and 10-Wire Tapestry Brussels at 79 cents, also our Extra-Super All Wool Carpets at 67
ents are, we believe, the best bargains in this country.
Please write for samples large enough to show the quality
of the
Special prices made when orders are for
our

goods.

churches

TO ALL!

One of the elements of happiness may be found in
being in possession of a good policy with the

OLD MUTUAL LIFE INS. GO,,
of

Blossom

FranKfort
Comfort
Groveland.
First National N ew Octagon
Banner
Peninsular

at
You Hnrc

New York,

THE GREATEST AND BEST IN THE WORLD.
Assets $100,000,000.00,
Paying the Lnrgcst Dividend, and affording
tlie most Perfect Security and the Least Expense. During tlie past forty years experience
and during the past year multitudes have been
made happy and none unhappy by tlie forecast
of tlie husband, wife, father or son for tlie family,
or by an Endow incut Payable to Themselves
During Lifetime, at a given age.

EVERY YOUNG MANX wanting the means
of credit cannot do better than to put himself in
possession of a document as good as aheGovernliappy
ment Bond. He will then have cause to
and will never regret it, as no one having done so
lias had occasion to regret or complain of tlie reFor
sults of so wise a forecast, in sucli a company.
documents apply to
more full information and for

W. D. LITTLE,
RESIDENT AGENT, 31 EXCHANGE ST„ PORTLAND

Or-

Haydn’w.

cheMtrn and

Now on Sale at Stock bridge’s*
jan!4dlw

DR.

WILSON,

repeat his popular lectures. Mubjecti
rhe Brain Is the Index of every Mental and
’hysical Condition. Public examinations will
onclude with the audience examining tne skull,
vith the symbols of accidents suffered in life anu
First lecture,
he disease that caused death.
Wednesday, January 20tli, at 8 p. m., and every
Wednesday until further notice. Free.
Library Hall, Mechanics, Building, janir.dtf
(Fill

EXTRA,

GILBERT'S

30

days, after which time,

rhc New Schottisclie a Specialty
from 8 to 9 o’clock.

BUY.

PARTY !

PINK TEA

at 6 o’clock.

THE LADIES OF THE

—

HIGH STREET CIRCLE,

nvite their friends to attend a “Pink Tea Party,” at the

Street, Portland, Me.,
C.

ONE
A

or

halls._

Goods sold for Cash or on Our Special Contract System, one-fourth down, balance $5
is $5© or under,
per month when the amount
and $10 per month when the amount is $1©©
or under.

DONNELL BUILDING,

OOR. PEARL k ME STS., PORTLAND,
Branch of the Great Nassau Hall, 827 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

0. A. ATKINSON & CO,
ISAAC C. ATKINSON, Manager.

E!V3EllSrlI*a'0.
ALL ORDERS THROUGH THE MAIL WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION.

OPEN
jaul8

EVERY

—

THIRD LECTUK IN THE

—

Mekinson Illustrated Lecture Course,

WARE. Manager.

HALL,

CITY
FRIDAY

MORE CHANCE !

JAN.

EVENING,

33d.

Evening tickets, 35 cents, for sale at Stockiridge’s. Tickets for remaining three lectures,
f5 cents, including seat.jalildtd

Lady’s Cold Watch Free!!!

At Cost to Manufacture.

dtf

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,
Sfn.

evening except Saturdays

PARLOR ST0V ES!

!06ndsT
Rockland.Gs & 4s
No. Pacilic GohL.Gs
Anson.4s

Symphony

Martha,

Wednesday Evening.

time,

EMERY,

STOCKS.

Janl6dlw

jan!8_dtf

W.

We have established at the offee of

Bcwrved Seal* 35
VlemberM 25 cent*.

GOUGH, COOK,

prices.

short

to

; •fewer ved Seat* at gtoekbridge’A.

PORTLAND0MINMONIPANY, FRENCH ART!

—

188 middle Street, Portland.
Below are the names of a few Savings Banks in
New England who hold a large amount
of these securities:
Itliode Island Hospital Trust Co., Providence, E. I.
Mechanics’ Savings Bank, Providence, R. I. People’s Savings Bank, Providence, E. I. New Hampshire Savings Bank, Concord, N.H. Keene Savings
Bank, Keene, N.H. Nashua Savings Bank. Nashua,
N. H. Littleton Savings Bank, Littleton,N.H. Littleton National Bank, Littleton, N. H.
d2m*
janl2

—

on Friday Evening, January 22d.
Tea will be served at 7 o’clock. Admission 25
:ents.
Jan20d3t

Bearing Seven Per Cent Interest.
—

World!
THE

$3, $3.50, $4 and $5.

a

21.

Evening, Jan.
!ity Hall, Thursday
TOE COURSE.

CIRCLE ROOMS,

Choice

—

store will be closed every

janl Jd2t

TENTH Y. M.C. A.

4 to 17 years, at $5, $6, $7, $8, $9 and $10, that will
be found on examination to excel anything in this
market.
Children’s Overcoats (ages 4 to II) at $2, $2.50,

only

—

Admission, gentlemen 26 cents; ladies

OVERCOATS,

TIME

IS THE

AT

upper 10 cents.

We do not at this sale attempt to put in any cheap
but offer GOOD RELIABLE GARMENTS
goods,
These are all first quality goods and are warranted of our own make at the prices of cheaper grades.
Boys’ Knee Pant Suits, in sizes 4 to 14 years, at
genuine bargains in every respect.
greatly reduced prices. Our stock of Boys’ and Chil89 Elegant Wide Wale Diagonal Overcoats for dren’s
Clothing is always large and all sizes are conYoung Men, in black, blue and brown, been selling stantly on hand.
by us at $22, now only $18 each. These are excepBIG BARGAINS are offered in Boys’ Long Pant
tionally fine garments and are fine fitting.
Suits (jacket, vest and pants) at only $5, $6, $6.50
At $4, $5, $6 and $8 we show some astonishing and $7, actually 35 per cent less than a fair retail
price.
bargains in Men’s Overcoats in all sizes.
Boys’ Knee and Long Pants at from 5© cents and
and
$15.
Men’s Heavy Riding Ulsters $6.50, $10
$1
upwards.
LEATHER
Men’s
Large stock of first quality
Men’s and Boys’ Reefers at corresponding low

Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

janl3

—

7.30.
Templars' Hall, Wednesday Eve. Jan. 20,16atcent•.

ood

—

FIRST-MORTGAGE

by the

WSTONE
Styles to Every One Advertised. rELLO
NATIONAL PARK.

We Can Show Ten

200 Men’s All Wool Overcoats, in several styles
and colors, made to sell at retail at $16.50 (which
now offered at this sale
low
be a

BANKERS
Securities, suitable for
Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on hand.
eodtf

of Violoncellists,'

"King

Weber, Tenor,

Mr. ( Ima. F.

—

WINTER

NOTICE THIS—175 Men’s All Wool Single and
Double Breasted Overcoats, very desirable in style
and color, made to sell at retail for $15, are offered
at this special sale at only $10 each.

In an artistic manner.

CYRUS

victory

in this section of New England. These goods comprise the latest, newest and leading
styles of Overcoats now in use, and rather than pack them away for next season, we shall
give our patrons of Portland and vicinity a grand chance to buy an Overcoat, and will
guarantee every garment offered to be from $2 to #0 under any price elsewhere for the
same quality of goods.

favorable rated.

the

and add another

IR. FRITZ GIESE, the

Reserved Seat. 73 cl»; Admission 30 eta;
sale at Stockbridge’s.
Note—To avoid disturbance the doors will be
V ept closed during the performance of any numt ers on the programme.jan!4dlw

which we propose to sell before March 1st. These, together with our present stock of
marked down Overcoats, which is very large, makes a variety and assortment unequalled

Exchange

Travelling and Commercial
Credit fMnued, available in all
cipal CitieM of Europe.

have had

1050

No. 218 Middle Street.
Kterling

patrons,

our

:

BEST VALUE IN CLOTHING FOR THE MONEY,

telegraph promptly executed.

B. BROWN &

A

I

Affv York.

BANKERS,

bust

posed for ages to he the original letters of
Mary Queen of Scots; and upon them was
based the testimony before Queen Elizabeth’s
court of judges, which sealed her doom. On
the edge of these papers are elearly seen the

the Senate, This man is appointed to succeed
Mr. Blank, whose conduct in office was
not correct. The Senate proposes to ask
the President wherein his conduct was not
exemplary, and to see the evidence on which
It
the charges against him are based.
would seem to be only lair that an accused
official should know what iie is accused of.
An acknowledgement by the President of
what is undoubtedly the fact, that the great
majority of the removals have been simply

PARLIAMENT

sized

off tier ugliness in the most exaggerated manner.
After tiie gold and silver and vessels,
emblazoned with innumerable heraldic emblems had been displayed to our friend, the
family librarian and trusted keeper of these
archives touched a spring to a secret drawer,
saying “Here is the greatest gem in the
house.” Taking out two stained manuscripts
he continued, “Both of these have been sup-

postmasters even until some Nort of testimony was presented against them impugning

a in!

correspondents.

of James, in bronze,
stands over the great fireplace in one of the
state apartments, which was decorated expressly to entertain his majesty. Among the
paintings was one, a lovely likeness of Mary
Queen of .Scots, as she was on her arrival
from France, a light-hearted and affectionate French woman; and another in striking
contrast, of the haughty and vain Elizabeth
—personating Diana, w ith hare bosom, and
dressed in a huntress’s suit, if possible to set

cally pledged himself not to remove officials
whose duties were not such as to require for
their proper discharge political accord with
the administration, in tiie midst of their
terms, except for cause. The administration lms professed ever since the inauguraIt
tion to lie adhering to this promise.
was deemed so necessary to keep up an
appearance at least of doing so that the Postmaster General refused to remove fourth-class

Boston

to

AND CHILDREN.

by the following (artists:

LADIES’ AID SOCIETY,

CASH SETTLEMENTS.

than the apartments of a queen. Here stands
her bed, draped with tiie same tapestries,

Beattie. Oue of the charges against the
former is the promotion of his brother-inlaw who was a clerk, and not a very competent one, to tiie assistant auditorship withoutany examination whatever, and over the
heads of men who had better claims. Botli
Collector and Surveyor are charged with
similar violation in promotion of Michael
Whalen from Inspector to be captain of night
watch, and of John H. Becker and Andrew

Quotations constantly received.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES

Holy-

at

rood, where Mary Queen of Scots was received with such excessive joy, after having
run the gauntlet
of the English spies at

measure.

ntiv>u

day was delightfully spent

per

one

Paities buying or .selling 10 shares of stock have
as those dealing in
100 or
the same advantages
looit shares.

HOLTBOOD CASTLE.

One

well-guarded and practical

to tiie provisions it should contain.
have more light now and perhaps will
ceed better.

Bought sold and
cent, and upwards.
Private Wife,

of

Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.

[Special correspondence of the Press.]

In order to stir up the trade, benefit
earned reputation of giving the

and Petroleum
Stocks, Crain
margin
carried

The

in
in

so

ments.

OF LEG A I. PROCEDURE.

N. Y. Tribune.

correspondence id Munster I’helps
regard to those long lost English estates
The

which

nn

ItOYS

YOUNG MEN,

39 Exchange Street.

on

Jan. ‘JOtli.

WINTER OVERCOATS |

broker,

HELP III.M OUT.

Oily Kail, Wednesday Eveiiing,

I Lt

CLASSICAL RECITAL

STEVENS,

G.

14tii Stockbridge.

SALE

OF

_

FT

Globe-Democrat.

Senator Payne, of Ohio, declines to antiie charges of bribery made against
him by Col. Donavin for the reason that he
cannot properly “lower” himself to the level
of his accuser. The Senate should come to
his relief by passing a resolution of inquiry
which lie can plead in excuse of all necessary
sacrifice of dignity that may he involved in
tiie process of proving that lie is a fit person
to lie a member of that body.

senee.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS.
jeio

swer

to be rallying in
again. The Hull. S. S.
Brown, however, is conspicuous by his ah- i
seem

First National Bank Building.

__

SPECIAL

GREAT

TRUST COMPANY,

THE BOODLE-GANG.

Pittsburg Despatch.
Possibly if the Ohio Democrats had made
Thurman their favorite a little earlier in the
race, tiie finish might not have been quite so
unsatisfactory to their backers.
TUE SENATE

way for a week or more.

The men of Maine
force at Washington

Pittsburg Chronicle.
Senator Payne will go down to
tiie Champion Ignorer.

PORTLAND

and
City, County and Railroad Bonds,
other First-Class Securities.

A MODEL OK INDIFFEBENl'E.

AaPMMMW.

MISCELLANEOUS

riSANUAl,.

proprietors

landed

PORTLANDJTHEATRE.28.

-AT-

( )ne

Night Only—Saturday, January

Morrison & Co’s New Jewelry Store, BARLOW. WIIMMD RAM’S
Mammoth Minstrels
COMPRESS
56S

Having decided

give away

ST.

beautiful Gold Watch, also other Elegant Presents to some of our customers Feb. 1. we offer every lady and gentleman who visits the store before that time a chance to become the posessor of the same free of
charge. We do not require you to buy anything, only call and
see our new store and register your name.
to

MORRISON & CO.,
No. 565

crowned with the laurels of their triumphant
success at the

a

I 3IJOU
i

;

a new

THEATRE, BOSTON,

The funniest
and original programme.
of all funny Burlesques,

rHE miCKEY DOO !
Sale of seats com-

Prices. 75, 50 and 35 cents.
Thursday, Jau. 21.

janlSdtd

lences

HDD FELLOWSHIP!

Congress St., Under Grand Army Hall, Portland, Me.

Jan4___dtf
A
CKAMG-E
FO R
18 O 6.

JAMES B.NICHOLSON,
‘ast Grand Sire of Pennsylvania, will deliver his
great lecture on Odd Fellowship, at

C. GEO. H. YORK. TAILOR.
I am pleased to inform the public generally, that after a term of years as a eutter,
and for the last five years as eutter for L. C. Young, I have purchased the old stand
at AVoodfords and shall continue the business as heretofore.
I shall offer Special
Prices for the next thirty days. I shall endeavor to keep stock up to as full line of
Woolens as can be found in Maine, and can make prices that will be an object for
my city friends to examine.

All

grades of Foreign and Domestic Woolens, Pantings, Suitmgs, Overcoatings, &c., &c., always in stock.

i f

GRAND ANNUAL

ITY HALL, TUESDAY EYE\IY(J, M. 26
—

UNDER

THE

AUSPICES

OF

—

ENCAMPMENT.

] PORTLAND

MUSIC BY CHANDLER'S FULL BAND
Lecture at 8.30. Doors
7.30 to 8,30 p, m.
open at 7 p. m.
Mr. Nicholson is a most eloquent speaker. No
1 ther man has had so close
personal connection
lith or such extensvie knowledge of the distinuislied men and important events in American
tdd Fellowship. He is to-day preeminently the
iremost man in the order. Every Odd Fellow will
ear him and everybody that is not an Odd Fellow
ught to hear him.' Tickets 25 cents eack, for
ale at the stores of W. S. Banks. Geo. C. Frye & Co.
nd Goss, the shoe man 227 Middle street, also by
lie secretary of each lodge in the city, and Isaac
'. Clark, Odd Fellows’ Hall and at the door. Trains
n G. T. R’y, B. and M. and M. C. K. It., half fare.
j

rom

}

!

jan!8_dtil

JITY HALL, FEIDAYEVEMG, FIB. 5.

Remnant and Mark Down Sale,1 JPtKA

The Bouton

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, Jan. 19,20 and 21.

To make business lively and convert the goods into money before
buy our Spring stock, we will sell regal dlcss of cost, all the remnants, odd lots and soiled goods accumulated during the past year,
consisting of Dress Goods, Silks, Velvets, Flannels, Linen, Damasks,
Crashes, Gingham, Calicoes, Cambric, Siicsias, White Goods, Hamburg Edgings, etc.,

In

with the following artists in the cast:
!

DOWM.

MARRED

Blankets, Summer Cloakings, Children’s W'ool Hose. Ladies’ and
Children’s Cotton Hose, Ladles'Linen Collars, Kid Gloves, Winter and
Summer Colored Skirts, etc.
We shall also put into the sale, all the new Fine French Dress
Goods in all desirable colors, left over from our Great Dress Goods
Sale last week.

371-2 cts.
75 ct. Dress Goods for
“
“
“
50
$1.00
1
“
“
“
75
1.25
“
62 1-2 ct. Merino Undervests 37 1-2
50
88 ct. Plain Colored Silks,
“
15
25
White Flannel,
$4.00
$8.00 Mohair Seal Plush,
25.00
50.00 lm. India Shawls,
8 cts. roll.
Sea Foam Batting,

UUMPANT

Flotow’s Charming Opera,

MARTHA!

we

We have made a sweeping reduction to close them out at once, in
Odd Napkins, Odd IVcrino Vests and Drawers, Soiled Quilts, all our
Novelty and Plain Winter and Summer Dress Goods, Dress Buttons,

Eugli*h

IISS ETTA KILESKI. Soprano;
MISS GERTRUDE EDMANDS, Alto;
MR. J. C. BARTLETT, Tenor;
MR. II. S. CORNELL. Baritone;
MR. G. S. BRINE. Basso;
MR. MYRON CLARK, Basso;
•elect Chorus of F'nmilinr Voices. Orchestra of Eight Hostou Musicians.

Special Scenery and Elegant Costumes.
MR. LEON REACH, Conductor.
Evening tickets 60 and 76 cents, now on sale at
*• tockbrldge’s Music Store.
“ROSE OF CASTILE” in Stockbridge Course,
I eb. 3d, by same company.
No exchange after
j aturday, 16th.
janlldlw
1 tijou

Skating Parlor,

Federal Street.

Evening Admission!

\ ldies:::::";::.'.io cent’}Skates

10 cents-

Afternoon Admiaaion:
<

Sue’s}Skates-.10 cents-

P. S.—Polo and all Other Exhibitions the admlswill be 26 cents; Saturday Afternoon Games

on

\ 0 cents.

C. H. KNOWLTON. Manager.

declOdtf

a

|

These goods are so cheap it will pay you to buy them for future use,
if you do not need them now. Sale will commence at 8.30 a. m.

J. M. DYER &
511
janlG
......

Congress Street, Portland.

..r-_r.H'.........

NEW MODEL RANGE,
—

SOLD ONLY BY

TENNEY

l!tE«CK«»GE

ST..

&
■

—

J,
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mu

COLCORD,
“°™

IN
1

_

STREET.

PORTLAND.

Fresh Stock Now

Opening,

rHURSTONS,
SOLE AGENT,

Jq

<

—AT—

dlw

Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

DUNHAM,

TOIUfflJK.

[

HSnUCTIOl IIU ATOMSical staoies

CRATE

REFLEX

PATENT

CO.,

GHICKERING

Free Street Block, Portland.
STOOLS AND COVERS.
jaul2

Tuning

to

Order.

dtf

.

American Express.191
U. S. Express. 61
Wells. Fargo Express.HJ*
39%
ul& Omaha. 36%

PRESS.

THE

gville&Nasn.

WEDNESDAY MORNING, JAN. 20.

iref.99%

.11°,.

WIT AND WISDOM.
New York
the residents

people

Uave

a

great contempt

lor

of such small towns as Boston and

Philadelphia. Mr. George Washington Childs was
in New York not long since, and on being introduced to a gentleman who was horn and had lived
all his life on Manhattan Island, the latter said:
“Arc you still living in—in—what is the name of

little town over In Pennsylvania?”
"Philadelphia?” suggested Mr. Childs.the

that

town.
“Yes 1 believe that’s the name ot
did you say
you still living there in—what
the name of the place was?”
Are

“Philadelphia.”

Are you still living
“Yes, Philadelphia.
there?”
“Yes, that is still mv home,” replied Childs.
“I suppose it must be very still there. Mr.
Childs I would like to ask you a question.”
“Go ahead.”
“Do you live in Philadelphia in order to be
considered eccentric?”
CUBE ron CROUP.—Use Dr. Thomas’s Eclectrio
best remedy
Oil according to directions. It is the
inflamfor all sudden attacks of colds, pain and
mation, and for injuries.
line
There is oroliably nothing in the stationary
It Is alunite so useful as a stylographic pen.
never
and you
ways ready—when it is not empty;
wi h it-except
have any difficulty In writing
when it is
when h refuses to give down; and
of getting vour
empty, there is very little danger
or ot makpaper or fingers soiled while handling it,
while endeavoring
ing spatter-work of your paper
the ink to come forth.
to

persuade

and
Many of the leading physicians of Louisville
the Southwest chew Colgan’s Taffy Tolu and recommend it to their patients.
was ever any knowledge given to keep,
impart; the grace of this rich Jewel is lost

concealment.—Bishop

J. Hall.

There is no one article in the liue of medicines
that gives so large a return for the money as a
good porous strengthening plaster, sucli as Carter’s Smart Weed and Belladonna Backache Plasters.

pref.191

Lake Erie|& West. 14%
Manhattan Elevated.HR'2

Metropolitan El.1“9

Union Pacific stock
Central Pacific.
Hannibal it St. Jo.
do preferred.
Canton.
Central Iowa.
Erie 2ds

Island.,

Long

41%
39/2
38
88

l°%

»»%
°9%

Central Pacific lsts.!H%
Denver & 11. Gr. lsts.116
Kansas lsts. Den div.lip,
Oregon Nav. lsts.m%
Lehigh & Wllkesbarre.„
Fort

Wayne.141%
Mining Stocks.

New York

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK,Jail. 19 1886.—The following are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Colorado Coal.23 25
Quicksilver. 3 50
6o
do

preferred.24

Ilomestake.:.2200
Ontario.29 00

Silver. 3 80
Caledonia. B. H. 196
Horn

(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO. Jan. 19.1886.-Tlie following are closing official quotations of mining stocks

to-day:

Hale & Norcross. 2%
Con. Cal. & Va. 2
Bodie Con. 1%
Eureka.

2
l

an invitation sent
Charles Lamb once
:
him by his friend Hayden in a note as follows
“Mv Dear Hayden—I will come, with pleasItossi s hallat
North,
i.lsson
Grove,
22
to
ure,
can find it.
way up, right-hand side, if I
C. Lamb.
Yours,

accepted

“Covent Garden, East,
“Half-way up, near the corner,
“Left-hand side."
Pills?
Why don’t you try Carter’s Little Liver
all
They arc a positive cure lor sick headache and
the ills produced by disordered Liver. Only one
pill a dose.

Charley—“Your nose and cilia are coming awfully close together, grandpapa; they’ll get to
fighting before long.”
A
Grandpapa—"I am afraid so myself, dear. algreat many words have passed between them
ready,”
_

have been a great sufferer from rheumatism
the last three years. 1 was induced to try a
bottle of Atlilophoros. I have since taken six
and can now attend to my business and consider
myself a well man. E. Parklmrst, Woonsocket;
R. I.
1

for

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON, Jan. 19. 1886.—The following are today’s quotations of Provisions, Sc.:
Pork—Long cut 13 00; short cuts 13 25; backs
13 50; light backs 12 60; lean ends 13 00@13 25;
pork tongues $13@13 25; prime mess at $12 2i>a
12 75 ;extra prime at 9 75®810 25; mess, old, at
10 75@11 00; do new at $12 00; Western prime
mess pork at 10 75®11 75.
Lard 6%@6%c p lb in tierces ;7% @7 %c in 10ib
7%@7%c in 6-lb pails; 7-/i@8e in 3-lb

pails.

Hams 9%@10c p lb, according to size and
cure; small 10@10y2c.
Dressed liogs, city, at 6%c p lb; country at 5c;
live 4% c.
Butter—Northern creamery, good to choice, 2 @
28 ;common to good 20:6 25c; New York fall made
dairy 21@22c; Vermont do 22 a,23c; selections 24
ffi—c; common to good at 15(®20c; extra Western
fresh made; creamery 33@—c; common to good
25*30c; Western ladle packed, fresh, 17@20c.

Jotming prices range l@2c higher than these quo-

tations.
Cheese—Northern extra at 10@10V2C; lower
grades according to quality; Western at 9y2@10.
Job lots V2c higher.
Eggs—Neal by <®29c; Eastern extras at 26 *27 ;
Southern clioiee extras 25®26c: N York and Vermont at 20 g —e; Westernfresh at 25®2Gc;Mich.
26c; choiccneld stock 20@23c; Western pickled
19,»20c; Eastern limed 20,a 21c.
Beans—Choice small liana picked pea at 1 60S
1 65 p hush; choice New York large hand picked
do 1 50*1 5.3; small Vermont hand picked pea at
1

76; fancy Maine bald75.3:2 00; common $1*1 25.
Hav—Clioiee inline hay, $20 00®$21; fair to
$16ffi$18;
good'at $18*$19; choice Eastern do
{line
at $13 a$14:
fair to good do at $15g$16; poor
East swale $U®$12. Rye straw, choice. $20®
$21: oat straw $11@$12 p ton.
@80c;doHebrou 85c;
Potatoes—Houlton rose
N H Rose 75c ;Mc Central 70®75c ;Burbank seedlings 703,75c ;N V Hebrons at 70@75c; do Rose
65c; do prolilics 60@65c.

Apples—Choice,1 50® 1

wins 1

—

British Political Joke.—At a Conservative
meeting a man was seen in the hall offering some
puppies for sale. “Good Conservative puppies,
lie cried; “who’ll buy some good Conservative
A

the same puppies at
I>UA>?ew days after lie offered
“Good Liberal

puppies.
Liberal meeting, crying,
Who’ll buy some excellent Liberal puppies?
"Why, >ou rascal, said a gentleman, “I heard
you the other day offering these ns Conservative

a

1puppies; wnai

uu

yuu

iiiumi

uy

in

"All! your honor,'they were blind then, but now
their eyes have been opened.”
“Bread is the staff of life” and good bread can
Powbe made by using the Congress Yeast
of
der which was never known to spoil a batch

always
flour.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
FREIGHTS.
following are recent charters:
to Norfolk, 200
Brig Hattie M. Bain, Portland
with coal
toils plaster 76c; thence to St Thomas
$1.90.
Schr Maggie J. Chadwick, New York to Portland, coal §1 and discharged.
Schr Ariadne, Matauzas to North of Hatteras,
at

molasses 82.
Schr James Boyce. Jr., Portland to Matauzas,
empty lihds at private terms.
Schr Rosa Mueller, Baltimore to Parahaiba,
flour at about §2750.
Schr Luis U. Babel, Portland to Matauzas,
shooks and heads at private terms.

Watertown Cattle Market.

(By Telegraph.)
WATERTOWN, Jan. 19, 1885.—Cattle market
and
prices lower.
strong but quiet
00

Market Beef—Extra at 7 75; first quality
@7 50: second quality at 5 50.y ij 50; third quality
a nnsi 50.

Receipts of cattle 1139 head.
Store Cattle—Working Oxen Ppair $100®S18r>;
Farrow Cows at $15(5 $35; fancy at $50@$80;
Milch Cows and Calves $25®$48; yearlings $10®
$18; two years old $14@$28; three years $24®
$40.
Swine—Receipts 10,469 ;Western fat,live,4 25®
4 74c; northern dressed 644 @5%c.
Sheep and Lambs —Receipts 3916; ill lots 2 25®
4100; extra 5,00@G|25.
Veal Calves 2%@0%c.
Market.

By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO, Jan. 19,188G.—Cattle—Receipts 6,800; shipments 2400; firmer; shipping steers at
ft 00@5 45; Stockers and feeders 2 60@4 30 ;cows,
bulls and mixed 1 80@4 00.
Hogs—Receipts 38,000; shipments 500; firm;
romrli and mixed at 3 70®3 90 ; packing and shipping at 3 90@4 25; light 3 40@3 90; skips at @
—

dlieep—Receipts 7000; shipments 900; weaker;
natives 2 E0@5 00; Western 30 0@3 76; Texans
head 4 00(55 75.

Lambs

3 00 6,3 75.

_

—

...

^'laired

HScaled

_

Potatoes.;.70®75

_

g£E:r:"-w«8

PORTLAND. Jan. 19. 1886.
Port
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For
merchandise; for con'miscellaneous
and 22 ears
merchannecting roads 115 cars miscellaneous
dise.

_

Boston Stock Market.

«

"

[By Telegraph.]

arc received
The following quotations of stocks
and Santa Fe Railroad. 87%

Atch.', Topeka
FlfntC& Pere^lanluctte
New York

aiiii

lUiiiroaii pref.

82

-37%

New England Railroad.

Eastern Railroad Os......1JJ
Boston & Albany Railroad...
Boston & Maine Railroad.,....1S3

Market.
New York Stock and Money
[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Jan.'19

188G.—Money

G.fvernn,ent honks arc dull
^ady!
Railroad bonds moderately steady.

on

call

andrtejSJ.

the stock

feverish Mter 2 15 p
market was very active andwinch
0 1.011
tuiiuu
in fur:! short
time, during
became dull and
then
were made,
a
closed
feof advances made, and

advtuces
SLrwlv S part
V<T1W trailsac uonif at the Stock Exchange aggre^The follow mg are to-day’s quotations of Govern-

NEW ORLEANS,.Tan. 19,1886.—Cotton steady;
middling 8 ll-10c.
MOBILE, Jail. 19, 1880.—Cotton [is dull; middlijg 8 Il-lOc.
SAVANNAH, Jail. 19, 1880-Cotton is firm;
middling 8%c.

CHARLESTON,Jan. 10,1886,-Cotton quiet;
middling 9c.
MEMPHIS,Jan. 19,1880.-Cottonis firm; middling 8%c.

8.000 hales

Servia.

Republic.New
Lessing.New
Antilles.New
Antilles.New
Oregon.New

Domestic Ports.
ASTORIA, O—Ar 10th, ship Wm II Starbuck,
Reed, Portland.
,,
PORT TOWNSEND-Sid 7th, ship Guardian,
Fletcher. Valparaiso.
GALVESTON—Cld 18tli, sch Seth M Todd,
Norwood. Newport.
Cld 18th, sell Florence J Allen, Soule, NYork.
PASCAGOULA-Ar prev 14th, brlgStacy Clark,
Whituey, Galveston,
Cld 14th, »ch White Sea, Lee, Mobile.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 17th, barque Nannie T
Bell, Feyler, from Aspinwall.
MOBILE—Ar 17th, barque Isaac Dodge, Gaul,
from Key West.
Ar 18tlf,brlg Cora Green, Philbrook, New Yolk,
sch Thos N Stone, Pitcher. St Pierre.
PENSACOLA—Ar 18th, brig Abbie Clifford,

change St.___

TO
Newbury6St. a/d!
303 Fore

A^lsthl1'ich1'Helen
Is,

L

JACKSONVILLE

A1-

Martin, Fountain, King-

of on

—

16tli, sell Penobscot,

.....

22
-2

....

23
23

...

23

Moon

j
j

rises..

marine
*

Steamer

Absolutely

Cleared.

Addle

adjourned hearing upon the petition for revocation of skating rink licenses, will be
by the Mayor and Aldermen, at their room,
ity Building, on Friday, the 22d Inst., at 7.30

LET —Lower rent in house on Douglass St;
etghtrooms, six cmTheW. BURNHAM,
rent ®9. inquire of GEO.
Congress St.________
Inquire at
TO EET—On Vine St.
25 Pearl St._20~tf
\V.

TO

^ltWl

To Let.
«

No. 47 Exchange street, now occupied
given October 1
by L. C. Young; possession No.
151 Millie
Enquire of JOHN P. THOMAS,

STOKE

aut2Jd_

street___
I.OST AND FOUND.

hand bag,
Congress St., a leather
was a
a pocket book in which
rewa. (led
be
will
finder
sum
money. The
THIS
at
OFFICE._
by leaving
evening, between the Eastern
of Emery and Swing
corner
the
Depot and
of keys.
Sts., on either State or Spring St, a bunch
be
suitably rewarded by leaving
The finder will
them at THIS
night between Exchange St.a
aud Atlantic St., a pocket book containing rewill be
sum of money and papers. The finder
warded by leaving it at 04 ATLANTIC 81.

LOST—Oil
containing
of
small

Copartnership

■

-V.1TER.

*n

TNGZ.Y,

■" itlotions
to the
»d, and
>n»eot

V-

at

14'2

HALL.

•

I'YUE. >.iAV

to
for

Photos

or

i-lion.

ei:

No family, c\.'U. •■►.«..
Hold \>\
yell cl -r
»NIA
<•»..< iXonu
llwaya 4***.

elegant Cabinet

2

get
place
HARRIS S
81.00
Panel
FOUND—The
Mechanics
GALLERY, 518 Congress St., opposite

YMAS-

_

the lady whose rubber cloak was
of the same
recently mistaken for anothermake
and size,
material and color, but differing in
DYER i ie,
M.
to
J.
address
her
send
kindly

LOST—Will

’,4,

311

-~L
Congress St.J

firm of H. M. PAYSON & CO. is this day
dissolved by mutual consent.
HENRY M. PAYSON,
CHARLES H. PAYSON,
GEORGE F. THURSTON,
GEORGE S. PAYSON.

Portland, Maine, January 1,1886.

Co-Partnership

Portland,

Ar

MOTHERS, REMEMBER THIS.

All the lying-in hospitals of London use MURDOCK’S LIQUID FOOD.
In general use in fifty-two of the hospitals of
London.
In the Insane Ayslum of London they find it
builds the patient up in less time than any other
treatment, and that improves the mind.
..

_

,,

Ar at Adelaide
Suow, Boston.

pier to 15th inst, barque Mabel,

Sid fm Hong Kong Dec 3, barque Sami D Carl
toil, Freeman. New York.
Ar at Genoa Jan 13, sell Silver Spray, Fearn,
Newfoundland.
„„
Ar at Amsterdam Jan 16th, ship L B Gilchrist,
Wood, New York.
At Iquique Dec 3. ship Vanguard, Patterson,
from Valparaiso, ar Nov 26, disg.
Cld at Rosario Dec 10th, barque Aug Kobhe,
Costigan. Rio Janeiro.
Ar at Buenos Ayres Dec 15, barque New Pactolus. Dalrymple. Portland.
Sid fill Aspimvall 8tb inst, barque Elmiranda,
,,

USldfm!Para Dec I2th, sch C R Flint, Brown, for
Port Spain Dec 20, barque II L Gregg,
^Arat
c
Arat

Pointde Galle Dec 8, ship Alice D Cooper,
sick

Harding, from Calcutta lor New York, (crew
with fever and master’s wife dead.)
Arat Barbadoes 2d inst, brig Mary Gibbs,
Moore, Boston.
Ar at St Thomas 4th inst, barque T L Sweat,
Gooding, Barbadoes, to load.
T
,_
At St Domingo Jan 5tli, sell Annie L Palmer,
Holmes, for New York.
AratSt.lago 7tli inst, brig Mary C Manuel,
Wliarton, Trinidad.
Ar at Matanzas 13tli, barque Stephen G Hart,
Pearson, Norfolk.
At Matanzas Jan 13th, brigs Joun H Crandqn,
Pierce, for Philadelphia or New York; Don JacinErnestine,
to. Harriman, for North of Hatteras;
...

...

—

NCld°at Havana 13tli, sch Mary A

Delaware Brdakwater.
Sid fm Bermnda 7tli

Klllen, Killen,
T,

hist, sell Belle Hooper,

Steed, New York.

SDOken.
Nov 17, lat 1 S, ion 35 W, ship Sea Witch, Drew,

from New York for Shanghae.
Dec 2, lat 9 N. Ion 27 W, ship

St Stephen, from

New York for San Francisco.
Dec 3, lat 3 N. Ion 27 W, brig Lahania, Wooster, from New York for Bosario.
Dec 30, lat 27 52 N, Ion 79 48. barque Allanwilde, Newman, from Pensacola for ltio Janeiro.
Jan 8, lat 3110 N, lou 64 30 W, brig Henry B
Cleaves, Ciiarlson, from New York for Ponce.

ITCHING
Re-

Skin Diseases Instantly
lieved by Cuticura.

bath with Cuticuba
Soap, and a single application of Cuticuba,
This repeated daily,
the great Skin Cure.
with two or three doses of Cuticuba Resolvent. the New Blood Purifier, to keep tile blood
cool, the perspiration pure and umrntatiug, the
bowels open, the liver and kidneys active, will
speedily cure Eczema, Tetter, Ringworm, Psoriand
asis, Lichen, Pruritus, Scali-Head, Dandruff Huevery Species of Itching. Scaly and Pimply
best
physimors of the Scalp and Skin, when the
cians and remedies fail.

TREATMENT.—A

warm

ECZEMA ON A CHIE®.
Your most valuable Cuticura Remedies have
done my child so much good that I feel like saying
this for the benefit of those who are troubled with
skin disease. My little girl was troubled with
mediEczema, and I tried several doctors and
the
cines, but did not do her any good until I used
fr-Tw-tmi Remedies, which speedily cured her,
for which I owe you many tnanKS aim many
nights of rest.
ANTON BOSSMIER, EDINBURGH, INI).
TETTER OF THE SCALP.
I was almost perfectly bald, caused by Tetter
of tlie top of tlie scalp. I used your Cuticura
Remedies about six weeks, and they cured my
scalp, perfectly, and now my hair Is coming back
as

thick as

J.

it ever was.
p. CHOICE, Whitbsboro

Texas.

COVERED WITH BLOTCHES.
I want to tell you that your Cuticura ResolAbout three months ago
vent is magnificent.
usmy face was covered witli Blotches, and after
ing three bottles of Resolvent I was perfectly
FREDERICK MAITRE.
cured.
23 St. Charles St., New Orleans, La.
best FOR ITCHING DISEASES.
One ot our customers says your Cuticura
Remedies are tlie best lie can find for itching of
the skin. He tried all others and found no relief
until he used yours.
F. J. ALDRICH, Druggbt, Rising Sun, 0.
_

Sold everywhere. Price: Cuticura, 50 cts.;
Soar, 25 cts.r Resolvent, SI.00. Prepared by
the Potter Drug and Chemical Co., Boston,
Mass. Send for "How to Cure Skin diseases.”
«w»«tles, Blackheads, Skin Blemishes and
Jr J.1TJ Baby Humors, nse Cuticura Spat.
LIKE OIL AND WINE to
the famished ofold is a Cuticura
Anti-Pain Plaster to the aching
-sides and back, the weak and painful
muscles, the sore chest and hacking
jcough, and every pain and ache ot
daily toil, 25c. Everywhere,

A. M.

a

This new Hospital, you say,
Will be finished on fhe first of May.
A noble structure ’tis and grand.
Finely located, and well planned.

nnaiiePH's area sure cure

Best in tbe world.
Harmless! Reliable! Instantaneous! No dis-

envelopes, on application, mentioning this
paper. Sold by all drug-

lass .mwii:
30
Wic
Factory,
LOB’S
East 10th St-.N-Y oity.

itiaylO

Large enough

for

ART

LESSONS!

in Crayon Portraiture from the flat and from
Also in Academic Drawing from casts, still
life.
life, and the living model. References: Prof. Otto
Grundmann, Boston, Prof. Henry Johnson, Brunswick, Harry B. Brown, Esq., Cyrus F. Davis, EsOm
Studio, 34
and Mr. J. T. Stubbs, Portland.
Firat National Bank Building* jan2eodlm
en

Office.___19-1

WANTED-Horse

all,

some

or

business.

contains 30,000 feet of floor,
Of its kind the only Hospital
Supported by one individual
Without contribution or taxation.
In all this great aud glorious nation!
From sill to cave—from wing to wing,
The structure seems a living thing.
In
“I

living

well

established

Address BOX 1713, Portland,

am an

seems

ayslum

for the

YY

Me^ are* the ^lightest
TURlNo'co'.l’iiennehunio
and bests trunks in the world. Ward-

strongest
robe trunks for ladies and gentlemen; sample
trunks for commercial travellers, delivered anywhere in New England. Send for illustrated circular. __ janl6d3m
for the DUPLEX OXYGEN OAS BURNER; can make from $,5
Burto $100 per week with a small capital, ibis
more than
ner produces two flames, these uniting
This
double the illuminating power of fuel gas.
is an established scientific fact, and at once apparent to all. The opening between the two nipthe
ples effects a combustion of 50 per cent, of
does not pass
oxygen of the air, and as this
is nothing to
there
course
of
through thehieter,
of this Burner
pay for it, hence tire great economy
a hunover all others, repaying, as it does, its cost
dred times over. Fully 50 per cent, saved. T.
Boston.
14
La
street,
Orange
&
SON.
EARLY
Prices; Single sample burner, By mail, 25c.; one
dozen. $2.50; one gross, per express, C. O. D.,
14-3
$25. Special Rates to Agents.

speak:
weak,

Aud burdened and distressed.
The helpless, struggling and depressed,
Deserving daughters of Mother Eve,
Beneath my roof will find relief;

WANTED—Agents

many here may often come
Filled with sad thoughts of friends, and home—
Their hearts with sickening fear be rife
To come beneath the surgeon’s knife—
Filled with the dizzy, nameless dread
That haunts the etherizing bed.
Their tears and fears will melt away
Like dew before the orb of day.
Kindness will wipe away the tear,
Experience banish doubt and fear,
And cheerful word and pleasant smile
Shall many a lonely hour beguile.
For none can here position fill
In whom kindness does not blend with skill.
No surgeon here who is not kind,

Though

Skilful, gentlemanly and refined,
Aud faithful, punctual to each call,
To rich or poor, one and all.
No attendant here upon the sick
Whose heart is not warm, deep and quick
To feel for. relieve and sympathize
With pain, and tears, and sleepless eyes,
To soothe the tired, throbbing head,
To soften, cool the fevered bed,
Remembering Him who favors rain,
For the cup of water in His name.”

TANT E D—$3300; for five years; secured by
first wid only mortgage on Florida orange

York.

International Steamship Co.
annual meeting of the stockholders of

the
heUl at

International Steamship Co. will be
THE
WEDNESDAY,
Steamboat Wharf,
their

on
office,
the
January 27th. 1886, at 3 o’clock p. m„ for
of any
transaction
the
and
choice of Directors
other business that may legally come before them.
H. J. LIBBY, Secretary.
jan t lldtd
Portland, Jail. 18th, 1886.

God shower his blessings on every one
Who works for the good, and the light of Man,
And liappv make the hearts tonight
Of those who labor for love and right,
And of those bright souls who have ever sought
To lift, enlarge the plane of thought,
For the cause of science, and skill, and Truth,
Or for the alleviation of Age and Youth
From sickness, suffering, error, wrong,
Or to lift the fallen, or lead the strong,
Comfort their souls at the last great call,
Forget not this Founder among them all.
Give him happiness, peace and light,
Strength to keep the path of right,
Bless him, Father, In thy own sweet way,
And “raise him up” on the final day.
[Boston Traveller,November, 188o.
WS&Mtf
ian!3

DAWSOA’S

NEURALGIC CURE
is the OLD and RELIABLE REMEDY
Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Sciatica,
Headache, Earache, Toothache and every
other kind of ache produced by a Deranged NervIt is the greatest remedy known for
ous System.
tlie above complaints, and is a
for

SURE CURE.
Can he used outside as well as inside. Read carefully the testimonials. Buy it and use it as directed. Ail Druggists.

C.

GOODWIN & CO.,
BOSTON.

anleodlm

Agents for New England State*

to

WANTED—A

street.___13-1

experienced Button Hole
SHAW, CODING
Machine Operators.

WANTED—Two

CO.__12-1

&

delivered in 5
L. D.
declT

WELLS,

by
experienced
WANTED
give best of city referbookkeeper,
12-1
at 320 C ONG HESS ST.
—Situation

an

can

Enquire

ences.

as

Call

housekeeper.

the evening at 54DANand
WANTED—Situation

Five Acres of land so rich as not to require fer
tilizers, set to fruit and fenced for $600 to $800.
Similar groves, in live years from the setting, now
yield from $2,000 to $4,000 per annum. Care of
such groves, with fertilizers, $175 per year ! Busino
ness can never be “overdone,” as Florida has
competitor, and only a small portion even of tills
State is adapted to this culture.

Built for §400 to $1200,
can be rented at a good per cent, on cost! Designs
aud specifications furnished free. Good schools,
church, sanitarium and hotels, railroad, stores
and best society, within 48 hours of Boston. EveryBest
thing guaranteed by responsible parties! homes
place in the world for winter or permanent
and for invalids:
Board from $4.50 to $7 per week and upwards.
Xow or never if you wish to secure comfortable
homes in the land of perpetual, comfortable sumLands may be bought
mer, at reasonable prices.
oil the instalment plan.
Lands from S15 to $100 per acre. House lots
from $10 to $300 each.
The good lands like ours on which vegetables
can be raised the iirst year are Exceedingly
Senrce in Florida, and are rapidly advancing in
value.
Houses

REFERENCES WHO HAVE VISITED AND IN
VESTED IN BELLEVIEW.
Gen. J. L. Chamberlain, Brunswick, Me.
S. H. Mato. 121 Fulton St., Boston, Mass.
Prof. G. G. Bush, 90 Pleasant St., Dorchester,
8.

E.

RevML.bH.
Hallock, G2 Neal St., Portland, Me.
I. D.
Dover, N. H., and others.
Rev.

dec22

_■

-~w

to

the

perspiration.

Perkins, Creek Centre,

N.Y., Thomas* Eclectric Oil is also a TipTop external application for rheumatism,

cuts,scalds,bums,bites,

the druggist, ask
him what he knows of
Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric
Oil; if he has been
long in the drug
trade, be sure he will
speak highly of it.

ting

My daughter was very bad off on account of
Dr. Thomas* Eeltcn cold and pain in her lungs.
trie Oil cured her in twenty-four hours. On®
of the boys was cured of sore throat. This medicine has worked wonders in

dim*

AGENTS

article
it;
—Agents;
very popular with ladies; enclose stamp.
Mass.22-4
J. C. BARDWELL, Paxton,
money in

an

FOR SAGE.

IVOR SAGE—1 horse cheap; also pressed hay
near
by the ton or bale. B. M. JENSeSS,
depot, Steep Falls, Me.19-1
SAGE—One seven Octave Piano in firstclass order; also one Chestnut Chamber Set
with black walnut trimmings, and one Pine Chamber Set, with spring beds each. Prices reasonable.
Can he seen at 173 NEAL ST._lb-1

A

FOR

SAGE—To hang in the window, Christian cards; moral and instructive; sent anyAddress the PORTLAND
where for 10cents.
NOVELTY CO., P. 0. Box 153b, Portland, Me.

FOR

18-4

Commercial Street.

One Hundred Dollars Reward.
of-

Consolidated Electric Light Company
THE
fers.one hundred dollars reward to anyone
who
detection and arrest of any

without the

use

of knife

or

detention from business.
of cases

shall secure the
person or persons guilty of maliciously interfering hi any way with the lights .poles or wires of
dec!2dtf
said company

We, the undersigned, having been successfully
treated by Dr. C. T. Fisk, can recommend him to
the confidence of the public. His method is simno detention
ple, almost painless, and requires
From business.
St.
Union
36
II.
THOMPSON,
FRED
RICH’I) K. GATLEY, GO and 61 Union St.
Portland.
Parris
72
St.,
GEO. HUMPHREY,
D. F. GERTS, 455 (Cumberland St., Portland.
Portland.
CrbssSt
60
F.
MERRILL,
JOHN
ALBERT CHASE, 30 Preble St., Portland.
Portland
Place,
6
Temple
GARDINER WOOD,
N. W. MORSE, 191 Federal St., Portland.
will
Portland
Names of many ladies treated in
be given at the Doctor’s room.
todies inquire at No. 318 Cumberland Street.

AT D. S. HOTEL, ROOM 18,
Every Saturday, from
4 p.

9 a. ni. to

m,

marll

_eodtf

13-1

SALEr

J. W. BEATTY & CO.,
dtf

fiiein Philadelphia

the Newspaper AaverHio I"Arena*
a**1
I
tishw Agency of Messrs.
**

II -yy AYE."7

* sou. cut

cd times without number by the timely uso of Downs’ Elixir. It will cure

Croup, Bronchitis, Asthma,
Pleurisy,
Whooping-Cough,
Lung Fever, and all diseases of the
Throat, Chest and Lungs, when
111
T°r “*•
other remedies fail.
HER2Y, J03HS0H 4 LOSS, Prop’s, Burltnjton, Vt.
MWF&wly
feb!3_

1jr7e7

Steam

authorized agent*.

Rochester*,

«.:io

Jte5u,r2j{1®’
_

:

(“Steamer Mar/laud Route”) for Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Washington, and the South, an<1
with Boston A Albany R. B. for the West.
Close connection made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Maine Central K. K.,
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may bo nad of 8. H. Hellen, Ticket Agent, Portland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and
of Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
‘Does not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS. Supt.
octl2dtf

Ogdensburg R. R.

Portland and

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Monday, Oct 5,1885,

until further notice Passenger Trains will
Leave Portland as lollows: 9.00 n. at., for
Fnbyans, Bethlehem, Littleton, Lancaster, Woodsville, Montpelier, Nt. Johns
bnry, Newport, Burlington, Nwanton,
Ogdensburg, and all points on connecting

S.Ot>Sp.

Bnrtlett and intermediate

for

nt>,

stations.

ARRIVALS.
10.40 n. m., from Bnrtlettand way stations.
5.55 p. tti.. from Nwanton, Burlington and
all points on through line.
J. HAMILTON, Snot.
October 3,1885.°c3dtf

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY 01 UAMUA.
CHANGE OF TIME.
On nnd after MONDAV, Oct. 13,
train* will run a* follow* t

1885,

DEPARTURES.
For Auburn nnd Lewi*t©u, 7.05 a. ID., 1.16
and 5.20 p. m.
For Gorham, 7.20 a.m. and 4. 00p. in., mixed.
For Gorham, Montreal and Chicago,1.30
p.

m.

For

Quebec,

1.30 p. m.
ARRIVALS.
From Lewi*ton and Auburn,
12.06, 3.15 and 5.60 p. m.
From Gorham, 9.40 a. m. and

mixed.

From
From

8.26 a.

r*

7.00 p.

in.,

Chicago nnd Montreal, 12.05 p.

Quebec,

12.05 p.

in.

in.

_,

....

For Freight, Passage, Sailing Lists and further
Information, apply to or address the General

Agents.

E. A. ADAMS & CO.,
115 State Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.
dtf

feb8_

DOMINION LINE.
1885-G-WOTER ARRANGEMESTS-1885-6

LIVERPOOL ROYAL MAIL SERVICE.
Sailing Between Liverpool anti Portland,
via.Moville and Halifax.

an
an

35 Exchange St., and Depot Foot of India Street.
TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATES
—

TO

—

Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, 8t. I.oni., Omaha. Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Cake City,

Cannda,

Denver, San Francisco,
and all points in the

Northwest,

West

and Southwest.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
WM. EDGAR. G. P. A.,
J. STEPHENSON. Supl.
oclSdtf

Rumford Falls and Buekfield Railroad.
Winter

Arrangement,

in Effect Oct.

12,1885.

Connections via Grand Truuk Railway.
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
10.45 a. in., arrives at Buekfield at 11.45 a. in.
and Canton at 1.10 p. m.
Passenger train leavesMechamc tails Junction
3.10 p. m., arrives in Buekfield at 3.50 and Canton at 4.35 p. in.
Returning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and 0.10
a. m., connecting lor Lewiston, Portland and Bos....

SAILING

1

Liverpool
26th November,
10th December,
24th December,

BATES:_

‘Oregon

December.
December,
14th January.

‘Sarnia

28th January.

17th
31st

‘Sarnia
Toronto

1886.

7th January,

Fo^i°and.

|

STEAMERS.

Avonmouth Bock (Birect).

1

Avonmouth

STEAMERS.

|

Rules of Passage:
Cahill.$50 and $80. .Return. $60 and $150
..Return. .$60
IntermediateJSO
..Return at lowest rates
$13
Steerage
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
Foot of India Street.
dec8dtf
..

International
STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

FOB

—

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST.JOHN N. B., HALIFAX, N. S.
—

New

AND

ALL PARTS OF

—

Ed-

Brunswick, Norn Scotia, Prince
wards Island, and Cape Breton.

ARRANGEMENT.
WINTER
Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State street, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 5.00 P. M., for EASTPORT and ST.
JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. Kg“Freight received upto 4.00 p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other information at Company's Office, First National Bank
J. B. COYLE, JR., Gen’l Manager.
Building.
dtf

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pifer
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, Jr.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent

sept21-dtf_
svhyoumdond

w±

octOdtf_L.

TUESDAY, Dec. lsf,
1885, Passenger Trains Leave
Portland as follows:

On and after

8th December
Texas|30th December
I

Dominion

November,
12th Deceniher,
21st

West Sumner, Chase’s Mills and Turner; at Canton for Peru, Dixfield, Mexico and Rumford Falls;
also for Bretton’s Mills.
L. LINCOLN. Supi.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

BRISTOL SERVICE:
For

connections daily with passenger train at
t0§tage
West Minot for Hebron Academy; at Buekfield for

For Bangor, Ellsworth, Mi. Desert Ferry,
Vanceboro, SI. John, Halifax, and the
Provinces, St. Stephen nnd Aroostook
County, 1.20p. m., via Lewiston, 1.25 and
til.16 p. m., via Augusta; and forBar Harbor, and Bangor f Piscntaqnis B. K.,
tll.15 p. m., for Skowhegan, Belfast and
Dexter, 1.20, 1.25. tll.15 p. in.; Wnterville,
7.10 a. m.. 1.20,1.25, tll.15 p. m.; and on Saturdays only at 5.16 p. m.; for Augusta, Hallowcll, Gardiner and Brunswick, 7.10 a.
m„ 1.26, 5.15, tll.15 p. m.; Bath, 7.10 a. m.,
l. 25, 5.15 p. m„ and on Saturdays only at 11.15
Lincoln
p. m.; Kocklnnd and Knox and
B. K., 7. 10 a. m., 1.25 p. m.; Auburn nnd
Lewiston at 8.20 a. m., 1.20, 6.00 p. m.; Lew
iston via Brunswick, 7.10 a. m., tll.15 p.
m. ; Farmington, Monmouth, Winthrop,
Oakland nnd North Anson, 1.20 p. m.;
Farmington via Brunswick, 7.10 a. ni.
and 1.25 p. ni.

AT CONGRESS ST. STATION

All trains excepting night Pullman trains will stop
for passengers.
tThe 11.16 p. in. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundavs included, but not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Belfast aud Dexter or

beyond Bangor,

Trains

are

on

Sunday nioruings.

due in Portland

as

follows:

Tile morn-

ing trains from Augusta and Batli 8.45 a.
Lewiston, 8.50 a. m.; the day trains from

ni.;
Ban-

and all intermediate stations and connecting roads at 12.45 and 12.40 p. in.; the afternoon trains from Watervllle,
Augusta, Bath,
Rockland and Lewiston at 5.45 p. in.; the niglit
Pullman Express train at 1. 60 a. ni.
Limited Ticket*, Hr*I and second clnaa, for
gor

nil point* in the Province* on anle al reduced rate*.
Experiment not successful. Steamer will make
last trip Dec. 16th.
1, 1

VTnAXT

mlTnir L'D

ftninnil

\I HIO rror

F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass, anil Ticket Agt.
uo30iltf
Portland. November 30. 1885.

BOSTON AND MAINE R.

'siwiiviwi snoia

R.

passenger train service,
in effect Sunday, October 11, 1883.

WESTERN DIVISION.
For Boston at 6.16,*8.40 a. m.,*12.30,3.30 p. m.
Roston for Portlnnd 8.30 a. m., 1.00,3.30 p. m.
Seurboro and Pine Point 6.15, 8.40 a. in.,
3.30, 6.45 p. in. Old Orchard, Sneo, Biddrford and Heunebank 6.15, 8.40 a. m., 12.30,
3.30, 5.46 p. ni. Wells Beach 6.15, 8.40 a. Ul.,
3.30 p. m, North Berwick, Great Falls, Doand
ver, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence
Lowell, 6.15, 8.40 a. m.. 12.30, 3.30 p. 111.
and
Alton
Rochester,
Farmington
Bu,
8.40 a. in., 12.30, 3.30 p. m., manehester and

WOLFE’S
SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

SCHNAPPS.

As a general beverage ami necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapjps is superior to
every other preparation for these purposes. A public trial of over 30 years
duration iu every section of our country
of Udolpho Wolfe’s Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequalled by any
other distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

Concord (via Newmarket Junction) 6.15 a.m.
3.30 p. m.; via Lawrence, 8.40 a. m.
*Tho 8.40 a. m. and 12.30 p. m. connects with
Rail Lines to points West and South; the 12.30
with Sound Lines for New York.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 8,45 a.
m. and 12.30 p. m., and Boston at 8.30 a. m. and
1.00 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS
for Boston 1.00, 4.15 p. m.; arrive 5.30,8.45 p.m.

EASTERN DIVISION.
F'or Boston at 2.00 and t9.00 a. m., tl.00 and
{6.00 p. m. Returning Leave Boston at 7.30
and 9.00 a. m. and 12.30 and 7.00 p. m. For
Biddeford at 2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00
p. in. For Portsmouth and Newburyporl at
2.00and 9.00 a. in., 1.00 and 6.00 p.m. For
Amesbury 9.00 a. m. and 6.00 p. m. For Salem
and Lynn at 2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00
p. ill. PULLMAN CARS on above trains.
tTlie 9.00 a. m. and 1.00 n. m. trains connect
with Rail Lines to South and West.
{The 6.00 p. in. train connects with night train
...

for New York.
\Vest
Through Tickets to all points South ami
for sale at Port In nil Depot Ticket Oolceii,
and at IJnion Ticket Office, 4© Exchange
Street.

^ j flauI>ERS, Gen. F. & T. A.
JAB. T. FURBER, Geu’l Manager.

rttt

jan5

UNITED
STATES
HOTEL.

WILSON,

SPECIALIST,

YORK.

IMPORTED

b. reed,

Clairvoyant ami Botanic Physician,

TANNERY, in first-class order,
with old established Belting and Supply
and profitable investment. Only reasafe
trade, a
son for selling, to close an estate.

For
Mpringyaic, Alfrcd, Wnlerboro nnd Nncu River, 7.30
p. »•
m.
and (mixed) at
p.
11.20 a.
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. m..
Portland (mixed)
at
3.40
arriving
m. and
p. m„
9.40 a. m.. 1.25p. m. and 5.45 p.m.
For Ciorham, Nacrarappn, Cumberlnna
at 7.30
Mills, Westbrook and Woodford’s
m.
a. m„ 1.05, 6.20, and mfxcd at *6.30 p.
The 1.05 p. in. from Portland connects at Ayer
Juncl. witn Hoosnc Tunnel Route for the
for
West, and at Union Depot, Worcester,
New Vorkvia Norwich Line and all rail,
K
B.
K.
Via Springfield, also With N. V. At N.

marlO__*dly

puna,
WM. A.

For

1» on

sail from San Francisco regularly for
Ci|teamers
China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand

NEW

runner

lately
by
8-1
H. PRUMMOND, JR., No. 3bC Congress St.
SAGE OR TO GET—House No. 269
Brackett St., Cor. Carlton. Inquired JOHN
1-tX
P. HOBBS, 3 OMarket St.

d5il£> F* a Beta

Sandwich Islands, New Zealand and Australia.

Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall on
the 1st, 10th and 20th of each month, carrying
named
passengers and freight for all the above
ports.
Franfor
San
not
connect
Steamer of 10th does

Eastern

Clintou, Ayer June lion, Fitchburg,
nnd Bpping
Nashua, Lowell, Wiudhnm
at 7.30 a. m. and 1.03 p. m.
North
Bor Manchester, Concord, and points

IS BEAVER STREET,

FOR

I

California,
Japan, China,«

To

Japan,
ana Australia.

fror

UDOLPHO WOLFE’S SON & CO.,

SA GE—3 set heavy team harness, suitable for lumbering or any heavy teaming.
JAS. G. McGLAUFLIN, Harness Manufacturer,
lo-2
Cl Preble St._
SAGE-Good single sleigh, will be sold
at a very low figure tf called for at once,
wil. ALLEN, JR., 28 Exchange St._lo-l
D. Jordan’s make; very cheap.
FOR
JORDAN, at Chamberlin & Ilomsted’s.

tCw-", ^.Poriland at 7..TO a. at., and
—“-““1.03 p. in., arriving at Worcester
2.15 u. m. and 7.27 p. m. Returning, leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.05 a. m. and 11.16
1.26 p. m. and 6.45
a. m., arriving at Portland at
at

Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train
Parlor cars on day train between Portland
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICES

Poktlax'D, Dec. 1, 1884.

SAGE-Two
PENGS
two horse peddlers’ pungs with pole and
and CARHORSE
shafts; will be sold very low.
RIAGE MART, Plum St._15-1

1
I

Passenger accommodations unequalled. Cabin
to *80; intermediate, S30; steeraee, *13.
For passage apply to H. & A. ALLAN, ijenerai
aniU. I.
Passenger Agents, 80 State: St. Boston ;
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; T. P. McGOWAN,
to H. a.
422 Congress St., or for passage orfreiglit
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.

§60

parts of the State.
.._
Read the following testimonials and sde those
referred to, which will convince the most skep-

FOR

Maine.

Sardinian._*

Seven years excured in different

FOR

Saeo.

Jan.

Polynesian.

lo
J4
31
7
J1

ligature by

SAGE OR RENT-A small house on
Leonard St., Deering. Terms reasonable. En10-1
quire at52 CARi.ETON ST.

novl4

SARMaTIAN.
PARISIAN.

Dr. C. T. Fisk, 08 Pleasant street, Auburn.
CURED
Treats all diseases of the Rectum successfully,

____1°

FOR

Dec.

Sardinian.

10
17
31

TRAINS.

On and after Monday, Ocl. lit,
i’l;J1885, Passenger Trains will leave

TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND

F

SAGE—The stock in trade and fixtures

J. S. DOUGLASS, Agent,

THURSDAY,

familyjj^p Alvah

our

OU SAGE-At WAY & SCAN LAN'S, corner
Fore & Cotton Sts., traverse runner pungs,
low for
single runner pungs; also 1 Concord wagon
l
cash.

St._

First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
Cotton and other merchandise in the
Warehouse rePortland Sugar House.
ceipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to

Prom Portland
via Halifax.

Ij

STEAMER
lamer.
81

For NEW YORK.

**

perience and hundreds

WANTED—To sell the best selling household articles yet Invented; large
to sell. For particulars address
sure
and
profits
It. M. GORDON. Lewiston. Maine.__22-tf

traverse

Liverpool
From Liverpool
via Halifax.

1886.

Portland Service.

nail

NAIVE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

'TPorked Wonder*.

without

new

Winter Arrangements.

FILES.

AGENTS wanted.

sage—a

ALLAN_LINE.

UOV20

bruises,etc. When visi-

—

P. 0. Box 896.

will alternately leave
Portland, at 7 o’clock p.m., and INDIA WH.AKP
Boston, at 6 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line secure a comfortame
night’s rest, ami avoid the expense and Inconvenience of arriving In Boston late at night.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Railroad and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
ocltf
J. B. COYLE, Jit., Manager.

~

do general house-work,
required. Apply at 7b3
janlddtf

AGENTS

concernine

44

Wanted.
CAPABLE gill
Good references
A
CONGRESS STREET.

Re»d wkal ttys pseple

say

relieved in a few minutes. Would walk five miles
f or this medicine and pay $5 a bottle for it.” Drug44
gist C. R. Hall, Grayville, III., says: Cured an ulSat
cerated throat for me in twenty-four hours.”
wet
up in bed and coughed till the clothing was
with
My
wife insisted that f use
Thomas’ Eclectric Oil.
The first teaspoonful
E. H.
BELIBVED me.”

WANTED.—Ladies

OlciUV/H, fUHWUU)

dtf

asthma, catarrh, croup,
colds, etc. Mrs. Dora
Koch of Buffalo, says:
**
For croup it is decid[Mrs. Jacob Mellisor of Marion.
edly efficacious.”
same
the
thing.] S. S. Graves, Akron,
Ohio, says
Had asthma of the worst kind,
N. Y., writes :
took one dose of Thomas’ Eclectric Oil and was

clothing,
buy $1,000
furniture, &e., of all kinds. Highest cash
price paid; call or address immediately, Mr. S.
LEVY, 1)7 Middle St.. Portland, Me.30-3

WANTED—Every

THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMEItS

ability of Dr. Thomas*
Eclectric OiJ, to cure

cast off

person owning a piano to
know that all instruments under iny exclusive care will be kept clean inside, rendering
them less liable to become damaged by moths.
J. D. CHENEY, Piano and Organ Tuner. P. O.
address, Deering. Me. Order slate at Horse R. R.

Agents,

31 Exchange St,

I

WANTED—A

to know that Mrs. Dr.
Sliermau still remains at 42 South street, in
treatment of corns, outgrowing joints and ingrowing nails. Outgrowing joints a specialty. Will
call at residence if desired without extra charge.
Corns removed for 25 cents._20-3

maps

W. D. LITTLE & GO.,

situation as house-keeper or
general house-work in small family. Address 41 TURNER STREET._H-l

WANTED—To

j
and full particu- I

Stewart,

pictorial pamphlets,
lars, apply to
For

ST._12-1

OR SAGE OR TO GET—Pianos both upright and square. C. K. HAWES, 177 MidI2'1
dle

No. 'AOS

Five

Acre# of good Land set to choicest
Fruit and fenced fot §400!

7 in

between 5

FORTH

of the grocery store No. 572 Congress street,
For
H. B. Perry & Co. Apply to J.
occupied

ivlAdtf

An orange, lemon, lime, fig and guava grove,
with sugar cane, pineapples, oananas, cotton, tobacco. sweet potatoes and vegetables (a harvest
healthevery month m the year), in the fertile and
ful highlands of Florida. New town, New Fugland colony at Belleview, Marion Co., Florida.

FOR

gallon demijohns.

ADDRESS ORDERS TO

Profitable aud Safe Investmeuts.

on

commission; profits according to energy and
age and
ability of salesman. Address siting
experience and giving real name, BOX 754, Hartford, Ct._13-1
situation as day or nigbt nurse
bv a man of experience, best of reference
41 Oxford
rear
CALLAHAN,
JOHN
given.

PEDDLERS'

UNDERWOOD SPRING WATER

sell staple goods

FARE $1,00

nov28__utl
PACIFIC MAIL S. S. LU.

FLORIDA.

___10-1

WANTED—Salesman

How glad this founder’s heart must feel!
How Full of pride and holy zeal,
To see, this noble work go on,—
To sec the healed leave one by one,—
To know none in the white cots lay
Worrying the doctor’s bills to pay,
To hear the convalescents sing,
Then laughter make the fine wards ring;
The thanks that from glad hearts they pour,
The -‘God bless him” as he leaves the door.
To feel that what he can he gives,
Sees it in good nse while he li ves.
Not waiting till he has turned to dust,
To let his wealth amass, waste, and rust.
He sees, he sees, full well he knows
Where ami how each dollar goes,
Not hoarded, squandered, vainly spent.
But wisely used, and freely lent
To Him who said of the graces three,
“The greatest of these is Charity.”
Another name enrolled shall be
On the pages of philanthropy!
Would like him were many more
Who would freely, wisely use their store
Of useful knowledge, and growing wealth
For the good, and aid, amt light of health,
So many unheeded day by day
In cro' ded cities would not fade away
of skill, and pure fresh air,
For w
And re.-1, and nourishment, and loving care;
So much want, and suffering, wre woula not meet
In garret, and alley, in shop and street;
So many voung mothers doomed to die,
Their last earth memory their children s cry,
Who, left to the waves of a hardened world,
Oft In its eddies of sin are whirled.
Nor so many girls of pure soul, fine brain,
Left to drag out hours of smotheredmain,
Without the means for the time to stop.
For a rest from store, or desk, or shop.
Their strength still failing, their last hope gone,
Still bravely trying to struggle on.
When timely skill and care would save
Many a flower from an early grave.

CEO.

Me.^ ^

kletl' ANTED—Every one to know that the
GANT STEEL LINED LEATHEROID TRUNKS,

to

tones it

eodnrmly

MR. A. E. MOORE will takea limited number of pupils during the winter. Instructions giv-

will work for small pay; good reference.
S. 12. This
and cattle owners to try
Sherman Hunter’s Celebrated Scotch Conexisdition Powders, the most certain remedy in
derangetence for worms, coughs, colds, digestive
world.
ments ; the best restorative and tonic in the
553 CONGRESS ST., corner of Oak.1*>-1
WANTED—A competent girl in small
family. Inquire at new house, corner Western Promenade and Bramhall street._i*1'1

WANTED-To
the whole of
interest

appointment, no ridiculous tints; remedies

the ill effects of bad
dyes; leaves the hair
soft and b e an fciful
Black or Brown. Explanatory circulars
sect postpaid iirtealed

home

at

Address

As it

—

HAiRDYE
BATCHELOR'S CELIBATED
JaSTAULISUBP 1831s

living

can

or

an

26c. 60c

Honey the great Cough cure,
and $1. Glean’s Sulphur Soap heals & beautifies, 25c. German Dorn Remover kills Corns
and Bullions. Hill’s Hair and Whisker Dye,
Pike’s Toothacke
Black and Brown, 60c.
Drops euro in one minute, 25c. Deans Rhcn-

a

as

a

purchase for cash,by an active
business man with good business experience;

___BW&w2w

Hale’s

man

young
situation
bookkeeper, assistant bookWANTED—Bv
make myself useful;
where 1
keeper, clerk,

Tothe NewMurdock FreeHospital. GIRE
Patient.
TRIGGS,
By

_

jail 1<S

MEETINGS.

Cl

VST ANTED—Everybody who wants to test the
V V merits of Mrs. Allen’s Instantaneous Croup
Remedy to call at W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.’S drug
ana
store, Market Square, before February 1st,
get a sample bottle free of charge.19-t

ley;

Sch Montezuma, Rich, from Bangor for Gloucester, has been in lower harbor several weeks.
LUBEC—Sid 16th, barque Signal, Pressey, (fm
Calais) for Florida.
BOOT BHAY—111 port 18th.sch Senator Grimes,
Warr, Calais for New York: Flora B, Brown, fm
Parrsboro, NS, for Boston; G HHolden, Pinkham
Bath for New York; Harvester, McLaughlin, from
St John, NB, fordo; Metropolis, Brown, Viualhaven for Boston.
In port, brig Woodbury, Brown, from St DominBelfast
go for Boston; schs J M Haskell. Allen.
P
for Charleston; Brunette, West, do for Boston:
Hazeltine, French, do for Jacksonville.
under
are
above
way.
the
of
PM—Part

office.__19-1

STEAMERS.

THURSDAY,
Nov. 19
Dec. 3

as order cook. Address
TUANTED—Situation
Ww
nt
iul'fiUBl nfl)
A nlinril
Mainft.
1 i)-l

brig If C Sib-

PORTSMOUTH—Sid 18tli, schs M A Trainor,
Wasson, Rbckport for Newbern; Addie R Terry,
and Annie E Lane, Eastport for Gloucester.

waitress that lias
hotel experience.
required. Address, WAl lor

SPRING’.

jan!8dlw^

16,1886.

ANNUAL

conipiteut
WANTED—A
had boarding-liouse
best references
The
RESS, Press

Jan.

B.

ARRANGEMENT-OF
__

PORTLAND. MT. DESERT AND MACHIAS LINE.
Two Trips Per Week-Winter Arrangements tor 1886.

cplsf,nypRING
W.

Portland & Rochester R. R.

Bound Trip SIS.
Passage 810.00.
Meals and Boom included.
For freight or passage apply to
K. it. SAMPSON, Agent,
70 Tong Wharf, Boston.
31dtf

PSTM

:

Portland and Worcester Line.

mission.

The swift sea-going steamer LONOFELLOW, Capt. G. A. Hopkins, will leave Portland
nt 11
every Tuesday and Friday Evening,
o’clock, or on arrival of 7 p. m. train from Boston
over B. & M. R. R., touching at Rockland, where
connections are made for landings on Penobscot
Bay and River with Boston & Bangor S. S. Co.;
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So. West and Bar
Harbors, (Mt. Desert,) Mt. Desert Ferry, connecting with morning train from Bangor. &c., Millbridge and Jonesport, arriving sit Machiasport
early in the evening. RETURNING, leave MacliiAsport every Monday and Thursday Morning at
4 o’clock, touching as above, connecting at Mt.
Desert Ferry with trains for Boston, &c., and at
Rockland with steamers of Boston & Bangor Line
for Boston, and arriving in Portland at midnight,
(usually connecting with Pullman Express for
Boston and the West. Freight taken at usual
and
rates and forwarded with despatch. Tickets
staterooms on board. For further information apat the various Landings.
Dlvy to agents
h
p
E. CUSHING, Manager,
Railroad Wharf, Portland, Me.
jan8dtf

||
,ltf

a. m.

one-half the rate of
seSESgaBBg*^sailing vessel.
Penn. R. B;, and
the
West
the
for
by
Freights
comSouth by connecting lines, forwarded free of

1885.

5, 1885.

arrive.wl F. PERK V, Snpt.
J. A. BENNETT, G. T. A.
octa_dtI

insuraiice

Notice of Dissolution.
firms of A. & S. E. SPRING at Portland,
and SPRING & CO. at Buenos Ayres, S. A.,
have been dissolved by mutual

THE

at 10

Philadelphia,

CITY
FOREST WHARF,
TREMONT and FKANKLIN

Notice.

The undersigned have this day formed a co-partunder
nership in business as Bankers and Brokers
the firm name of H. M. PAYSON & CO., and will
conducted
by
heretofore
business
the
continue
their predecessors under the same firm name at
Maine.
Portland,
street,
No. 32 Exchange
CHARLES H. PAYSON,
GEORGE F. TH JRSTON,
GEORGE S. PAYSON.
January 1,1886.
_janld3w

WANTED.

1"HY

„k

THE

WLwili-iu' Irrm

ANNIS—Ar 18th, sch Chase, Chase, New
York, to discharge.
T
Passed by, sells Alfred Keen, Nathan Lawience
and W C French.
Sid 17tli, sch Olive. Frye, Boston.
Sid fm outside 17th, sens LA Boardman, Yale,
and DavUght, for Boston.
BOSTON—Chi 18th, brig Stockton, Allen. Bai-

'M*

Oct.

v
aSfffsasK"
Portland,

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p. in. From Tine Street Wharf,

Notice of Dissolution.

place to buy Wedding Cake
DEERING’S Bakery, 399 Congress St.

%K7 ANTED—Baker House. As good day board
V» as can be found for the price; twenty-five
let.
to
cent dinners a specialty; also one room
BAKER HOUSE, 2d Free St._ I9-1

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY.

1,1886^

best

is at
FOUND—The

Notice.

WE

OFFICE._14-x

LOST—Monday

janiedtd

the undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the firm name of LOTHBOP, DAM & CO., for the purpose of carrying on
the wholesale Ladies’ and Gents Furnishing and
Fancy Goods business, and will occupy stores 121
and 123 Middle St., (Tnompsou Block,) Portland,
Me., on or about Feb.
w L0THK01>i
A. C. DAM.
Portland, Jan. 5,1886.jan7dlm

LOST—Sunday

IK BARS <115 V-n.

order of the board.
GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.

Per

ill.

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

flg*j 8e6Ww?f,91:

N^Y. STABLE
Rubv’sjlaloon,

SAVES LAB!.':.

p.

January 16,1886.

This Powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, shortinweight
cans.
alum or phosphate powders. Sold only
Royal Baking Powder Co., 166 Wall St.,

NEW BEDFORD—Arat Clark’s Cove 18tb,
Beazley, Providence.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 16tli,- liarque Ralph
M Hayward, Dexter, Cebu for Boston.
Sid 18th, sells W C French, Edw Lameyer, Ben]
and
Hale, Leonard A Burnham, Alfred Keene,

New Brunswick, Colby. St John, NB,

H Cann, (Br) Haines, ltosarioW & C R Milliken.
Sch Norena, Cliase, Matanzas—Geo S Hunt o. uo

Barque

Ilea ring.
City Clerk’s Office, I
January 16th, 1886. j

Notice of

Pure.

,,

loth, schs Yale, liodgdou, Baltimore; Julia
& Martha, Hupps, Calais.
1.1,1 lytti barque R A Allen. Tarr, Matanzas,
sch Wm O Snow. Hardy, Newport News.
GLOUCESTER-Ar 18th, sells Percy, fm EastCalais for
port for New York; E& GW Hinds,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

AN
chamberSjfor given
o’clock

sell Jennie

19.

Sch Laura & Marlon,
Deu Isle foi
sloop Northern Eight, Hamilton,
Boston.

CITY

Nos.
¥70 LET.-1The Estate, whole or part of,
84 and 80 Union St, wRhlarge

Sawyer, New York.
,,
PROVIDENCE-Ar lSIh, sell Jennie M Carter,

mews.

‘steamer1 Pemibscot°from Bangor for Boston.
Scl! O B<KhnbalLIK*inSaiiflforS^ooHmay.
Eastman, Harpswell.

TO

street.___.

POWDER

LONDON-Passed Little Gull, JIM,
17th, barque Oasis, Call, from New York lor Hong
KNlfw HAVEN—Sid 17lb, sell Lizzie S Haynes,

30

Arrived.

or

LET- A furnished front room, heated and
lighted, with or without board, suitable for
Inquire
and wife or two young men.
4 BROWN STREET.
_16-1

quire

NEW

...

PORT OF PORTLAND.
TUESDAY, Jail

4i

TO

TO

NEWPORT NEWS—Ar 18tli, sch Lizzie B
Morse, from Belfast.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 18th, sch Walker Annington, Drinkwater, Matanzas.
NEW YORK—Ar 18th, schs Fostina, Philbrook,
Brunswick; Oatawamteak, Rockland.
Ar 19th, barque J B Rabel, Sawyer, Rio Janeiro
brig Manson, Hamlin, Monrovia; sch Etta M Barter, Baltimore for Boston.
Sid 18th, barque Charles G Rice, for Dunedin;
Hudson, for Talcahuano; Mendoza, for Buenos
Ayres ; sell A L Henderson, for New Orleans.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 16th, sell Nellie T Morse,
Baker, New York.
Ar 18th, seb Maggie J Chadwick, New York.
Sid 18th, schs Charlotte T Sibley, Bartlett, and
Hattie McG Buck, Putnam, for Wilmington, NC:
GoldEleanor, Poole, Fernandina; Mary L Allen,
for
thwaite, Brunswick; Sophie Kranz, Knowles,

water) --"ft ft

iSSsIte

Fe<J®ralSt., l reni
Danfortb
BOYD, 101 Newbury St

LET—A finely furnished room, with furnace heat and gas; In the second story, at
No. 22 WUmot St. Also two 7-octave piano fortes
to let at a very low figure, at 114% Exchange
13-1
St., at W. P. HASTINGS’S Warerooms.

Couiuscncing

LINE.

STEAMSHIP

DIRECT

a

room

floor, 66x50, will bes readyMarch
MEGQUIEk & JONES, No. 320 Foie St. 7-tl
benchLET—Joiner’s shop wflh three sood
In
and clrcuiar sawes, mortise machine
Commercial
of A. K. F. LEIGHTON, 288

CHARLESTON—Ar 17th, sch K R Emerson,
Childs, Milford. Ct.
Ar 18th sell Nellie S Pickering, McKeen, from
New York
GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar 18th, sch Lina C Kaminski. Woodbury, New York.
RICHMOND—Ar 18tli, sell Lizzie B Morse,
Hall, Belfast.
NORFOLK—Cld 16th, sell Georgie L Dickson,

barque Rachel Emery;
baM°ei8th,
sch Augustus Hunt.

ST.__l-*-1

room accomwith board if desired; excellent
modations. For further particulars enquire at 106
PARK ST., (Park St. Block.)14-1

third

23
28
28
28
28

PEARL

laET—Second floor of building.

S'cidJ14th,

,.

to

33 Pearl street, 05x70,
TO
Go
JJbM onjl jiidas, 3j®J
vator and steam heat and Pgwe£_I| desgea; 1st.

for Providence.

Harding,

only those who can
Inquire at

rent;
LET—Rooms
TO
give good reference need apply.
113

SRIOGTON & SACO RIVER R. R.

Boston^ Philadelphia

of J.

fentleinan
St._i±i—
Nos. 31 and

sch Ella Elliott, Chaples, Providence.
SAVANNAH—Sid 17tli, sch Daisy E Parkliurst

Boston.

and Hauvp-

of

I.ET—1 rent Cor.
shire St l rent 168

„„

S

STREET._„

conrrivi'_a two story brick house
in good rerooms and bathroom
connected
for a gardeii
ex
BENJAMIN SHAW, 48 /a
above.

taiiS?nine
For.
}trge1anrdsi&

..

MINIATURE ALMANAC... JANUARY 20.
High
Length of day .9.24 Height-...
jk bin

90

...

21
21
21
21
21

York..Hamburg....Jan21

York..Porto Rico

■

West.MI'8

do

Jan go
Kingston, &cJail 20

Jan
Jan
York..Hayti
Jan
York.. Liverpool.
Jan
U utopia.New York.. Glasgow
.Jan
Rlivnlaud.New York. Antwerp
Neckar.. New York Bremen.,... Jan
Sarnia.Portland.. Liverpool... Jan
Aleue.New York. Hayt.Jan
City Washington.New Y'ork. .Havana.Jan
Jan
Newport.New Y'ork Havana
Saratoga ..New York. Havana.Jan

Paul preferred...1 "7 7?
•.
Union Pacific
“,2*
Western Union Telegraph. 74-V2
41
Alton & Terre Haute.

Oregon Nav.
77
Richmond & Danville.. -... JA
Adams Express..

20
York..Liverpool.[an
Jan 20

.New York. Cientuegos.. Jan
Santiago
City of Puebla ...New York...Hav&VCruz.Jan
Ian
Yolk..Liverpool

St.

/

FOB

FROM
New

Sardinian.Portland... Liverpool... Jan
Adriatic.New York..Liverpool
[an

Central.83,;j

ai%

TO
with

rooms with or
Innear Portland Company.
106Va
Exchange St.,
WOODMAN.
C.
quire
10-1
Fore
St.
or of LAURA TRIBLEB. 61

LET—Furnished lodging

TO without board,

one

qmre 31 MECHANIC

pair,

furnished rooms,
1HT

LET—2 pleasant, nicely
TOwith
board at 2G2 CUMBKRLAND8T.

room, up
flight; also
___J-—— TO LET—A frontsuitable
for two gentlemen,
pleasant
bath

rooms ; Sebago
let—Upper tenement, 7
and gas, sunny and convenient, reut

Memoranda.
Barque Ibis, from New Orleans for Boston,
sunk near Shovelful Shoal, is reported in goon
condition, and cargo all on board.
Sch Wm Tice, of Bath, which dragged ashore at
will
City Island 8tli in9t, was hauled off 19tli aud
be placed on the railway for repairs.
wltM
Sell Effle J Simmons, from Philadelphia,
coal for Rockport, before reported at Gloucestei
in distress, proceeded 18th In tow of a tug.
New York, Jan 19—Barque Mendoza, McAUislience for Buenos Ayres, Is returning.
jgfSee general news columns for other reports.

now

.New York

Alvo

50%

Del., Lack. &
Jo
Den & Rio Grande.
%
JE. Tenu., V. & .. J
do pref.
-Houston A Texas. <^7/.
Kansas & Texas. umi®
Missouri Pacific. .4
Mobile & Ohio.132
Morris & Essex. or
Northern Pacific. . R8

__

Fulda.New York .Bremen
Canada.New York..Havre

Erie preferred ..
! 383,4
Illinois
Lake Shore...
f7
Michigan Central... ,36/*
New Jersey Central..
N orthwestern.... o,
Nortnwestern preferred.
New York Central ...tSS A
Rook island.

do

4s

SAIL INC DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.

pref.
Boston Air Line... 98
id
Burlington & Cedar Rapids.
Canada Southern.... 39%
11
4
Chesapeake & Ohio.

com

American,_

.123%
125%

,.

mix“ Western,

2Vsd for new ; peas
at 60s for
5s 5d. Provisions,&c.—Pork, new moss
for
short clear anti
Gd
29s
prime Eastern; bacon
for American,
28s Ou for long clear; cheese 60s
at 20s 6d for
lard, prime Western at 33s; tallow
lid

bids of stocks.
The following are to-day’s closing
Chicago & Alton......
.llSl
Erie..

speculation

and export

LIVERPOOL.January 19,1880.—Winter Wheat
steadvat 7sii7s 2d; spring wheat at 7 s er;7s2d,
6s 8d@6s
California average OS 7n@6s 9d; club at

securities:
noti
United States bouds, 3s .
New 4%s, reg ..
New 4%s, coup..
4s, reg.
4s, coup.

_

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
99 15-10.
LONDON. Jan. 19, 1880.—Consols
report
LONDON, Jan. 19,188G.-[Beerbohm’s
the coast,
off
to Chamber of Coinmerece ] Cargoes
and for sldpwheat quiet. Cargoes on the passage
At Liverpool,
ment, wheat quiet; corn steady.
spot wheat and corn depress cd,
market is
LIVERPOOL, Jail. 19,1880.-Cotton
at 5 3-104; sales
quiet ; upland* 5 1-1 Od; Orleans
600 bales.

ment

New
New

TO
HOUSE.

,,

Foreign Ports.

[By Telegraph.]

ST.^romn

311 Swing
EET-The upper tenement in
St.; sunny exposure; good repair. Appiyai

...

__

Domestic Markets.

NEW YORK, Jan. 19. 1886—Flour market—
Receipts 19,158 bbls; exports 3817 bbls and 389
sacks; dull and still strongly in buyers favor .some
grades showing further declines: sales 12.100 bis.
I IFloui quotations—N.' 2 at 2 10@3 00; superfine
Western and State at 2 75®3 25: common to good
PORTLAND^WHOLESALE MARKET.
extra Western and State at 3 10a3 50; good to
choice do at 3 G0®5 50; conunon to choice White
PORTLAND, Jan. 19, 188(1.
wheat Western extra at 5 t)0@5 25; fancy do at
for
closing
quotations
The following are to-day’s
at 5 30@5 50; common to good extra Ohio at 3 10
Flour, Grain, Provisions, &c.:
@5 30;~common to choice extra St Bonis at 3 10®
6 40; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
lusn
4 75<§)5 15; choice to double extra do at 6 15®
Higli Mixed Corn.51(553
Superfine and
65
lots....
54®
5
50
45,"including 1500 bbls city mill extra at.4 70
Com, iiag
low grades-3 25g3
80; 800 bbls fine do at 2 1053 00; 1600 bbls
Meal, bag lots. .63®54
X Spring and
2 at
lots.
41®42
car
26
Oats,
superfine at 2 76®3 25; 800 bbls extra No 3
XX Spring..6 OOgo
10
3 1053 50; 3100 bbls winter wheat extra at
Oats, bag lots... .42®43
Patent Spring
50.
3
at
extra
10®5
Minnesota
Seed,
bbls
3600
Cotton
25
S)5
5(5;
Wheats .0 OOgO
00
3
fair
at
40@
car lots..24 00(&25
Southern flour steady; common to
Midi, straight
do bag... 25 00^20 00
3 85; good to choice at 3 90@5 40. Rye Flour is
roller .5 25®5 50
firm at 3 25(53 50. Wheat-Receipts 2750 bush;
5 00®5 25 Sack’dBr’n
clear do
car lots.. 19 00^20 00
exports 31,538 busli; about lc lower and heavy;
stone ground.4 75®0 00
do bag. -.20 00.a/21 00
export demand very moderate; sales 81.000 spot;
St Louis st’gt
19 50^23 00
No 2 Spring at 89c; No 2 Red 88%c; Nol Red
7o
Middlings,
roller.5 50®5
00
State at 94c; No 1 White at 94%o. Rye nominal.
dear do—5 25 ®G 50 do bag lots,20 00^24
Provisions.
Barley steady. Corn 44@44C lower and quiet;
Winter Wheat
speculation slow; receipts 40,800 bush; exports
Patents.5 75® 6 00 Pork_
60
13
00(513
Backs
120,010busli; sales 124,000 bush spot; No 3 at
Fish.
Clear —12 50@12 75
47c; No 2 at 49%@B0c elev. Oat* %@% lower
Mess.10
60@1100
on
63
50
spot; receipts 63,650 bush;exports 1200 bush;
Shore3 25
sales 96,000 bush on spot; No 3 at 35% e White
60 Mess Beet. 9 60@10 00
Large Bank3 25®3 00
50
10
Mess.
Ex
00(®10
do
88V*c ;No 2 at 36V4@30y.je; No 2 White 3944
Small.2 7563
50
at 3644c; Mixed 44 esPollock.2 G0®3 25 Plate_11 00@11 00 ®39%c; No 2 for export
ExBlate.il
tern
at 36443380; IVliite do 39543c :4Vliite State
60@12
Haddock.1 60®2 001
43c. Coffee is dull. Sugar steady; refined dull;
Hake.1 75®2 26 Lara—
Tubs
^..8%®6%c 0 af544@Bs/sC; Extra Cat 5 7-16@5%c; White
Tierces.... 6%@6ysc
Extra Cat 6%@5 13-16c; Yellow at 4%@64/sC;
P bx..l4gl8c
Bails.7 @7%c Mould A 6 11 16; Off A at 15-16@6c; Standard A
No 1.12(ft!l&c
lb....9Va@10 c 644®6 5-16; Granulated 6%@6 ll-16c; ConfecHams
Mackerel p bbl—
do cove red 1 OVa'511 Vs
tioners A at 6 9-16c;cut loaf and Crushed 7@7Vs;
Shore Is. 10 00®21 00
Oil.
Powdered 6 13-16®7Vsc; Cubes 611-16@6%c.
Shore 2s. 7 00® 8 00
Fciroleuiu—united at 88%c. Tallow steady.
Kerosene—
6
00
Med. 3s. 5 00®
Fork is firmlv held; mess quoted 10 25@10 7o.
Small.2 75® 3 50 Bort. Kel. Bet. 7%
Water White.10V4
Beef is dull, Card without change and more doProduct*.
13
Pratt’sAst’l.Hbbh
ing In spot lots; Western steam spot 6 4556 GO;
Cranberries—
Brilliant.13
at 6 80 for Continent; 7 Oo for S. A. Butrefined
Devoe’s
50
.Maine.3 50g4
ter steady; State 16@34c; Elgin creamery' at 33
00 Ligouia.10%
Capo Cod.. .0 50®7l 85 Silver
White.10
Western
12@33c. Cheese firm; State 7@
®35c;
Pea Beaus...l 75®
1044 ; Western flat 7@9%.
Medium....1 76®1 85 Centennial.10%
Wheat steam 2%d.
I&niH&iiM.
Freight*
firm;
75
German mdl 65®1
Muscatel.... 2 50®3 50
CHICAGO, Jam 19,1886.—Flour easier; Southyellow Eyes. 1 65(61 76
3 1.5®3 37
London
Lay’r
ern Winter 4Vlieat 4 40®5 85; Wisconsin 4 0'>®
Irish
12
@12%
3 25@3 50 OnduraLay.
4 65; Michigan at 4 G0(§4 75; soft Spring IVheat
St Potatoes
@lo%*
3 70®4 00;Minnesota bakers 3 50®4 50; patents
Onions.3 60®S 75 Valencia.7
Sugar.
§12
4 60:55 00; low grades 2 00@3 00; Rye Flour at
Cabbages.§10®
Vs
i>lb.7
3 3053 CO. 4VUeat lower (January at 76% @7844 ;
Turkevs.H'.®17 granulated
Corn is firmer at36*/s a
No 2ljpring at 76% c.
Chickens.12®15 Extra C.6%
Seeds.
.10® 12
36%c. Oats higher at 28%e. Rye lower;No 2 at
Fowls
25@2 37
57e. Barley quiet; No 2 at 63@G5c. Pork higher
Ducks. @le iled Top.2 00®2 10
Timothy Seed2
at 10 05(511 00. Lard steady 6 15@6 17%. Boxed
Geese.
Clover.10 %®llc meats steady; shoulders at 4 00®4 05; short ribs
Apples.
thc<»r.
at 5 3G@5 37% ; short clear G 70@5 75.
Nodheads—2 00@2 <>0
.2 00®2 25 Vermont.... 10
@11®
Receipts—Flour, 9,000 bbls; wheat. 11,000
Snow
10
factory
@11%
bush; corn, 128,000 hush;oats. 77,000busli; rye,
Tallman Swts2 00®2 25 N.Y.
Rutter.
bush; barley, 50,000 bush.
Baldwins
1,000
IJol
Creamery p 1 b...24®25
Shipments—Flour, 10.000 bbls: wheat, 7.000
and Greenings
1 25@2 00 Gilt Edge Ver .21(p23
busli: corn, 55,000 hush; oats, 77,000 bush; (rye,
1,000 busli ;barley, 30,000 hush.
Evaporated p lb 8®llc Choice.18®20
Good.
I.emous.
ST. LOUIS. Jan. 19. 1886.—Flour quiet; XXX
Florida.4 50g5 00 Store.10@12 3 1053 20; family at 3 309.3 40; choice to fancy
50,
Messina.4 00®4
3 70 n 4 70; patents 5 00@5 40. IVheat is lower:
Eastern extras.27
Malagers.3 00®3 50 Canada
No 2lted 879,87 44c. Coni steady; No 2 Mixed at
Western...26
&
bid.
Oranges.
—. Oats—No 2 Mixed at 28V*c
Florida.4 0064 50
Receipts-Flour, 2,000 bbls; wheat, 5,000 but
corn, 39,000 bush; oats, 8,000 bush; rye, 1,000
bush barley, 5,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 6000 bbls; wheat 3.000 bu;
Foreign Exports.
corn,(40.000 bush ;oatsl0,000 busli ;rye, 3,000 bu;
shooks
box
MATA NZ AS. Schr Norena—4000
barley, 0000 bush.
rMs'-rnrntP Toil 1(1 •!
_WllPJlf AflSVT Nf» 1
1600 shooks anil heads 242 empties.
ox
ROSARIO,SA. Bark Addie H Cann—5556
White at 88c; No 2 lied 87i/2c.
lumber.
feet
shooks 623,365
Receipts, ‘JOO bush.

Railroad Receipts.

TO

__

Chicago Cattle

The

of seven
LET—A very desirable tenement
rooms.
Apply at 385 CON&liESS

Carter. New York, 38 days.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 13th, sch Mary Lord, Lord,

pails;

_

TO

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
F
Ar at Hong Kong prev to 16th inst, ship C
Sargent. Atherton, Cardiff; Hecla.Snow, do.
H
J
Lil)D>,
Sid fm Sydney, NSW, Dec 2, barque
Richards. Hong Kong.
T
Ar at St John. PR, 3d inst, sch Annie R Lewis,
Lewis New York
Lackawana,
Sid fm St Domingo City Dec 28tli,
Closson, New York.
Ar at Sydney, NSW, Dec 3, ship W A Campbell,
Hathorn. Tacoma.
Ar at Matanzas 13th, barque Stephen G Halt,
Pierson, Norfolk.
FROM

__
__

_

I.ET—Furnished house In the westerly
anheentrally
part of the city; sunny exposure ExehangreBt.
located. BENJAMIN SF1AW.48V4

,,

Stocks.

Mining

California

Yellow Jacket..

Seldom
hut to
in

> Pacific 1st
do Lund Grants
.196%
do Sinking Funds.121%
St Louis & Sail Fran. 20y2
do pref.. 45
1st

MISCELLANEOUS.

Sell Arrival, Stewart, Rocklaud—N Blake.

RAILROADS.

MTEAMEBS.

Rooms TO LET.

LET.

TO

Medical Rooms 592

Congress St.,

Portland, Me

Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh Is
heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
I
by the allopathic and homcepathic physicians.
will take their case to treat and cure them. I find
die
can
to
about four-fifths of the cases given up
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
and
with their full name and place of residence
second
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00. Examination
sight and consultation free.
iu.
novlOd3m
Office Hours—9 a. ni.l® 9. p.

WINES and LIQUORS
OF ALL KINDS,

IN THE ORIGINAL

PACKAGES,

FOB SALK BY

Importers,

R. STANLEY & SON,
NO. 410 FORE ST.,

PORTLAND, ME.
England for the

Managersw
SUMMIT MIB1L Sim WATER,
Also Ganeral

F ICO.VI

IIARRISOlt. maimk

Iced water ruins digestion; Dirigo water im
it; is always palatable, refreshing and
Delivered daily, cool and refreshing
the
from
spring. Our improved cans will keep the
water cool from 30 to 48 hours; use of cans free
water per gallon 10 cents.
roves

E caHhful.

RUNDLETT BROS., Proprietors,
413 Fore Street.

m. to

dtf

S p.

m.

_janlSdtf

is hereby given, that the
subscriber 1ms been duly appointed aud
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of
the estate of
WILLIAM PURRINGTON, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same: and all persons indebted to said estate arc called upon to make pay-

Notice

ment to

CHARLES H. ALLEN, of Standlsh, Adm'r.
ian!3dlaw3w»W
Portland. Jan. 5tli. 1886.
is hereby given, Hat
the subscriber has been duly appointed
Executor of the Will of
ELIZABETH N. TRUE, late of Portland,
lias
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
taken upon himself that trust as the law directs.
All persons having demands upon the estate
same ;
said deceased, are required to exhibit the talle 1
and all persons indebted to said eslate aro
upon to make payment to
SAMUEL A. TRUE, Executor.
janlldlawM*3w
Portland, Jan. 5,1886.

Notice

Dirigo Mineral Water.

]e23

Consultation
from 9a.

Treats complicated THseases and
those made
chronic by malpractice.
No cure no pay, only for
medicine.
and
Examination free

0

THE PRESS.

With

Talks

WEDNESDAY MORXIXG, JAX. 20.

PORTLAND AND
N1£XX

had merely passed through the city
their way farther West. It now appears,
from Mr. Perry's account, that on December
28th Mr. Thomas Hill, son of Rev. Dr. Hill
of tliis city, who is engaged in business in
Kansas City, met Gledhill on the street in
that place. He knew Gledhill in Portland.
him and bad a conversation with
He
on

stopped

Pittsburgh Female College.
I regard Dr. Wilson as the most wonderful man
I bare ever met.
I have been present at his
lectures and have undergone examination by him
and I am thoroughly convinced that lie has science
for his basis, and Is therefore entitled to the
earnest consideration of every one who is in the
least interested lu scientific investigation and discovery. He never fails to interest and inslruet his
audience—he Is a thorough master of Ills subject,
having spent nearly a lifetime in patient laborious
study, and comes to us recommended by the
highest authority In Europe and America. Our
advice Is, hear him by all meaus.
Hibbakd Pnu.Lres,
Professor of Language*.
June 16,1878._*
Wanted.—Man to take an office and represent a manufacturer; §60 per week; small
capital required. Adiirsss, Box 70, Acton, Mass.

Jan20W&S3w
J. L. Estes. Burueyville, Chickasaw Nation, InTerritory, writes: “I have to thank Allcock's Porous Plasters for saving the life of my
wife; she was attacked with pneumonia, which
commenced with a violent eliiU, great coughing
and high fever. I could not get a doctor, but fortunately had a box of Allcock’s Porous Plasters
In the house; I placed one between her breasts,
one on each shoulder-blade, and one on the small
of her back. In two hours her cough almost
ceased and was very luuse; In four hours she
broke Into a profuse perspiration. The next day,
though very weak, she was free from fever, and
the third day was quite well. I also cured my
child of diplitheretie sore throat, by wrapping the
neck in an AUcock’s Porous Plaster."
eod&w
Janl8
dian

Advice «e Molhem.-MRS.
WINSLOW’S
SOOTHINO SYRUP should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufTerer at once; It produces natural, quiet sleep by
relieving the child from pain, and the little cherub
awakes as “bright as a button." It Is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the
bowels, and Is the best known remedy for diarrhoia, whether arising from teething or other
causes. Twenty-five cents a bottle.
SM&W&wly
Janlt)
_

reward. Every testimonial
publish of Adamson's Botanic Cough Balsam

‘85,000

XV,.

wfO

imv *

r.wnrrl

of

five tllOUS-

single

a

case.

“F. W. KINSMAN & CO., Augusta, A/e.”
MW&S&w
Jan 18
"For merit,” says one of the most celebrated
Frima Donnas, *‘B. H. DOUGLAS & SONS’ CAPSICUM COUGH DROPS for irritation of the
throat are superior to anything I have ever
oetUMATSiF
used."

Splendid cargo of
Sc Hawes this day.

Oysters

received

by

Timmons

Send in your orders—barrels,
bushels or gallons. Providence Hlvers a specialty.
Clams by the barrel or fresh opened by the gallon.
dlw
Janl9

If ever there was a specific for any one complaint. then Carter’s Little Liver Pills are a specific for sick headache, and every woman should
know tills. One pill a dose.
Jan 19
SUPREME

JUDICIAL

COURT.

BEFORE JUDGE BlIUIA.

Tuesday—Lizzie E. Sawyer, libelant, vs. Leauder L. Sawyer. Libel for divorce. Cause, grass
and confirmed habits of Intoxication. Divorce docreed. Custody of minor child decreed to libelant.
Strout & Holmes for libelant.

Mary E. Moody, libelant, vs. John B. Moody.
Libel for divorce. Cause, cruel and abusive treatment. Divorce decreed. Custody of minor children decreed to libelant until further orders of
court.

Mattocks, Coombs A Neal for libelaaf.
10 o’clock a. m.

Adjourned until Wednesday, at

SUPERIOR COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE BOJTNEY.

Tuesday.—State vs. Simon Leavitt and Israel
Leavitt. Respondents were Indicted at this term
larceny of C tons of coal and 3 sticks of hard
pine timber from Randall & McAllister on the
night of Dec. 27, 1884. The respondents arc
brothers, live in llarpswell, fish for a living and it
Is alleged that they moored their fishing smack to
Randall & McAllister s wharf and loaded the coal
and timber aboard their vessel in the night. The
jury went out at six o’clock. They disagreed.
G. M. Beiders, county attorney.
D. A. Meaher lor defendants.
Thomas Smith was sentenced to pay <200 or six
months In jail on a nuisance Indictment, Comfor the

mitted.

him.
Gledhill admitted that lie was in the city
with his wife, who Mr. Hill knew of course,
since she was a regular attendant at his
father’s church in this city. He also hinted
that he was in an awkward position, which
he was unwilling to explain. He acknowledged, however, that it was very unfortunate

she got safely
home, but this Gledhill wouldn’t consent to.
Before Mr. Hill could get a chance to see
Mrs. Gledhill, she and her husband had left
Mr. Hill telegraphed and
Kansas City.
Mr.
wrote Mr. Perry the circumstances, and
to trj
Perry telegraphed and wrote Mr. Hill
and find his daughter, take care of tier, and
the
scntLher to Portland and he would pay
have been in
expense, but thus far efforts
vain. Mr. Perry does not think that up to
that time Gledhill had informed his wife of
the situation, but thinks she must know ail
she dreads renow, but is so high spirited
turning home. It is to bo hoped that she
from a life of
may be found and rescued

parents about her, and

George Rush. Assault; fined $5 and costs.
William Murray. Assault; fined <5 and costs.
Edward Conway and Patrick Carrigau. Assault

with intent to commit robbery. Bound over to the
grand jury in the sum of $600 each.

Search and seizure;

fined <100

Appealed.

Mary Flavin.

nority.

from

Registered

Industrial sclieol during her mi_

BRIEF JOTTINCS.
The Dominion line steamer Dominion will
sail from this port for Bristol Friday.
The storm was so thick last night, no boats
ran between Portland and Boston.
The earnings of the Ogdensburg road last
year paid all the expenses and left a surplus

of 812,796.
The ladies of High Street Church will give
rooms Friday
a pink tea party at the circle
night.
The steamer Penobscot put into this harbor for protection from the rough weather
Monday night and lay here all yesterday.
The Sunday school connected with the
Church of the Messiah will have their annual supper in the vestry this evening.
The little schooner Horizon, through
Woodman & Thompson, has libelled the Sardinian for alleged sinking her last week.
Damages claimed, 8381.
Special revival services will be held at
Union Hall, Free street, every evening this
week, except Saturday. The public are in-

It was stated in Boston yesterday that the
mail bag containing the registered letters on
the mail car of the Portland and Boston express was cut open some time Monday morning, between Boston and Portland, and three
packages of letters stolen. A reporter of the
Pkess investigated
the matter here and
that t.hp

The robbery

was

nhrtvp

was

harrllv pnrrppt.

committed in the station of

the Western Division of the Boston &Maine
railroad in Boston, Monday noon, after the
arrival of the train which left Portland at 8.45
that forenoon. The mail bags were removed
from the car and left upon the station platform, while B. E. Hale, the postal clerk in
euarge of them, was in the restaurant getBefore Hal* finished his
ting a luncheon.
lunch some person or persons unknown cut
open the bag containing the registered letters, and extracted a portion of the contents.
The number of letters taken is not known
here.
___

PERSONAL.

Dr. S. H. Weeks and family leave today
for Washington, where the doctor goes for a
brief period of rest and recreation.
Hon. J. L. Chamberlain of Brunswick has
been elected president, and Hon. James G,
Blaine a vice president of the Webster Historical Society.
The following were among the guests at
the Falmouth Hotel last night: X. J. Niles,
Detroit; F. F. Phillips, Bangor; C. M.
Wormell, Bethel; W. L. Burnap, Burlington; R. E. Foster, Chicago; B. F. Brown,
Concord, N. H.; A. C. Gilson, Philadelphia;
G. 15. Boice, New York.
C. I. Trowbridge. H. J. Mitchell, Chas. S.
Haskell, W. T. Jenkins, I. S. Cornish, Jr.,
S. E. Kelsey, C. n. Codren, Boston; James
T. Jenner, Mrs. Charles, Bridgton; W. J.

Morse, Lewiston; Samuel Smith and wife,
Biddeford; A. C. Drake, Somerville, and
S. W. Masters, Thomaston, were among a
large number of arrivals at the City Hotel

yesterday.
Among the twenty-four graduates from the
Salem, Mass., Normal School yesterday were
the following from Maine: Misses Angie A.
Beal of Monson, and Anna F. Hayden of
Norway. The Boston Journal says “the
poetess was Miss Anna F. Hayden of Norway, Me., and her poem, ‘Aftermath,’ was a

LECTURES.
D. Hendrickson’s lecture in the
M*n’s Christian Association course
Hall tomorrow evening on “the Wonderland of
the
World, the Yellowstone
Park” will be very interesting. Tickets at
Dr. C.

Young
at City

Stockbridge's.
James B. Nicholson,

Grand Sire of Pennsylvania,will lecture on Odd Fellowship under the auspices of Portland Encampment of
Odd Fellows at City Hall on Tuesday evening of next week. Tickets may he procured
at places mentioned in the advertisement.

Sidney Dickinson’s
on

third

lecture,

this time

“French Art,” will be given at City Hall

tomorrow

night.

York
At a special

County
meeting

Wheelmen.

of the York County
in Saco, Monday night, it
was voted to give a ball in Saco City Hall on
the evening of Feb. 12th, and to tender a
complimentary invitation to the Portland
Wheel Club and the Pine Tree Club of Bangor. A committee of arrangements, a reception committee, a floor director, and aids

wheelmen, held

chosen.

Glimmer’s orchestra of Portland will be engaged, and everything will be
done to make it one of the pleasantest occawere

sions of the season.
The wheelmen do not
inaugurate this scheme with the idea of making an addition to their treasury fund, but

simply with the intention of entertaining
the visiting fraternity, and at the same time
furnishing their patrons in the two cities
with an evening of rare enjoyment.

vu-eu.

It was terrible walking yesterday. Why
householders and storekeepers did not clear
the snow from the walks and sprinkle sand
is a mystery.
The drawing of the Grand Army prizes offered by the Haverhill, Mass., Post, took
place last night. The largest (of $1,000) was
drawn by G. W. Grant of Ivennebunkport.

We have received from I.oring, Short &
Harmon a slate cleaner and an apparatus
for using Dennison’s sealing wax. Both are
neat and convenient devices for the purposes for which they are designed.
Robert Costello, a Boston wholesale liquor
dealer, was arrested by Marshal Andrews on
eomplaint of Gen. Neal Dow for illegally soliciting persons to buy liquor. This is the
first case of the kind ever made in the State.
The trial will he held today before Judge

Gould.
The Portland Steam Packet Company has
arranged with the Grand Trunk Railway for
a fast freight service between Boston and
that all consignments shipped
Lewiston,
up to 8 p. m. in Boston reach Lewiston
early the next morning. The company assume all risks from fire.
A dispatch has been received here from
so

Point de Galle, Ceylon, stating that ship
Alice Cooper, Captain Richard Harding,
which sailed from Calcutta December 8th,
had put in there in distress. The crew were
all sick with ship fever, and the captain’s
wife had died before reaching
port. The
Alice Cooper is owned in this city.
Arrested for

Embezzlement.

An order was received Monday from the
Boston chief of police for the arrest of
Alexander H. Gardner, a runner for a tea
store in that city, charged with embezzling
about ©GOO, money which he had collected
for the firm. Search was made for him that
but lie could not he found. Yesterday
morning Officer I.awton was stationed in
citizen’s clothes near a store where it was
supposed he would call. When Gardner
came in sight he was quietly arrested and
lodged in the police station. He was taken

night,

to Boston last

night.

Maine Press Association.
The annual meeting of the Maine Press
Association will be held in the Common
Oouncil room, in this city, this evening at
Literary exercises will be held
Thursday afternoon; social reunion Thurs7.30 o’clock.

day evening.

Member.
At the annual meeting of the policy holdof tlie Union Mutual Life Insurance
Company, held at the office of the company
yesterday morning, the following named
were elected directors for a term

ers

gentlemen

of three years:
Edward It. Seccomh, West Newton, Mass.
Edward A. Noyes, Portland.
•Tosiali H. Drummond, Portland.
George Stannard, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Ths President reported as follows with
reference to the business of tho company for
the year 1885:

No.
Policies issued in
Policies issued in 1884.1,.).»4

Rflaine

Cenealogical Society.

The meeting of this society which was to
have been held at Reception Hall last evening, was attended by so few members that
an adjournment was had to the library room
Mr. S. M. Watson
of the City Building.
called the meeting to order, and after an informal discussion, on motion of Mr. Conant,
it was voted to select Messrs. S. M. Watson,
L. B. Chapman and Dr. A. K. 1’. Meserve as
a committee to nominate
officers for the ensuing year, and to adjourn the meeting for
one week, or until such time as the secretary
shall be able to obtain the hall. Notice to
the members of the society will be given in
the daily papers.
White Mountain Telephone Co.
lion. Tobias Lord, one of the Idirectors of
the White Mountain Telephone Company,
rode over the road on Monday, and made a
careful examination of the line lately built
from Baldwin to Fryeburg. He expressed
himself as well pleased with the manner in

which the line has been built. The rapidity
with which business lias flowed into the new
offices, especially at Fryeburg, shows that
the telephone has become a necessity in the
increased conveniences it affords for society
and men of business.
A Fine Harness.

Mr. William McAleney, No. 26 Preble
street, has completed a light double harness
for Mr. J. K. Martin, proprietor of the Falmouth Hotel, at a cost of $300. It is made of
the best finished in the
Moffat leather,
country. The harness leather is stretched 16
to the inch, and the patent leather 18 and 20
to the inch. The loops are all raised and
creased by hand and look fine. The trimraings are gold and were made by Thcberath,

Newark,
were

N. J. The monograms are
made in Boston.

gold

and

Found His Robe.
Mr. II. II. Towle,
baggage master at the
Maine Centra], recently missed a
$25 buffalo
robe from liis room at tlie depot.
He finally
traced it to Lewiston, and went down
there,

and with the aid of Officer Odliu, found the
robe at a second-hand store.
A man named
Larselle had “put it up” for a dollar aud had

left the city.

Larselle is recognized, it is be-

lieved,

proprietor

as

the

of a show called the

"All-Star Combination,” that played recently at the Lewiston skating rink.

\
\

insuring.

1885.?’S7,9

Increase 1885 over 1884, in
Issued
policies and Insurance

3.811,10b

283

*321,160

Policies.
Insurance in force Dee.
1885.13,981
31
Insurance in force Dec.

Insuring.
*24,415,547.00

81, 1834.13,832

Increase 1885

over

1884.

129

24,282,745.09
132.801.91

*

Cash assets Dec. 31, 1885.*3.229,460.39
Cash assets Dee. 31, 1884. 2,113,086.34
Increase

ODD

FELLOWS’

Meeting

Annual

Cash
Cash
Cash
Cash
Cash
Cash

assets,
assets,
assets,
assets,
assets,
assets,

Dec.
Dec.
Dee.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

31, 1880.*1,190,710.74

31, 1881. 1,377,931.27
31. 1882. 1.718,086.02
31, 1883
1,910,642.49
31, 1884. 2.113,086.34
31, 1886. 2,229,460.39

PAID POLICY HOLDERS IN 1886.

Death losses.•..*460,408.76
Matured endowments. 204,656.87
Discounted endowments.
29,695.07
Surrendered policies and cancelled
notes.
65,836.19
Dividends.
00,280.80

*819,676.69
PAYMENTS TO POLICY HOLDERS SINCE ORUAN
IZATION

OF

COMPANY.

Death losses.
*8,301,920.47
Matured and discounted endowments.

Surrendered policies and cancelled

3,374,402.90
5,647,949.03

The president also reported that the latter
part of last year the agency system had been
completely reorganized; that its new business for the last four months of 1885 exhibits
a remarkable gain over the corresponding
months of the year previous, and that notwithstanding the cost that arises in securing
so large an increase of new business, the
a
made
saving in
management has
the expense account of $7,911.67 as compared with the prior year; that the busiiieos

su

iul

m

(juuuaij,

xoou,

ljio

icdcucu

office of the company, exceeds in amount tlie
business of the whole month of January,
1885; and that tlie outlook for business in
tbe year 188C is encouraging in every respect.
The above exhibit of tbe company’s business for the past year is a gratify iiig one to
its friends, denoting as it does a successful
year’s business and increased prosperity.
After the annual meeting of the policy
holders had adjourned, the board of directelected organized for business, and the
former officers of the company were reelected.
After tlie organization of the board, the
president called attention to the fact that
Mr. Edward R. Seccomb of West Newton,
Mass., the senior member, was elected to the
board of directors in 1852; and in behalf of
ors as

himself and associates in the board presented to Mr. Seccomb a gold-headed cane in
recognition of his long service to the policy
holders as director of the company, and as a
token of their esteem.
Fisherman’s Luck.
A letter has been received here from Capt.
Win. H. Benson, master of the schooner
Gertie Lewis, owned by Lewis, Chase &
Whitten of this city.
Capt. Benson writes
from Pensacola, Florida, and gives the following description of his experience in the
heavy gale of tlie 8th inst.;
The Gertie Lewis sailed in November for
the coast of Florida, for tlie purpose of fishing there, marketing her fares at Pensacola.
She formed one of a fleet of fishermen, the
majority of the vessels being owned in MasThe weather this winter has
sachusetts.
been changeable and violent, the iieavy
northerly storms usually prevailing having
given place to severe storms from tlie West.
On the 8th of January, about all the fishing vessels were out along the coast, and
were struck by a severe gale from the west,
changing to the northwest. The gale came
on so suddenly that the vessels were caught
at anchor, and being unable to hoist
lying
the anchors and get nnder way in the midst
of tlie terrible wind and sea, they were
obliged to ride out the storm until cables
and anchors gave way.
The schooner Neonset of Boston was tlie only vessel which
id not break from her moorings.
The schooner Alice, of Provincetown, suffered severely, and also all the vessels belonging in Pensacola. The schooner Fannie
L. Nye of Cohasset, has not been heard from
at this writing.
After the cable of tlie Gertie Lewis parted,
our storm foresail was set at one, but could
not stand the heavy press of wind, and was
blown to pieces.
We then set the main staysail, but tne vessel refusing to lie up into the
a
water
cask
was attached to a hawser
wind,
for a dredge, but on Jan. 9, at2 a. in., a heavy
sea boarded tlie vessel, staving four of our
dories and the forward companionway.
On the 13th of January, we had about
three inches of ice on our decks, and the
ships lying in this port had their bows completely embedded iu ice.
Tlie Gertie Lewis was doing a fair winter’s
work, and leads the other vessels in tbe
amount of stock.

§

Real Estate Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate in
the county have been recorded at the registry of deeds:
Portland—Sanuel F. 1’lckard to Emma E. Williams, land and buildings. $6.
Robert L. Morse to Lucinda E. Morse, land. $1
and other considerations.
Harrison—Eliza A. Huntress and others to J.
Q. A. Waterman, land. 8204.
Searboro—John Moulton to Fred W. Moulton,
land. $5.
John Moulton to John Moulton, Jr., land. $2,000.

John Moulton to Win. Moulton, land.

Brunswick—Lucy

N. Ross to

$200.

Stephen C.

Morri-

son, land. $700.
Isaiah G. Elder to Stephen C. Morrison, land.
$200.
_

Two New

Treasurer—Frederick G. Smith.
Directors—Daniel E. Shepard, Frederick G.
Smith, Addison A. Reeve, William F. Montgomery, George W. Ellis.

Capital, $100,000; paid In, $126.
The Leather Lock Sewing Machine Company has been organized with the following
officers:
President—diaries J. Noyes.
Treasurer—William H. Smiley.
Directors—Charles J. Noyes,William H. Smiley,
William A. Knife, George C. Wadleigli, Augustus
•

A

Capital, £500,000; paid in, £800.
MUSIC AND DRAMA.

Election

the

HAVE YOU GOT

of

Backache, Drawing-down Pain, Weary, Tired
Feeling, Disinclination to labor, Scanty and High

GREAT AUCTION SALE

seciietaby’s heport.
There have been twelve meetings of the j
board of directors during the year.
Tlie membership at the last annual report

To-Morrow and Friday,

1546 and 32 members have keen admitted
the year making a total of 1578, from
which deduct:
Deceased during the year.20
Dropped for non-payment of assessments.14
Dropped by request. 2
Suspended In lodge. 2

was

during

—

Of

a

830,121.00

CLASSICAL RECITAL.

The fourteenth Stockliridge entertainment will
take place this evening, and will consist of a
classical recital by the following artists: Mr.
Fritz Gicze, the “King of VioloncellistsMr.
Chas. F. Weber, tenor, and the Philomela Ladles’
Quartette; Miss Louise Baldwin, first soprano;
Miss Emilia 0. Wheeler, second soprano; Miss
Sarah 11. Peaks, first alto; Miss Annie E.
Mitchell, second alto; Mr. W. J. Howell, accompanist. The programme has been published.
1IARLOW, WILSON AND RANKIN.

The Boston Herald says of this company of
minstrels who will appear at Portland Theatre,
Saturday night: “The Barlow, Wilson & Rankin
company is an excellent one, strong in comedians,
vocalists, instrumentals and specialty performers,
and it is gratifying to he able to state that its
capital entertainments have attracted and delighted numerous audiences during the past week.
LONGFELLOW LODGE.

Longfellow Lodge, K. of P., No. 43,will observe
its second anniversary next Wednesday eveningThe committee of
Jan. 20th.
arrangements

have done everything in their power to make
this second anniversary a grand success. The
programme is a very pretty affair and reflects
much credit upon its designer, Mr. Will H. Gay.
Tickets can lie obtained from the committee and
at the door.
NOTES.

Tlie Ladies' Aid Society will give a supper and
dance at Good Templars’ Hall to-night.
Evening tickets for the “Rose of Castile” to be
by The Boston English Opera Company Feb.
d aud for “Martha,” to be given Feb. 5tn, can
now be secured at Stockbridge’s.
Lydia Thompson lias made au arrangement with
Messrs. Miles & Barton, by the terms of which
she will appear at the Bijou Theatre, Boston, in
four weeks, and will remain there as long as
seems
expedient. Wm. Gill Was commissioned to
rewrite -'Oxygen,” and will act as stage manager,
and will also appear in the cast. The rest of the
company w bleb will support Miss Thompson will
be engaged in New York.
Mr. Nat. C Goodwin contemplates a visit to
Europe after the present season.
A portrait of William Warren, with an accompanying paper written by Howard M. Tickuor,

fiveu

be published in Harper's Weekly.
The veteran composer Verdi will shortly comhis
newopera of “Iago.”
plete
Mary Anderson's two weeks at the Chestnut
Street Opera House, Philadelphia, attracted £35,000 to that theatre.
Sara Bernhardt’s tour of America next season
will coniintie two mouths, under the management
Mine. Bernhardt will
act
of Maurice Grau.
soon

twelve nights a month and receive £2000 a night.
Her husband, M. Damala, being under engagement In Paris, will not accompany her.
The reorganized Boston Ideal Opera Company
begins a season of two weeks at the Boston
Theatre on Monday, Feb. 1st. The principals of
Miss Marie Stone and
the organization are:
Zolie do Ltissan, sopranos; Miss Agnes Huntington and Miss Lizzie Burton, contraltos; Messrs.
Tom Karl and Herndon Morsell, tenors; Mr. W.
H. Macdonald, baritone; Messrs. W. U. Clark, G.
W. Frotliingliam and H. C. Barnabee, basses. A
number of new operas are included In the reportolre of the new company this season.

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS.
No. 93 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

ertion, lifting, etc.

St., Bangor,
Watson,
Kidney Disease by Brown’s Sarsaparilla.

Tlie invested funds amount to $13,723.47 as
follows: Municipal bonds, city of Portland,
$4,000 ; 21 4hares capital stock First National
Bank,$2100; 14 shares, Canal National Bank,
$400 ;.0 shares, Traders’ National Bank, $600 ;
6shares, Casco National Bank, $600: deposit
in Maine Savings Bank, $2,369.86; deposit in

that accompanies Kidney Disease. Her husband
took Brown's Sarsaparilla to her, and by its use
she was cured, and can now run a sewing machine
and do work about her house better than for
years. Mr. Brackett says there must have been
one hundred people call to see her and all agree
that that famous Brown’s Sarsaparilla cured her
of Kidney Disease.
J. W. Tibbetts, M. D., Stetson, Me., prescribed
Brown’s Sarsaparilla for all forms of Kidney and
Liver Disease.

CO.,

F. O. BAILEY &
AUCTIONEERS.

d2t

j;m20

Portland Savings Bank, $2,653.61.
Officers were elected as follows:

President—Albro E. Chase.
Secretary—Isaac F. Clark.
Treasurer—N. G. Cummings.
Directors for two years—Maine Lodge. Stephen
Marsh; Unity, Geo. G. Winn; Ancient Brothers,
John M. Brown: Ligonla, Daniel Brooks; HarF. Small;
Beacon, William H.
mony, Beni.
Willard.

BROWNS

_

About a week ago, the Press mentioned tlie difficulties into which this firm,
as
the Bartlett
more generally known
Land & Lumber Company, had fallen
through the alleged irregularities of Mr. E.
C. Gardner, tlie senior partner, who had
spent $7000 of Ills own, and $5000 of the
firm’s money. At a meeting of the creditors
of the Inn, held in this city Monday, among
whom were Joseph E. Blabon, Charles McLaughlin, W. T. King, D. W. True, Ehen
Corey, John Q. Twitchell, Cyrus Thompson,
J. H. True, Dexter W. KenBell, J. T. Lewis,
Harry P. King, H. N. Jose, Charles \V. Allen and Frederick Dunham, Hon. Charles
McLaughlin was made chairman, and J. K.
Emery, bookkeeper for D. W. True, secretary of the meeting.
Mr. Buffum read a statement, showing that
tlie company’s assets are $39,846.47, liabilities $46,647.92; excess of liabilities over asHe said the business had
sets, $6,801.45.
been profitable, the year’s business in April
last showing a profit of $4000. Last year the
profits were $4,000, of which $2,000 should
Gardnave been his, but lie only used $800.
ner speculated with tlie company’s paper.

Doctor Ball’s Health Corsets 75 cents.
Will be continued until all arc sold.
One hundred pairs elegaut Worsted
cents.

prietor, Bangor.

JelOeodly-lstor-tthpcF

Me.

Cotton Hosiery.

Eeggins 50

Fifty pairs wide Swiss Embroidery marked front 25
yard.

UILLETT k LITTLE

cents to lO cents per

Wednesday" "morning,

ouiy 3>uw iui
obtained on discountwwu

and (gaid

ffilivdei,

No. 37 Plum Street.

REDMOND,

S. H.

Painting
Sign and Ornamental
DENCBIPTIOM.
OF EVERY
in
Having had an experience of over 12 years
two of the largest cities in Massachusetts, (the
in
warranting
I
feel
confident
in
last 7
business,)
the beat work and lowest price*.
dim*
MIDDLEI HT.
180
jan2

MARKS,

WI. IN.

Book, Card
—

AND

—

Job Printer
PRINTER*)’ EXCHANGE,

97 1-2 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
by mall

or

telephone promptly

at-

novlleodtf

MANUFACTURING CLOTHIERS
—AND—

Men’s Furnishers at Wholesale and Retail.

FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY

HASKELL&JONES,
470 CONGRESS ST

LANCASTER BUILDING,

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.
d6m
novl2

SAMUEL

CHASE,

Carriage and Sign Painter,
No. 83 Preble Street.
Particular attention given to Repainting and

_janHd.lw

Varnishing Carriages.

500 doz. Ladies’ and Children’s Cotton Hosiery.
We purchased the lot at a Bankrupt
Price and shall offer all the Ladies’ at
the low price of 25 cents per pair.

HAWKES
—

BROTHERS,

DEALERS in

—

Granite lor Building, Cemetery,
and monumental Purposes,

Office and Works foot of Wilmot St, P0RTLAN0, ME.
Melvin J. Hawkes.
Geo. E. Hawkes,
Special Attention given to Cemetery Work.
dec!8
_dBm

There are four different makes of Chil*
dren’s French and English Hose that we
have never sold less than 62, 75 and 88
cents. We shall sell them for 25, 33
and 38 cents.
We advise everyone to visit this sale
and secure an actual bargain.

RUBBER COATS.

MILLETT& LITTLE. OPENING.

To-day we shall offer 50 Men’s Heavy Rubber Coats
$1.25 each, also 25 saute quality, in sutnll sizes for
boys at $1.15each. These goods are all check linings,
good sizes, and at above prices are just half their real
at

_d3t

jan!9

You are GordiaOy. Invited to Visit

value.

Accidents.
Mr. Rand, an old gentleman, father of R.
Samuel Rand, the well known crockery dealer. fell on the icy sidewalk, corner of Fore
and Chatham streets, yesterday, and broke
his leg.
Mr. Daniel Rounds, living on Oxford street,
fell on the icy sidewalk on Middle street
yesterday morning and broke his leg. He

New Hamburgs
Monday, Jan. 11th, we shall

On
NEW BRANCH

taken to his home in a hack-

Photograph Studio,

GBAT.

meeting of the Gray Park Association held Saturday evening, the following
a

officers were elected for the ensuing year ;
President—George A. Morrill.
Vice Presidents—S. L. Adams, Orin S- Higgins,
Gray; Charles Cole, Raymond.

478 1-2

PORTLAND SOCIETY OE ART.

H. Chase.

Treasurer—Thomas Hancock.
Directors -John T. Merrill. Gray; Augustus
Merrill. New Gloucester; Vinton £. Frank, Orin
S. Higgins, Geo. T. Cobb, Gray.
It was voted to make extensive improvements in the track the coming season. It
was decided to hold the fair in 1886 the week
The meeting adfollowing the State fair.
journed to Saturday, Jan. 30th.

the

of Al t,

for

annual meeting
Society
(he election of officers and the transaction of
THE
be
other business that
of

presented,
may legally
my
ivill be held at the Society’s Rooms, Wednesday,
January 27th, 1880, at 7.30 p. m.
CHAS. G. HAINES, Secretary.
jau20dtd
MALE—Bamboo huts and tips for easels
curtain-poles, at low prices. G. L.
20-1
221 Middle Street.

BAILEY,

Congress St.,

Opp. Preble House.
This new and beautiful Studio has just been
fitted with all the new and Latest Improvements
greater perfection of our art, and possesses probably the largest and finest skylight north
of Boston. These rooms are under the personal
supervision of
for the

FOB
and

MR. J. M.

open

elegant line of new HAMBURGS in
different widths and matched patterns,
together with a choice selection of
NAINSOOK and SWISS EMBROIDERIES
also, in matched patterns. Also, a foil
line of COLORED EMBROIDERIES for
Misses’ and Children’s Suits.
an

SUBURBAN NEWS.

Secretary—John

fflook; Job

Haskell & Jones,

monials from reliable people.
Brown’s Sarsaparilla is sold by all druggists for
$1.00; 6 bottles for $6.00. ARA WARREN, Pro-

The sale on Soiled Shopworn Underwear will continue to-day.
Thirty Infants’ White Dresses slightly soiled by
handling, have been marked down to close out.
The sale on Corset at 25 cents.
Eoomer’s Elastic Comfort Corset 75 cents.

BERRY,

STEPHEN

All orders
tended to.

Is guaranteed to do all claimed for it, and any
druggist will give you back your money if It does
not. Remember also we print only home testi-

SPECIAL SALES.

the year. The money
ing the firm paper Gardner pocketed.
Mr. H. N. Jose said Gardner had falsified
That he (Jose) agreed to enthe accounts.
dorse the firm paper for $10,000—but owing
to Gardner’s misrepresentations—he had exceeded that amount. Jle had no security except a mortgage placed by Mr. Hale, of $30,000 on the firm property at Upper Bartlett.
Mr. F. B. Osgood explained that the new
New Hampshire insolvent law puts all creditors on an equal footing, therefore no mortgage made three months prior to an assignment would hold as against other creditors.
Mr. Jose was prepared, he said, to share his
Mr. Buffum
loss with the other creditors.
was not prepared to make any offer of settlement.
J. F. Clienery, J. E. Blabon and Reuben
Wescott were appointed a committee to investigate the books; were empowered to employ an expert lumberman and accountant
to get at the assets; and were ordered to reMr.
cord Mr. Jose’s mortgage of $30,000.
Jose volunteered to give the creditors a paper, so that even if the mortgage held the
property could be divided pro rata.

At

faithfully executed.|ul2dtf

SARSAPARILLA

Cardner, Buffum & Co.

was

—OF—

cured of

BACKACHE,

Sale to Commence at 10 o’clock Thursday
and Friday, Jan. 21 and 22.

he 833,117.84; the expenditures have been
$28,094.37, leaving a balance of $5,023.47.

was

Herbert O. Briggs,
ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

jay All business relating to Patents promptly

Mrs. C. P. Brackett, of Hermon, had Kidney
Disease. Could not sit up but one or two hours at
a time. Had a constant tired feeling and sick
headache, together with the usual

These are eiegant fresh goods and a tine selection. Come early and secure some of the best.

treasurer’s report.
The report of Mr. N. G. Cummings, the
treasurer, shows the total receipts for the
year from the secretary and other sources to

Fern

E. J.

CARDS.

ULSINESS

and

with all other symptoms of Kidney Disease. Her
husband was called home as she was dangerously
111; he bought Brown’s Sarsaparilla; she was
cured by It, and is now about her house in better
health than for years. The testimony of her
friends is that Brown's Sarsaparilla saved her life.
Mr. Charles Patterson, Engineer, Bangor,
was cured of Kidney Disease, caused by over ex-

—

C. YV. ALLEN

stant and intense

BACKACHE

Large and Fine Stock of

—

The whole number of members admitted
since tlie organization of the association is
1966,;of which number 198 have died.

nimseii

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
E. O. BAILEY.
marl 4

—

WOLF ROBES
Horse Blankets!

1886, are
For assessments.829,928.00
67.00
For membership.
126.00
For deposits.

wmie lie ueuneu

|j

Colored Urine? If you have any of these troubles
you may be sure you have Kidney Disease. Are
you bilious? Have you jaundice? Do you have a
sallow complexion? Are you troubled with constipation? If so, you have Liver Complaint and
should read the following testimonials:
Mbs. Chab. Hathorn, 61 Pearl St.,Bangor, has
been very low with Kidney Disease; she had been
confined to her bed for some time. Had a con-

STORE, 230 MIDDLE STREET,

1. fi. PALMER

38
Total.
making the present membership 1540. The
highest membership for the year was 1546,
The average
the average membership 1539.
age of deceased members was 51 years and 5
months.
The amount paid on account of deceased
members during the year is 825,000, each
benefit being 81500. Two benefits remain unpaid, the thirty days limit not having expired. The total amount paid out since the
organization of the association is $260,161.
The receipts for the year ending Jnn. 15,

AT THE

O. BAILEY & CO.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

A

following:

Total.

_

___

The Odd Fellows’ Mutual Relief Society
held its annual meeting last evening at Odd
Fellows’ Hall. The annual reports were preFrom the report of
sented and accepted.
Mr. Isaac F. Clark, tlie secretary, we take

PECK,

EASTMAN BROS. &
BANCROFT.
janO
dtf

thoroughly capable and practical Photographer
of large experience in all branches of the Art.
a

MARRIAGES.

Frycburg, Jam 16, by Dr. Mason. John P.
Stearns and Miss Lucy K. Snow, botli of Fryehurg.

As Strange as Fiction

In

Buxton, Dec. 24, James E. Eaton and Miss
Mary E. Fields.
In Buckiield, Jan. 11, Ezra Staples of Cartilage
and Leila Fay Ridland of Buckiield.
Ill Norway, Dec 31, Alonzo Edwards of Norway
and Miss Lizzie Lord of Oxford.
In Oxford, Jan. 1, Charles Martin and Miss Nellie Gray.
In Gardiner, Jan. 18, Fred Totter and Miss
Gertie Gardiner.
In Winthrop, Jan. 12, AVillis Cobh and Miss
Susaii Page.
Ill Franklin, Dec. 25, Maurice Peters of Bluelilll
and Miss Tiieo. H. Gordon of Franklin.
In

MOTTOt—Good Work at Moderate Cost.
eodtt

AIM!—To Please.

dec2

Dress Goods.
As True as

SPECIALS

Gospel. MILLETT& LITTLE.

DEATHS.
In tills city, at the residence of his son, C. C.

Berry. Joshua Berry, formerly of West Bath,
aged 85 years 4 months.

[Funeral services at Bath. Path papers copy.
Willard, (Cape Elizabeth) Jan 10, GeorgiRollins, aged 35 years 11 months.
[Funeral on Thursday afternoon at 2 o'clock,
from her late residence, Willard.
In Steep Falls, Jau. lo, Samuel Banks, aged
67 years.
In Augusta, Jan. 10, Mrs. Lucy B. Barker, aged
At

aiina

62 years.
In Newcastle, Dee.
aged 61 years.

JB'OFL SALE.
East Stoughton, Mass., Nor. 22, 1885

Just the thing for ti Country Variety
Store to sell spectacles by.
Cost $80.
Will sell for $15. The above so called
Opthalmoscopic Test Lenses, having
been found impracticable for the use of
our opticians, it is for sale at half price.

To the FLOWER MEDICINE CO.

Dear Sirs:
With great pleasure I send yon
a few lines telling yon of the wonderful cure yonr LITER AND
STOMACH SANATIVE has done
for me.\ I have been trying about
everything on the market, BESIDES TWENTY DIFFERENT
DOCTORS, and found nothing to
help me permanently. I sometimes felt better for a short time,
but would then go down again. I
have had the DYSPEPSIA and
IN
NERVOUS PROSTRATION
THE WORST FORMS, bnt today
I call myself well, and all the vesult of taking your medicine. I
generally had a bilions attack
about once in two weeks, and now
[ have not had one sin'^e I commenced taking yonr Sanative, and
that was months ago. I CALL IT
rHE BEST .MEDICINE ON THE

24, Miss Sarah E. Fossett,

Wafdoboro,

In
Jan. 0, Capt. Aaron Kaler, aged
70 years.
In Aina, Jan. 3, Mrs. Luella Smith, aged 37
years.
Ill West Balli Jan. 17, Daniel McKenney, aged
83 years 2 months,—formerly of l’hipsburg.
T.»

will

and

AUCTION SALES.

nigCEIiLAKEOtH.

ADVEBTISEJIENTS.

Corporations.

The Star Manufacturing Company has
been organized with the following officers:
President—Daniel E. Shepard.

Seaver.

NEW

MUTUAL RELIEF.

Officers.

during 1885.8 110,374.06

*21,G53,156.94

Portland

Stolen in Boston.

IparriPfl

Senior

Their

Cane

Directors

Dividends. 4,268,883.64

tion.”

Tuesday—Hugh Gillen, James liuntoon, EdMyers, Patrick McCarthy, George Rush,
William Rush.
Intoxication; each 10 days in
eouuty Jail.
AViluam Kirk. Intoxication; 5 days In county
jail.
William Conwell. Intoxication; 39 days ia
county Jail.
Frank Reed. Common drunkard; 2 months In
county jail. Appealed.

The

ROBBING the mails.
Letters

CO.

Election and Report of

notes

misery.__

ward T.

Kate Lung.

see

and gracefully written producMiss Beal read an essay upon the
subject “Being Better than Seeming.”

COURT.

BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

and cost.

very much

for his wife. She, he said,
worried about her mother and wanted to
write to her, hut he would not consent; in
fact, he said, he couldn’t consent, but intimated it would be better for her if she was
not with him. Mr. Hill offered to take
charge of Mrs. Gledhill, and write to her
was

beautifully

_

MUNICIPAL

Annual

The

INSURANCE

the President.

fugitives

Pittsburg Female College.
NEW ADVEKTISEMENTS.
Great Auction Sale—Wolf Hobes, &c.
Bubber Coats—Owen. Moore & Co.
Bamboo Buts—U. L. Bailey.
Optlialomoseopic Test Lento—C. H. Lktnsou.
Portland Society of Art.
Special Sales—Owen, Moore & Co.

dollars for evidance proving otherwise la

in

Citizens’ Mutual Relief Society—had received Christmas cards dated Kansas City,
Dec. 23d. It was then thought that the

Wanted—Man.

and

Man

City.

A short time ago the Pkess stated that
Mr. and Mrs. Perry—the mother and father
of Mrs. Gledhill, whose husband robbed the

ViCINtTY.

A»VKBXHiKMEWr«l TO-BAN.

U n.nnin.

Portland

Kansas

AMU SEMEN TS.
Pink Tea Party—High Street Circle.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

we

a

MUTUAL

UNION

CLEDHILL

IP,,.,*

T..„

1 rr

L"

s

1

aged 64 years 10 months.
In Bethel, Dec. 22, Delura A., wife of Lawson
\V. Filigree, aged 41 years 4 months.
In South Lewiston, Jan. 1G, Mrs. Mary T. Bailey, aged 81 years 11 months.
In Augusta, Jan. 6. Harry Waugh, aged 71 yrs.
In Cahiden, Jail. 11. U. D. Witherspoon, aged

90 years.
In Kockport, Jan. 10, Henry W. Piper, aged
82 years.
In Boothhay, Jan. 14, Nathaniel G. Light, aged
76 years.
In Boothhay, Jan G, Mary J. Brewer, aged 7G

years.
In Exeter, N. H., Jan. 17, Mrs. Jane Lowell,
wife of the late George Gardner, aged 77 years,
formerly of this city.

Three Little Maids
Bright, fresh and charming, say they owe their
good health and clear complexions to Hood’s Sar
saparilla. Everyone may have good health by
taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which cures scrofula,
salt rheum, dyspepsia, biliousness, rheumatism,
catarrh, kidney and liver complaints, and all diseases caused or promoted by impure blood or low
If you feel tired and all
state of the system.
worn out, Hood’s Sarsaparilla will renew your
strength, and vitalize and enrich your blood.
The little daughter of Mrs. Charles Brewster,
Buffalo. N. Y., suffered greatly with sties on her
eyes. Hood’s Sarsaparilla completely cured her.
Miss Carrie Ware, Milford. N. H., bad a sore
come in her ear, which spread over her neck and
In two days after she
both sides of her face.
began taking Hood's Sarsaparilla the sore commenced to lieal, and In a week it was all healed up.

Jessie F. Dolbeare. Pascoag, K. I., had no appetite or strength, and felt tired all the time. Hood's
Sarsaparilla restored her appetite and strength.

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for Jo. Prepared
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

aprl

100 Doses One Dollar

d&wlynrm

I keep all kinds of Eye Glasses and Spectacles,
at 20 cts., 50 ets.. 75 cts., SI.00 and upwards, in
Rubber, Steel, Celluloid and Gold frames.

Ordinary presbyopic and ntyople eyes fitted at
once. Oculists’ prescriptions for Astigmatism and
other difficulties properly filled and a fit guaranteed.
—

1201 MIDDLE STREET.
jan20

dlw

"ASHTON’S

Factory-Filled
UNEQUALLED

Salt.

FOR DAIRY USE.

CONTINENT, and I ought to be a
?ood jndge by this time. I am now
58 years old, am doing my own
ivork, and feel like a new being.

SEIM) FOR CIRCULARS

COM, PATRICK & CO.
PORTLAN^JI

AN IMPORTANT

Ottomans, Canvas Cloth, Sateens,
Benetiae Cloth, all at 50 cts. per
yard, marked down from 88 cents and

Serges,

$1.00.

MILLETT
& LITTLE.
9_
tl3t

jam

VELVETS.
$4.00 Brocade Velvets, colors, $2.00
“
$1.00
$2.00 Brocade Plushes,
“
75 cts.
Plain VeJiets,

BLEACHED COTTONS.

The Great North-American Homed:
for Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Bronv.
ehitis, Loss, of Voice.^Hoarse^

104 Lockwood,
44 Fruit of Loom,

20 cts

714c

by the yard

or

piece.

SOLD BY
ALL

HAMBURGS.

RESPECTABLE

CHEMISTS & GENERAL DEALERS.
Gray's Syrup cures the worst forms of Coughs and

Colds.
Gray’s Hyrup cares Sore Throat and Hoarseness.
Gray’s Syrup gives Immediate relief In Bronchitis.
Gray’s Syrup is the best remedy for Asthma.
Cough.
Gray’s Syrup relieves Croup and Whoopingin
Con*
Gray’s Syrup is an excellent palliative
_

A large and very choice assortment
of Hamburgs jnst opened at
low prices.

sumption.
Gray’s Syrup relieves all affections of Throat,
Lungs and Chest

Factory: Rouses Point. Wholesale Warc house
Stato Street, Boston.

s

Reduced from $1,50 to $1.00.

220

_eodlstor4thp

janM
NEW

FEATHER TRIMMINGS

_M

Gray’s Syrup Is superior to any medicine offered
for all the above complaints.
PRICE 25 CENTS.

STYLE

PIANO

FORTES

TURNER BROS,,
488 & 490 Congress St.

__dtt

]an!9

SLEIGHS.
I invite people wanting a first-class Sleigh to call
and

grateful friend,

DIPHTHERIA.

TURNER BROS

15 pieces all wool Black Camels Hair,
44 inches wide, at 25 cents per yard,
marked from ?5 cents.

With best wishes for your success, for you are doing a great
ivork for suffering humanity,
I remain yonr sincere and

AGENTS,
229 COMMERCIAL ST.,

entire stock of Dress
We offer our
Goods to close them out before our
opening of Spring Goods at a
Great Sacrifice.

EXAMINE MY STOCK.

announcement.

I have some

MRS. THOMAS TRIPP.

I have no hesitation in saying that by using
Baker’s Great American Specific m season, it will
prevent and cure what might lie a fatal case of
diphtheria. / have cured two children with it. and
am satisfied if I had known of this remedy in
season, it would have saved the lives of two who
died of this dreadful disease.
JOHN J. BENNETT,
Master Steamer "Franconia,” Portland, Me.
lstor4thtf
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CLOSING

OUT

SALE

—OF—

LADIES' FANCY SLIPPEHS
—

AND

I; it half price for

one week. 50 ct»., 81 OO,
84.00, 84.50 anil $3.00.
M. O.

81.50,

PALMER.

Cause. and Cure, by one who
MlUlIiftO was deaf twenty-eight years.
Treated by most of the noted specialists of the
I
day with no benefit. Cured himself In three
j souths, and since then hundreds of others by s’aroe
irocess. A plain, simple and successful ljome
reatment. Address T. S. PAGE, 128 East 26th
It., New York City.
novl4SM&TVT2w
I

Dl’trVl'CCib

irilE HURON

—

Cow Shoes,
janlGdlw

Piano Fortes of the very best make, the Haliet
& Davis new style upright piano, Steinway & Son
Parlor Gl and; also organs of several styles and
makes. I ‘iano stools and covers. Tuning and repairing do ne at short notice. WM. P. BASTINGS,
oct20dtf
II4V2 Exchange St.. Portland.

Table and Dairy Salt
IS THE BEST.

iffc Yonr Grocer for it. Take 1Y0 Other.
dSm
<iec8

__

'THIS PAPER

Light Fancy Trotting Sleighs

at Reasonable Prices

and a good

Business
I

Sleigh for $65.00, That Can't

Be Beat!

will warrant all my sleighs to be made of good
stock and the best of work.

C. E.

WHITAUY,

01 Preble St.,
dec4dtf

cor.

Lincoln St.,

PORT I, AND, VIE.

ALONZO S. DAVIS,
PHOTOCRAPHER,

180

JTliddle
near corner

Street,

of Exchange St.

BEST OF WORK AT REASONABLE PRICES.

jelO
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